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Further Modern Gravitation Theory
Part 2
Gravitation is a Trigger for Acts of Nature
Summary
Interrelation between gravitation and acts of nature is deemed as a hard proof that the Earth gravitation is a predominant
fact in this cohesion. Neutrino flow pressuring towards the Earth center on its way is forming difference abnormal zones within
atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere. As a result we are exposed to such natural disasters as earthquakes, volcanoes and
climatic changes. Sufficient energy to such acts may be released only due to gravitation.
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Abstract
Part 1 Nature of Gravitation and Mechanism of its Influence referred to gravitation origin due to with neutrino motion. In Part 2
Gravitation and Acts of Nature the author assumes that earthquakes, tsunami, volcanoes and cyclones are formed due to gravitation
density change within the certain areas of the Earth. This is a prior assumption of this paper while common theories do not
attribute gravitation to such processes.
Neutrino flows coming from open space towards the central core of the Earth penetrating atmosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere slightly change their direction. Within magnetic field such deviation became controlled thus focusing gravitation
flow.
Depending on type of the magnetic overtaxing vertical neutrino flow in ionosphere becomes narrow or wide thus rising
gravity abnormalities within certain zones. Such gravitation abnormalities compress or expand air, water and rock in the certain
areas of the earth surface.
Rapid localization of magnetic vortexes within the Earth magnetic field normalizes gravitation level thus sharply
expanding either compressing certain areas in air, water and rock. Consequences of such processes are known as natural
disasters.
To prove the gravitation presence in such acts of nature the author gives numerous indirect signs of changes of
gravitation force, herewith, especially emphasizing on lowering of the gravitation level that is expressed by the state of the
surrounding.
Such signs were studied by systemic analysis and the generated findings shown a certain relationships in seismic
processes.
The major factor here is that the environment is dynamically exposed to the compression by the flow of gravitation
carrier. As a result, earlier so clear and apparent processes have got a very different features, its origin now is more regular and
logically explainable. There is a convening evidence that once have determined a correct mechanism of occurrence of natural
disasters and their cause–effect interrelations people may efficiently forecast and take control over these processes.
Volcanic eruption, for instance, occurs not due magma blowout from the Earth mantle but as a consequence of fusion
reaction inside the throat of such natural nuclear reactor. Driving force of the vertical air flow in cyclone is not temperature
expansion but gravitation expansion of the air. Earthquake happens due to focusing of gravitation occurring at different depths,
thus more clearly explaining that its source locates in the mantle of 700km deep. Radioactivity of chemical elements is the
sequence of gravity lowering within certain rocks that earlier had been formed under conditions of excessive gravitation density.
Gas, water and solids change their features with the excessive density, while physical and chemical processes are accelerated.
Gradual and long change of gravitation density leads to conversion of living organisms and plants.
This paper is aimed at scientists and qualified experts. It teems with theoretical ideas that should be subjected to
development in new studies in the field of seismic and meteorology.
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A theory is the more impressive the greater is the simplicity of
its premises, the more different are the kinds of things it relates
and the more extended the range of its applicability...
Albert Einstein

Introduction
Among all processes happen in the real world the most mysterious remains gravitation. The question
why the stone is falling down has been asked by humanity during the whole existence and still has not
found a definite answer. Gravitation is the same stone in different alternative models of the Universe
which had been always perfect. Nevertheless, lots of physical processes in these models appear to be more
simple and clear and authors consciously avoid the interpretation of the mechanisms and origin of
gravitation. To the full it relates to physical science as well. As a result we get used to think and make
conclusions and decision not knowing main nature and regularities of certain processes. This is not good
but right way. Otherwise, science will stop its development.
Most acts of nature on our planet have got some regularity that is governed by yet undiscovered rule.
Frequently humanity cannot find a reason for such processes and eventually explains them by some
mysterious super natural force. But, along with scientific findings and building-up of awareness humanity
may learn such forces and find out the clues.
Such natural disasters as earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunami and cyclone have found simple
explanations in traditional science. However, their mechanism of origin and the forces that generate them,
are given as a conventional processes, like a simple shaking caused by thermal expansion and collision of
the bodies. But at the same time, the process and mechanism of thermal expansion do not have proper
explanation.
In fact, their nature is much more complicated and hides inside an unknown dangerous force. A
simple conceptual calculation of the capacity of these process indicates the presence of enormous energy,
which can be derived only due to gravitation having sufficient potential energy.
Part [1] of this theory represents an assumption about the possibility gravitation flow deviation while penetrating
the dense matter under the influence of a magnetic field. Such statement shifts our understanding of gravitation. It is
this feature of gravitation that may explain earthquakes, volcanic explosions, tsunami and cyclone.
Knowing the basic properties of gravitation, i.e. the reason why the flow direction is changed, in
future, it will be feasible to determine the mechanism of occurrence of natural disasters.
The disputes with regard such mechanism of occurrence of gravity remains topical from the times of
Newton. Physics, as a science, has developed far ahead in comparison with those times. But the hypothetic
assumptions of the origin of gravitation have not been changed since. As a consequence, lack of knowledge
of the laws of nature, i.e. gravitation law led the physical sciences to the deadlock.
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I. Mechanism of the Earth Magnetic Field
The only good is knowledge and the only evil is ignorance

Socrates

1.1. Occurrence of the Earth Magnetic Field. Geodynamo
From XVII till XX century lots of observations over the Earth magnetic field were made finding out
general regularities of its behavior. Great contribution in this developments was made by such famous
scientists as Halley, Alexander von Humboldt, Joseph Gay-Lussac, James Maxwell, Carl Gauss, Hans
Oersted and Joseph Larmor. Especially significant development was made in theory of electromagnetism
by Maxwell in the 70-s of the XIX century. His equations exhibited that magnetic field is generated by
electric current. Hence closed elementary currents and magnetic dipoles are equivalent and the moment is
also called the magnetic moment current. All together these values form magnetic field of a cylindrical
magnet, which roughly coincides with soleniodal field having the same length and the same crosssection.[2]
It should be found inside the planet a system of the current of proper configuration and force that
forms on the surface of the Earth a field of a well-known structure. It is known that the solid curst of the
Earth has a total thickness of 35 km, and then there is an upper mantle with the silicate layers of 400 km
and a phase transfer of 900 km.
Layer beneath and till 5120km has properties of liquid as no transverse seismic waves are going
through it, the ways where particles fluctuate perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation.
Module of shear of fluid is zero, and therefore liquid properties are attributed to the outer core. The inner
core from the depth of 5120 km and till the centre of the Earth (6371 km), based on the seismic waves
passage, is solid. It is the liquid state of a significant part of the core gives an explanation to the mechanism
of generation of the geomagnetic field. It means that constant magnetic field of the Earth is determined by
electric currents occurred during the motion of liquid passing in the core.[2]
Nature of the origin of the Earth magnetic field till now cannot be considered as completely
resolved, although magnetic hydrodynamo hypothesis that is based on recognition of existence of liquid
core with convective flows is almost commonly recognized. According to the theory of convective flow,
liquid mantle in the outer core, under the influence of the thermal processes in the center of the planet,
rising up and falling down creates the flow.[3]
In previously proposed magneto-Dynamo models, a liquid mantle conventionally moves from the
core to the lithosphere and back. Thus formation of electric current and magnetic fields cannot be logically
explained. First configuration that indicated possibility to generate magnetic field with a special motion of
a conducting media was Ponomarenko Dynamo (1978).
Following after several configurations were investigated assuming such a possibility (in particular,
ABC-Dynamo, Richardson Dynamo etc.)
First laboratory experiments in confirmation of the effect were
ν Lithosphere ν
performed at the Institute of physics of Latvia University in Salaspils
stator
and in German city of Karlsruhe in 1999. Two more experiments, but
ν
with not unique interpretation were fulfilled in France (von Karman
ν
1
Dynamo) and the US (inside the ball).
The experiment that does not require a complicated system of
ν
2
pumps and excessively large dimensions of a unit tried to get in
Core - a
rotor
physical hydrodynamics laboratory, Institute of continuum media, UB
3
RAS. However under real conditions the magnetic Dynamo has not
ν
ν
been received.
Ideas on occurrence of the geomagnetic field are called
Liquid mantle Fig. 1
ν
agent
hydromagnetic Dynamo and were first made by Joseph Larmor in
England in 1919 in explanation of solar magnetism. In the mid 40-th
J.I. Frenkel in USSR and Walter Elsasser in United States suggested that thermal convection in the core is
exactly the reason that actuates hydrodynamo of the Earth core. [4]
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The geodynamo model in this paper differs from all the above mentioned models. It represented our
planet with a Central solid core with heat-producing transuranic elements, which quickly rotates eastwards
(see Fig 1.) By its rotation of the core having a rotor function attracts surrounding melted liquid mantle.
Liquid mantle, acting as a transmission agent, gradually transmits the rotation to the entire body of
the planet. At the same time, upper sub-lithosphere (1) and middle layers (2) of the mantle are slowing by
gravity itself (see dashed lines of force Fig.1). Therefore rotation speed of different layers of the planet are
never equalized. Lithosphere acts as a stator of the Dynamo.
The core and lithosphere at different speeds and their interaction are transferred to rotation by liquid
mantle. Liquid mantle of the outer core is exposed to gravitational compression and expansion at different
depths. This process is produced due to intra-atomic energy and motion of free electrons. Mixing in the
mantle forms friction and creates ring currents. The transition speed of the matter in the lower lithosphere
layer will be slightly less, and in the lower mantle layers higher. Such slowing flows form (toric) locked ring
electric fields.
Due to interaction of toroidal electric fields with spiral flows in the outer core dipole cumulative
magnetic field occurs, and its axis almost coincides with the Earth axis. To “start-up” the process even very
weak initial magnetic field is needed. It can be generated due to gyromagnetic effect, when the rotating
body is getting magnetized towards the direction of the axis of its rotation. Such magnetodynamo model
reflects all necessities for its existence and functioning.
Magnetic field in the Earth mantle is maintained in the way similar to dynamo unit with self-actuating
where the coil of wire rotates within the external magnetic field. Then due to electromagnetic induction an
electric current occurs in the coil and forms its own magnetic field. It strengthens the external magnetic
field and the current in the coil also increasing.
Liquid mantle of the planet is not the dynamo unit of course. But if thermal flows are formed in
liquid conductor had different velocities and densities, some system of flows in a conductive liquid does
occur which is similar to the motion of the conductor. When the liquid conductor bearing its related
rotational motion (and it arose due to difference in core and crust speeds) passes the lines of magnetic field
it raises the electric current that creates magnetic field. The latter strengthens the external seed field, which
in its turn empowered electric current and so on. The process will continue till stationary magnetic field
establishes when different dynamic processes will equalize each other.
However, the theory of hydromagnetic dynamo (it is more accurate to say, the hypothesis, since
there are no experimental evidence so far) is not so flexible to prove the whole diversity of observed facts
related to geomagnetism. No way to refer to approximations and subterfuges had which experts are
attempting to reconciled the contraries. Sometimes it seems more convincing the simplest pais de
hypothesis: in the depths of the planet sits devil and turns the huge linear magnet with its horns, causing
abnormalities in the geomagnetic field.[5]

1.2. Characteristics of the Earth Magnetic Field
The Earth magnetic field is characterized by seven parameters. To measure the earth magnetic field
in any point, we need to measure its direction and intensity. These components can be measured in
Oersteds (1 Oersted = 1 Gauss), but usually in nanoTesla (1 NT . 100 000 = 1 Oersted). The intensityof
the magnetic field is around between 25 000 - 65 NT (0.25 to 0.65 Oersted). Geomagnetic field measured
in any point on the Earth surface is a combination of several magnetic fields generated from different
sources. Over90% of the measured field is generated inside the planet and in the Earth crust. This part of
the geomagnetic field is often named as main magnetic field. Main magnetic field changes are slow and can
be described by such mathematical models as (IGRF) - international geomagnetic recommended model
(WMM) - Global magnetic model. Main magnetic field creates within interplanetary environment a cavity
so called magnetosphere where Earth magnetic field predominant in the magnetic field of the solar
wind.[3]
Earth magnetic field leads to formation of ionosphere and two belts of charged particles around the Earth.
Internal Equatorial belt with the highest density of particles is located at about 3600 km from the surface
of the planet. It surrounds the Earth by the ring at 35° South latitude 35° North latitude. External belt
mainly consisted of electrons extends at latitudes 65°. Positioning in space, volume and density of particles
in the belt vary greatly, the distance from the Earth fluctuates from 25to50K km. Main protective property
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of these belts is that they act as traps for particle incoming from the Sun of high-energies. Magnetic field,
deflecting them from the Earth, attracts them into circulation around the planet.
It is noted that passing from the equator to the pole, the number charged particles fallen on the
Earth slightly increases (about 10%). In the stratosphere the latitudinal effect is in several times bigger than
at the sea level. On the top boarder of atmosphere, the intensity of space rays close to the equator in 5
times less than in the polar zones. It is due to the lack of permanent belts of charged particles above the
polar zones. However, the intensity of the particles’ flow in sub-polar zones is relatively small and not
dangerous for life.
Electrical particles within the magnetic field move by spiral, i.e. its
trajectory as if reeling in cylinder, and force line passes its axis. Radius of such
imaged cylinder depends on the field intensity and energy of the particle. About
99% of energetic particles that “breakthrough” magnetic shield of the Earth are
cosmic rays of galactic origin, and only about 1% is formed in the Sun. [6] Entire
near-earth space, filled with charged particles moving towards the Earth
magnetic field, is named magnetosphere. It is segregated from interplanetary
space by magnetopause. Particles’ flows (“solar wind”) pass around magnetosphere.

1.3. Changes in the Earth Magnetic Field and Ionosphere
In XVIII century it was observed that the Earth magnetic field may be exposed to short changes.
Varying and inclining such changes sometimes may last for many hours then returning to the initial state.
This process is so called a magnetic storm and its impact is perfectly expressed in Polar lights. Magnetic
storms often start suddenly and simultaneously around the world. In high latitudes during the magnetic
storm Polar lights are seen. They may last few
minutes, but often visible within a several hours.
Solar magnetic storms
Erath magnetic storms
Polar lights vary greatly in form, colour and intensity,
while these features sometimes change rapidly during
the short period. The spectrum of Polar lights
Electroconsists of emission lines and bands. Disturbances in
magnetic
the magnetic field associated with shutoffs of radio
vortexes in
1
communications in the Polar regions. Such
ionosphere
disturbances occur due to changes in ionosphere thus
evidencing the presence of a strong ionization source
during magnetic storms.
Fig.2
Solar particles’ flow
It was found that more intensively magnetic
The Earth
storms occur when large groups of spots locate close
to the center of the solar disk. Subsequently it was
observed that storms are not caused by spots but by solar bursts appeared during the formation of the
group of spots. Large emission of solar bursts lead in the Earth ionosphere to rapid additional increase in
ionization. This is accompanied by the flows and disturbances of the general magnetic field. During the
flare the hardest component of the x-rays particularly increases enhancing ionization of the main
ionosphere layer D (in 5-10 times). The layer starts to absorb short radio waves, up to about 100 m, and
reflect km-long waves. The first leads to radio signals decay on the short waves, and the second strengthens
the hearing from distant stations on the long waves. Solar corpuscular emission is also relied by bursts,
causing magnetic storms and Polar lights.[7]
Solar particles flow (red arrows, Fig.2) speed is about 1000km/s.
It reaches the Erath a day after chromospheric burst is seen. This flow is fast moving plasma, which
is restricted by the Earth magnetic field. The particles’ flow in motion is accompanied by its own magnetic
field. The latter restricts the movement of ionized gas spreading across the lines of magnetic field. As a
result particle’ flow stops deforming lines of magnetic field (site 1, Fig.2), i.e. causing the disturbances of
the Earth magnetic field or magnetic storms. Depending on the rate and power of particle’s flow vary
depth and area of deformation.
Disturbances are coming from the Equator dividing into two parts towards Northern and Southern
spheres (circles 1, 2 and 3, Fig.3.) Disturbed magnetic flows of the Earth create magnetic vortexes within
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different sites. Magnetic vortexes may reach ionosphere at different latitudes and rise there electromagnetic
vortexes.
Electromagnetic vortexes are strongly focused, i.e. in the
Electromagneti
The
Earth
c vortexes in
Northern sphere counterclockwise and in the Southern magnetic field
ionosphere
clockwise. Nevertheless should the deformation rise from the
3
ionosphere to the upper layers the vortexes may go in the opposite
direction. The direction of vortexes is driven due to rotation of
А
2
the Earth from the West to East. Occurred vortexes create
1
abnormalities where the density of the gravitational flow varies
В
with time. In the upper atmosphere layers particles’ flows create
additional ionization that changes penetration of gravitation flows
The Earth
raising its abnormality. This whole process is followed by
gravitation impact of different intensity within different areas on
Ionosphere
Fig.3
the Earth surface.
All changes in ionosphere directly relate to the state of the
Sun.

1.4 Influence of the Earth magnetic Field on Gravitation
What is the true law? Is the right reason, invariable, eternal, according to the nature and spread to all men.
Cicero
Neutrino the gravitation carrier is not captured by the Earth magnetic field although definitely react
on it. Thereby, depending on the direction of the electromagnetic disturbance in ionosphere and
lithosphere of the Earth gravitation flow is able to concentrate and focus.
Gravitation gains a specific feature under the influence of the magnetic field. It becomes
concentrated and renders a directed effect. The gravitation carrier in the magnetic field is oriented and as a
result of its influence on the matter takes focused direction. This feature of the magnetic field is well
monitored on planets of the solar system. For instance the Earth, having own magnetic field, revolving
around own axis, but the Moon and Mercury and some satellites of the solar system do not have own
magnetic field or it is very weak, so unable to revolve around own axis. Venus, with own magnetic field
and opposite revolves irreversibly.

1.5 Inversion of the Earth Magnetic Field
Geophysicists E. Telye and S.P Burlatskaya in 60th researched thermomagnetic intensity by burned
clay samples (burning age was determined by archeological data). This enabled to draw a curve ff the
magnetic field intensity for the last 5000-10000 years. From nowadays to deep centuries magnetic field
gradually increases reaching its maximum approximately at the beginning of the new era. At that period it
used to be in a half more than presently. Then it declining till IV B.C. Magnetic field was in two less 50006000 years ago than today. Mowing further in times, so the field is inclining again however S.P. Burlatskaya
notes there is not sufficient data to make an adequate conclusion. Therefore there is no hesitation that the
main dipole part of the Earth magnetic field is exposed to disturbances in periodical manner. Possibly this
period exceeds 6000 years. It is necessary to point that peak values of the field are measured precisely, but
the minimal field intensity remains unknown.[8]
By means of the paleomagnetism a fascinating process was observed accompanied by rapid and
significant decrease of the magnetic field intensity. Magnetic features of the rocks by geological crosssection indicated that the south and north poles changed locations during sedimentation. An inversion of
the marked-magnetic field occurred. Some geological periods had several inversions of the magnetic field.
Not less than nine inversions had been occurred in last Pliocene-quartenary lasting 11 million years. The
last inversion of the magnetic field was observed at the beginning of the quartenary time i.e. 500-800
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thousand years ago. It is considered that the field of one mark exists not less than 500 thousand years at
average[8,9].
The value of the field falling to 0,3 from the normal at the moment of inversion, and taking into
consideration a preceding rapid increase of this value the common declining amplitude of the field will be
of around its normal value. Magnetic field inversion has been studied only by the first approximation. It
cannot be rejected that that the main role in the field solar gravitation plays which is slowly deviating the
Earth axis. That is why the Earth axis now slightly sloping from a strict perpendicular line to the orbital
plane.
It is easy to understand that organic life of our planet sensed such inversion as a catastrophe. The
decreased intensity of the magnetic field in 3 times could have caused decrease in rotation speed of the
planet around its axis. Thus the degree of space radiation applied on the Earth would be proportionally
increased. The decrease of the field intensity occurred for several centuries and for the living world that
adaptation for such rapid increase of cosmic radiation found to be a complicated process.
Magnetic poles had rotated every 500 thousand years with the changed direction of the huge mass of
hot iron circulating around the solid core of the Earth. By present, magnetic poles have not been
exchanged for more than 750 thousand years. [8]
Exchange of magnetic poles cannot occur immediately and will need longer time as the revolving
planet core serves as gyroscope not allowing quick reorientation. Such process can take considerable
amount of time and must going gradually with the slow translation of magnetic poles because either
formation or its occurrence directly depends on revolving of the planet.
When magnetic poles will roll over the planet will stop its revolving. Consequently centrifugal force
will disappear. Gravitation flow and compression force remain unchanged so the dimensions of the planet
will be reduced to the maximum. This will lead to numerous nature disasters similar to the Flood.
Lithosphere and the Earth mantle will get smaller accompanied by seismic events. Oceans and seas will
overflow and cover the whole surface of the Earth. Living organisms will be exposed to the excessive
gravitation force which will squeeze them. The Moon will change it orbital path. In some time the planet
will start revolving, but in reverse direction.

II. Disturbances Occurred in Ionosphere and Lithosphere
2.1 Seismic Events and Electromagnetic Disturbances
Abnormalities connected with gravitation density are of the highest interests in studies. Scientists and
researchers have recently highlighted that electromagnetic abnormalities are localized on sites of
earthquakes and volcanoes. They suggest forecasting earthquake by radio waves analysing electromagnetic
component in ionosphere of the Earth.
Before strong earthquake various abnormalities are observed. So in Ashkhabad sky luminescence was
seen before the earthquake 1948 and in Tashkent in 1966 bright lightening belts. Electromagnetic events
are activated, i.e. self-lightening of fluorescent lamps, upsets of computerized systems and home
electronics, breakage in wire insulation, electrified rocks. Uzbek scientists before Gazli earthquake
registered excessive degree of electromagnetic radiation which had been increasing for 5-6 hours and after
the main shock returned to its normal degree.[10] It was concluded form the statistics data that
electromagnetic field is rises on 85-90percent before earthquake. Kazakhstan scientist V.I Larkina suggests
forecasting earthquakes by means of radio waves. The main idea her method is to measure the
electromagnetic component in the Earth ionosphere.
The analysis of the empirical data implemented by the Russian scientist O.A. Kusonsky indicated
that seismic events are definitely accompanied by magnetic disturbances. Therefore it can be concluded
that earthquakes origin sources has common features of similar nature. Attributing earthquakes to magnetic
storm or steady field is logical, herewith nonlinearity of earthquake sources within a region is evident.
Studies of ionosphere in observatory indicated that earthquakes coincide with the ionosphere disturbances
expressed in wavy changes of ionization level of the central ionosphere layer and its heights during several
hours. In all cases earthquakes within regions are accompany with decreased ionization of the layer. During
earthquakes ionization is decreased over than in three times. An hour or two before earthquakes the layer
decreased. [13]
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Thus the state the central ionization layer has got the same consistent pattern. It is expressed in
availability of disturbances in the layer within twenty four hours and more, decrease of the layer before
earthquake and decrease of layer ionization during earthquake. This may also mean that the causes of
earthquakes occurrence are same.
2.2. Ionosphere
Our planet is surrounded by ionosphere is a layer of the low density ionized gas located at heights
from 50 to 500km. Large-power electric currents flowing up there form Polar lights in the North. Within
the atmospheric layers mesosphere, thermosphere and exosphere air is ionized known as endothermic ions
formation from neutral atoms or molecules. Light emission is expressed in the speed of movement of
electrical flows. Sometimes it reaches several thousand square kilometers per second. Ionosphere and
below ozone layer absorb UV and x-ray radiation of the Sun.
Mainly the Earth atmosphere is ionized due to UV and x-ray radiation of the Sun mostly occurred in
the solar chromosphere and corona. In addition, particle’s flows during the solar bursts as well as cosmic
rays and meteoritic particles change the rate of ionization in the upper atmosphere layers.
Ionosphere is a mixture of gas of neutral atoms and
molecules and quasi-neutral plasma which number of negatively
300km
F2
F
charged particles approximately equal to the number of positively
F1
charged particles. Number of charged particles: oxygen atoms,
200km
nitrogen oxide molecules and free electrons per one air cubic
E
E
100km
centimeter in average is 1015-1016. [14]
D
Ionosphere was discovered in the beginning of 20th century
0km
when two groups of scientists: British E. Appleton and M. Barnet
night
day
and Americans G. Bright and M. Tiew experimentally found a
Fig.4
layer that reflected waves at 50 km height. The layer was so named
Kennelly-Heaviside layer known to us as ionosphere layer E.
Atmosphere conductivity depends on the degree of the air ionization. That is why air conductivity in
ionosphere is in 1012 times higher than nearby the Earth surface.
Ionosphere (Fig.4) is nonuniform: it is divided in 3 layers of maximal ionization: D, E and F. But In
space between these layers atmosphere ionization degree remains very high. Frequently forms extensive
sporadic electron mass so named as cloud of electrons.
Layer D is the lowest ionosphere layer. Its boundaries are at 60 to 90 km above the Earth. Ionization
of layer D is weak.
Ionization of layer D is derived due to hydrogen rays of Lyman-alpha series with wavelength
121.5nm and nitrogen oxide (NO). At high solar activity N2 and O2 are also ionized. Maximal density of
charged particles is 102-103cm3.
Layer D is unstable. Maximal ionization is achieved during daytime when solar emission is largest. In
the Polar Regions subsequent to solar proton events (protons emitted by the Sun, accelerated by very high
energies during solar bursts or coronal mass emissions) layer D ionization can reach excessively high level.
Such events in the lower ionosphere are called “polar absorption cap”. At this time from 24 to 48 hours
absorptivity of radio signals is much stronger over the polar regions covering by broadcasting of huge
areas. In the night residual ionization is left by galactic cosmic rays. Sometimes ionization is completely
terminated.
Second ionosphere layer is the Layer E. The lower boundary layer E is above the upper boundary of
underlying layer D. The upper boundary is at 120km height.
Ionization of layer E is similar to ionization of layer D: solar short-wave or x-ray emissions, and
long-wave UV. Plasma density here is higher up to 105 particles per cm3, but in the night ionization degree
greatly falls down but still enough strong to reflect radio waves. Ionic recombination (the process reverse
to ionization) in layer E is very fast, so in night ions density can be reduced to 103 cm3. Beneath this level
ionization is not reduced due to constant diffusion (movement) of charged particles from the overlying
layer F.
At heights of 100-110km extensive interlayers or clouds of higher ionization are formed periodically
covering hundreds square kilometers. This is so-called layer Es or sporadic E. The layer is characterized by
high electronic concentration (ne~105cm3). Its thickness and life are negligible however at Equator it is
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present almost continuously, while in middle latitudes during the summer it is present with rare breaks
daily, in high latitudes appears irregularly at night. Electron clouds of layer Es may move under the
influence of atmospheric tides at a speed of to 250 km/h.
The uppermost layer of ionosphere is layer F. Nowadays this layer is generally called ionosphere that
lays at heights of 130 to 140 km. Within this layer at heights of 150 to 200km the maximum air ionization
degree is achieved within the entire Earth atmosphere. However with diffusion charged particles from this
area penetrate at considerable distances up and down. Layer F consists of atomical oxygen, hydrogen
protons and helium ions formed under the solar emissions.
At night almost all charged particles are concentrated at heights of 300
km
Fig. 5
to 400km within the layer so-called F2 where ionization also goes under
cosmic rays, meteors, etc. Lying at heights to 250km layer of charged particles,
Day
called F1, disappears at night (Fig.5). Thus, in night within the ionospheric
layer F there is only one area with the density of charged particles that comes
Night
up to 105-106 cm3, in day time there two such areas.
Such changes of ionosphere at night may cause strong earthquakes
which are proven by statistical data.
That is why most crushing seismic events happen at night.
Within the upper ionospheric layer such fascinating processes as Polar
lights and night sky glow take place, as well as ionospheric magnetic storms
with rapid fluctuations of magnetic field. All three processes depend on the solar wind therefore are
strongly exposed to variations.
On the Sun plasma emerges and electromagnetic shortwave emissions arise periodically. During the
high activity visual brightness of the some areas on the Sun increased in several times and within UV and
x-ray range the power increases tenfold. Such processes are called Sun bursts last from several minutes to
one -two hours.
In Sun burst solar plasma mainly consists of protons, electrons, and other elementary particles. These
have a strong effect on all layers of the Earth atmosphere. Electromagnetic emission of the flare is
observed in 8 min after the blast. In visible light the flash is visualized on the disc of the Sun. High UV and
x-ray radiation rapidly increase ionization of ionosphere.[15]

2.3. Interrelation of Ionosphere and the Earth Magnetic Field
It is established that local and regional abnormalities in the Earth magnetic field are caused by rocks
of different magnetic properties laid in the Earth crust. Crystal, volcanic and metamorphic rocks highly
contain ferromagnetic material (magnetite). The latter involves rapid increase of the magnetic field
changing it. Different magnetic properties of rocks, laying depth, thickness and shape lead to variety of
magnetic abnormalities. Therefore magnetic abnormalities are often found along big tectonic faults,
obviously connected with discontinued conductivity of rocks at the edges of tectonic plates.[3]
Earthquakes data were studied and finding shown that seismic events occurred with disturbance of
geomagnetic field (planetary magnetic storms observed) coinciding with the most intensive phase of the
disturbances. Ionosphere also was exposed to disturbance that was expressed in reduced ionization of the
middle lower layers.
The analysis of meteorological conditions had shown that earthquakes took place under very similar
baric conditions during deep cyclone accompanied by geomagnetic disturbances in ionosphere.
Atmospheric pressure spread over the surface in such a way that earthquakes occurred at boundaries of
areas of highest and lowest pressures. Atmospheric pressure was changed over time and accompanied by
geo-acoustic noise as was recorded in the depths of the earth crust. [10,16]
Disturbances of the Earth magnetic field are also accompanied by changes in ionosphere, which
means that during magnetic storms strong source of ionization is acting. During the flare the hardest
component of x-ray is getting expressively stronger increasing ionization in ionospheric layer in 5 to 10
times. Such changes have a direct impact on density of gravitation flows of the Earth.
Particle’s flows emitted by the Sun are captured by the Earth magnetic field and fill its external
radiation belt. In polar regions for capturing of particles conditions are less favorable. Here electrons and
protons mowing in spiral along the force lines and penetrate into the atmosphere even at relatively low
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energies equal to particles’ flows. Within upper atmosphere layers particles’ flows create additional
ionization that changes the radio transmission conditions, and actuate light emission observed in the form
of the Polar lights.[17,18]

2.4. Electric Current in Ionosphere
It is known that ionosphere lays in the upper atmosphere containing free electrons and ions.
According to the papers of some scientists daily variations of electronic winds lead to the formation of
system of circular currents flowing from West to East at the height of about 100km. This is Sq current
system and its special feature is its large value along magnetic equator. S. Chapman called this current
Equatorial flow (green raw, Fig. 6). The current flow arises only in electrostatic field. Its positioning
remains approximately constant in relation to the Sun and the Earth. Current intensity is of order 108A,
the tension within the ground area is of hundreds thousands volts.
So it can be stated that the electricity conducting Earth revolves in inhomogeneous electric field of
ionosphere. The fact that the Earth and ionosphere turn in the same direction does not rise any
contradictions among geophysicists. It is also known at present that ionosphere revolves around its daily
axis slower than the Earth. Therefore revolving at different speed
ionosphere and the Earth are moving relative to each other. The speed
of the relative movement coincides with the speed of the Western
ν
Magnetic
motion of nevolinoy component of the geomagnetic field. In present
axis
system this speed is one circle in 2000 years, which is needed and
Equatorial flow
sufficient for disturbance of high-rate electric currents in surface layers
of the Earth. Interplanetary current system with quasi-equatorial
Direction of
ν
strategic direction creates, with electrodynamics laws, a magnetic field in
gravitation
the form of magnetic dipole, which is observed by the present system.
In calculations of American physicist J. Orira is it seen that the Earth
having its present of the magnetic field can create circular electric
Ionosphere
Fig.6
current of 3,38.109A in the equator plane at 5000 km from the centre
of the planet.[19]
However, this assumption within the framework of this theory of gravity can be explained by
different arguments. As described in paper “Nature of gravitation and its influence mechanism”,[6] gravitation
influence vector on atmosphere has a certain slope along the equator towards the direction of revolving. In
other latitudes it is slightly sloping towards the equator. From any point of the upper atmosphere layer the
impact of gravity is increasing towards the equator (red and blue arrows, Fig.4), for example, air flows
blowing towards the South and the North hemispheres in general move to the Equator belt. Thus
gravitation leads to formation of a thin ring around some planets. It is this feature of gravitation that rises
the system of circular electric currents along the equator.
Such quasi-equatorial orientation has the upper mantle of the Earth. In these layers the mass of
molten mantle, rotating around the vertical axis of the planet is always concentrating on the equator. This
direction does not have any apparent flow. However jointly with centrifugal force it leads to permanent
extension of the belt of the equator.
Similar direction of currents is detected on the Sun surface. So, all the spots on the Sun put in line
with the Sun equatorial line after certain time.
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2.5. Magnetic fields influence on the Earth gravitation
In the center of the magnetic disturbances concentrated in ionosphere, the carrier of gravitation
neutrino flow starts to deviate from its direction. Gravitation flow is focused depending on the direction of
magnetic vortex. This creates an excessive density and gravity.
Electromagnetic
disturbances in
Magnetic vortexes in ionosphere turning clockwise in the
ionosphere
northern sphere and counterclockwise in the southern, enhance
the density of the Earth gravitation. This leads to the formation of
the compressed zone along the entire depth of atmosphere and
The Earth
lithosphere. Magnetic vortexes in ionosphere, like the flashes Polar
lights very active however may remain motionless for a long time.
Electromagnetic
disturbances in
All these data indicate that seismic events on the planet are
lithosphere
directly related with magnetic disturbances in ionosphere. Similarly
tectonic faults, mountain ranges and magnetic characteristics of
Focusing of
gravitation flow
rocks retain horizontal flow of electric current and magnetic field
in lithosphere forming zone of magnetic disturbances.
Fig.7
Geomagnetic disturbances in lithosphere and ionosphere
(see Fig.7) mainly decrease or increase the intensity of gravitational field, i.e. the power of gravitational
flow density influence.
The above said affords ground to state that earthquake, volcanoes and tsunami have a common
cause occurrence, i.e. different extent of influence of gravitation density within certain areas of the Earth.
Sometimes such abnormalities in atmosphere and in the crust coincide rapidly disturbing atmosphere,
hydrosphere and lithosphere.
Considering that seismic events relate to geomagnetic disturbances in ionosphere it shall be
thoroughly investigated why and in what way magnetic disturbances do occur in ionosphere, its behavior in
forecasting and preventing earthquakes.
Knowing nature and reasons of magnetic disturbances in ionosphere it will enable humanity to
prevent earthquakes, create an artificial cyclone of rains in dry lands. Herewith it is feasible to study the
possibility to send artificial satellites to geocentric orbits, treating separate areas of ionosphere by powerful
x-rays.

III. Role of Gravitation in Formation of Continents Margins
Watch the nature and follow the way it shows
Jean-Jacques Rousseau

3.1. Theory of Continental Drifts and its Contradictions
Today it is generally recognised that continents and the ocean floor are separate tectonic plates
moving on the surface of the mantle separately from each other. There are about 15 big plates and lots of
small. Plates are divided by oceanic ridges, or zones of tectonic faults.
In 1950-60-es theory of continental drift proposed by Frank B. Taylor American geologist was
adopted and developed by Alfred Wegener German meteorologist and geophysicist. They consider
continents laid on large tectonic plates under the influence of convection flows in the mantle may slowly
move from each other with a speed up to 10 cm per year. The theory is based on the study of subsoil. The
residues of tropical plants found under a layer of ice and snow in Greenland show that in the past the
continent placed close to the equator. The results of studies of rock samples in South Africa and South
America had traces of ice sheets testify that they previously located together in the South Pole.
The theory of continental drift is based on the similarity of the continents’ boundaries. However, the
shorelines are not true boundaries of the continents. Each of them is surrounded by shallow water of
continental shelf to which the continents are extended. True continental boundary runs along the top of
the steep continental slope leading down to abyssal zone, i.e. deep water zones of the ocean.[20]
Convincing data on the drift of the continents and their proving was found not on continents but in
the oceans and beneath the floors level. The Earth lithosphere is a solid layer thick 35-100km that includes
oceanic and continental crust. Here is upper part of the mantle the layer just under the earth crust. Oceanic
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crust is very different from continental. It is much thinner and was formed over the last 200 million years.
Although the most surface of the ocean floor is flat there are two elements of relief: ridges and
trenches.[21]
Harry Hess, Professor at Princeton University (USA) in 1950 suggested a theory of expansion of the
ocean floor. As per his theory the ocean floor is constantly expanded by water ridges. With such paces
either the Earth quickly enlarged or something occurred with new oceanic crust. Hess considered that
oceanic crust was destroyed at the same speed that was formed. Hess excluded the possibility of increasing
and expanding the Earth so he suggested that crust movement is connected with convection flows in the
mantle. Convection flows is a circulation of liquid or plastic material similar to that can be seen in boiling
mush which is created under the influence of heat upflows.[21]
Along with assumption of plates’ tectonics convective heat and mass transfer suppose was developed
otherwise it is difficult to explain the relative movement of the plates. Herewith it is assumed that deepfocused earthquakes with depths of up to 700km occur in cold submersing plates of lithosphere. However
if plates submerging into the deep layers of the mantle existed in fact this process would have been typical
for continental plates and constantly would occur throughout geological history of the Earth it’s unlikely
that rocks aged billions years will remain on its surface especially of the age of the Earth. In this case the
entire surface of the continents from the period of the formation of the Earth would submerge into the
mantle four-fold.[22]
J.Carr in 1968 studying physical properties of the mantle, boundaries formation in Moho and other
data concluded that the idea of the modern convection processes in mantle is unsound. Comparing
tectonic history of the number of continents he concluded that there was no convection in the mantle at
least during the last 900 million years [22, 23]
Behavior of the remembered Pangaea is described by the followers as follows. A common continent
appeared on one side of our planet. The continent cracked and separated over time and its parts spreading
achieved the present location. Think about it Pangaea was formed on one side of the planet, the other had
been covered by water. Is it real? More precise study of Pangea edges show that it might be assembled
again evenly. It means that Pangaea shapes are the same from all sides. The only remark is that this
continent had had to cover not the Earth as it is but a planet of a much smaller diameter. This small planet
would be completely covered with the continent. Thus an assumption on expansion of the Earth in double
logically arisen.
The above noted ideas on development of continents and oceans are based on the mantle
convection in one form or another. However numerous proofs for the initial formation of continents
followed by drifts were found in the second part of XX century. The following assumptions are historically
fascinating. It is possible that provisions given in the assumptions may be used as backgrounds for
development of new theories. As an example is one of the quite well-known idea is the Earth expansion
and it may be supposed finally be right.

3.2. The Earth Expansion Theory
One of most probable theories is that continents were formed due to the Earth expansion. It is
assumed that the size of the Earth in the course of its formation was initially much smaller. Its diameter
was about in twofold smaller that the preset one. The throughout thickness of its crust formed those times
was 30km. With the increase of the diameter the curst cracked and its parts formed continents. Expansion
as supposed started from the formation of cracks similar to Mid-Atlantic ridge. Double increased diameter
means fourfold increase of its surface while the increment of the surface in the order of values equals to
the area occupied by present continents.
Herewith the increased radius should have to lead to the increase of the volume and decrease of the
density in eight times. Thus with given average density of the Earth of 5500kg/m3 this value used to be
44000g/m3. Such considerable change of density leads to insuperable constraints at least taking into
account the correctness of the modern physical laws for the existence of the Earth. Acceleration of the
force of gravity on the Earth surface to the beginning of the expansion (Paleozoic) should be in four times
more that presently and the moment of inertia used to be in four times less. Study of the subsoil does not
prove nor such high acceleration of the force of gravity during Paleozoic (plants and animals appearance
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was similar to the present view and form) neither such short moment of inertia. If it would have an impact
on the speed of earth rotation it should be much higher compared with the present value [24].
Studying all variants calculations were fulfilled in order to find out whether the large-scale expansion
of the Earth might be explained by chemical changes or phase transitions in the Earth subsoil. The
calculations were based on a simple comparison of the energy required to expand with the energy of
chemical reactions.
Difference between the energy of gravity in both cases to some extent depends on the density
distribution inside the Earth. Bech [25] found that any reasonable density distribution may increase the
radius to 100km while increasing it to 1000km or more requires a very different density distribution. Cook
and Erdley [26] concluded that in gradual increase of the Earth's radius by 20% would require such amount
of energy that would be needed for fission of all chemical compounds in Earth molecules.
Aside from thermal processes the extension was reasoned by dependence on the slow changing of
gravitational constant – G supposed by number of papers on space study. Investigating relativity theory
Jordan [27] concluded that G value in Newton law of universal gravitation tis value is not constant, as it is
commonly considered, but in reality it is variable because it is slowly reducing since the formation of the
Universe. Same Dyke contended.
Bech calculated the number of energy coming along with such reduction of the gravitation constant
and again came to the conclusion that due this the Earth radius may not increase on more than 100km.
Therefore if there had been such an expansion at the supposed scale so a very different unknown energy
source should be seek [27].

3.3. Basic Assumptions for the Expansion of the Earth
Existing theory of continental driftage considers the whole process of the movement of continents
assuming the constant gravitation value. So, in these processes no impact of decreasing density of
gravitational flow is taken into account. However geophysical processes occurred in the course of
formation of our planet and continents under permanently changed density of the gravitational flow. This
factor has given a significant difference in origin of all above processes from conventional and played main
role in continents formation.
To view the whole picture, we need theoretically simulate the formation of our planet in the light of
gravitation density changing. There is basis to suppose that the level of own gravitation of our planet after
its formation was excessively high.[28] Therefore the density of the planet matter was high and its diameter
was significantly less than the present dimensions.
The correctness of this assumption is confirmed by the results of the research data derived from
Kola super-deep well (CSDW) reached 12 262 meter. Geological forecast of the CSDW section showed
that the boundary that gives the highest reflection during seismic sounding is the layer where granites are
translating to more solid basalts. In reality less solid and less fractured rocks Archean gneisses laid there.
This is radically new geological-geophysical information that allows in different way to interpret data of
deep geophysical survey. [29]
Unexpected, radically new was data derived on the process of formation of subsoil in deep layers of
the Earth crust. So, at depths of 9-12 km were found fractured rocks of high porosity, saturated by highly
mineralized ground waters. A sample taken from the surface layers had properties different from the rock
massif. Close to the surface it does not exposed to significant mechanical tensions met in the deep layers.
Even creating in a special chamber deep conditions the measured parameters will be different from those
met in the rock massif. There is no kern obtained from 100 meters in the drilled wells. In super-deep well
over 5k the average kern cropped of about 30%, and from depths over 9 km there were only separate
pieces 2-3 cm thick reflecting more robust rock layers. So, kern obtained from SDW does not give full
complete information about the deep rocks which radically differ from the surface layers. Data about deep
rocks is reflected completely differently by seismic sounding.
Heat rates of the subsoil and deep temperature distribution within the areas of basaltic shields
depicted to be different. At depth over 6km temperature gradient comprises 200C per each kilometer
instead of expected (as in the surface layers) 160C per 1 km. Revealed that half of the heat flow has
radiogenic origin.[29]
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Readings of seismic sounding that indicate reflected waves of the inner Earth core reflect properties
of molten iron not correct. The core should consist of super-heavy elements which density exceeds the
density of iron is more than five times. Thus, fission of heavy elements on the surface of the planet on
more simple particles would increase the volume of the rock in more than ten times.
It shall be recognized that only available type of sounding of the Earth is seismic that does not give
full and clear picture structure of our planet. The massif exposed to considerable gravitational pressure and
the ambient of very high gravitation reflects seismic waves is completely uncertain and typical only for a
definite ambient. This suggests that electromagnetic and acoustic waves change their properties in the
ambient where the influence of gravitation density is at different extents. New sounding method by
neutrino flows is more promising and accurate. The answer to many questions may be given by
investigated by neutrino flow coming from the Earth core studied by neutrino Geophysics.
The process of the Earth expansion may be exhibited by the following scheme.
From the Earth core zones of higher pressures and temperatures towards zones of lower pressures
and temperatures stable and unstable atoms (ions) of heavy elements are constantly diffusing. Along the
whole the way to their movement unstable atoms are exposed to fission originating light atoms. In the layer
of outer core they capture electrons transferring to decent ions and move into the Earth crust. On the
boundaries between upper and lower mantle they form chemical compounds. The latter in the state of
molten liquid formed during decompression of mantle matter in faults of the crust saturated with mixture
of subsoil or in gas state are brought through fermented rocks to the upper layer. This layer due to its
physical conditions where the pressure is low is the perfect place to drop from the juice of solid matters
and condensate in the area of low (below boiling point) temperature of volatile fractions of the substance.
The area of low mantle, in fact, is the area of synthesis of chemical compounds.
At depths of 300-700km state of a matter (temperature and pressure) facilitate its crystallization and
formation of extended structures of high strength characteristics. Indirect evidence for this is the absence
of earthquakes at depths over 700km.
EM. Rudich based on study of more than 500 wells in waters of the World Ocean shown that during
the last 160 million years volume of water increased by 580.106km3 which is 42.3% of the present volume.
This is the result of formation and dropping in one form or another from the core.[30]

3.4. Formation of Continents in view of Gravitation Dynamics
The below is described formation of continents based on the derived data.
In the very beginning the planet diameter was much smaller than presently. The surface was almost
flat without the elevations or excavations. Over time with cooling gravitation field tension was decreasing.
It was accompanied by an increase in gravitational-compressed volume of the planet thus leading to
numerous natural disasters on the Earth surface.[25,31] On the surface of the planet elevations, volcanoes
and numerous deep cracks take place. With the further expansion tectonic faults occurred in the crust
shaping present continents to a depth of several tens kilometers.
It is known gravitation impacts perpendicularly towards the surface of the planet. Therefore its
tension was decreased within the applied plane at considerable depth, and this did not facilitate horizontal
extension of the planet surface. However at depth of several tens kilometers rocks were expanded
horizontally. In effect the planet surface with extension tears like paper.
It is known that under the influence of high pressure crystal grid of subsoil is changed. In V.A.
Magnitsky opinion ionic type of chemical bonds dominant in the upper layers. In the lower layers atomic
or covalent (for example, diamonds) when all atoms are bound by atomic bond.[24]
Gravitational pressure in the rocks was formed only in deep layers and highly differs from
mechanical internal pressure at the level of atoms. As stated in paper Nature of gravitation and its influence
gravitation effects the core of the atom [1] Therefore high gravitation influences on intra-atomic forces
pressing the atom core to the electron shell flattening it. Atoms got ellipsoidal shape thus compressing and
decreasing the volume of the planetary material. This mechanism of gravitational compression easy
corresponds to the assumption on black hole when high gravitation flow blows away e-shell of atoms.
Straightening flattened atoms under this theory leads to production of energy required to expand our
planet. The produced energy is considered as differential energy with gravitational potential for a small and
big Earth. Such distribution of intra-atomic space increases density of the mantle and the outer core of the
Earth.
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Continued expansion of the planet has led to the formation of faults. They filled with water flowed
from surface and released from deep rocks forming oceans and seas. Rotational motion of the Earth made
to balance its divided surface to keep the general equilibrium. As a result future continents started their
drifting along spherical surface of the planet. Newly formed gaps were filled patchy by water and occupied
the present areas of oceans and seas.

3.5. Continental General Equilibrium
Taking into account above facts and studying more thoroughly this theory from the gravitation
dynamics point of view it may be safely assumed that the drifting of continents is sequential of gravitational
expansion of the planet.
Billion years ago the planet was a single continent, Pangaea, spread all over the Earth surface. Those
times compressed under tremendous pressure of gravitation our planet represented spherical body of a
diameter in two times less than the present. Tectonic faults with expansion were opening to a certain
depths then filled with horizontally expanding underlying rock. Gaps formed between the continents and
large islands are constantly increasing as the diameter of the planet is constantly growing. [21,22]
Verification of the movement of continents only by convection flows occurred in the mantle is not
logical, because it would lead merely to vertical movement of the planet surface. In this case Pangaea
wouldn’t from on one side of the planet, while the other be filled with water thus destroying general
equilibrium.[32]
Another evidence that can be represented to prove the presence of general world equilibrium on our
planet is mountain Chimborazo located on the territory of Ecuador higher Everest by 2,200 meters. It the
main reason for that the Earth is not a perfect sphere. It “rises” in the middle, so in measuring the
mountain height from the sea level does there are not true values. “Rising” of the Earth in the middle over
the whole circle does exist and is deemed as a result of forces that occur during its rotation. Therefore, if to
measure the height of the mountains from the center of the planet Chimborazo is found higher than
Everest by 2,200 meters. But if to measure from the sea level Everest on 2540 meters higher than
Chimborazo. According to the above statement height of Chimborazo defined from the center of the
Earth is of 6 384 450 meters and Everest is 6 382 350 meters. To keep general equilibrium that part of the
planet, where North and South America, Africa and Australia are balancing with heavy Eurasia is
complemented by fids of ocean water.[33]

IV. Gravitation Abnormalities that Initiate Seismic Events
In

reasoning my ideas and assumptions I do try to reach distant galaxy but give common cases of natural occurrence
Author

4.1. The Earth Constitution
The Earth has been studied only by seismic waves coming from earthquakes and artificial explosions
running through the Earth in all directions like shining through it. The core of the Earth first is Seismology
was discovered in 1906, and Gutenberg in 1914 was able to determine the depth of its occurrence
(2885km). The boundary of the outer core is characterized by rapid decrease of speed of longitudinal
seismic waves from 13.6 km/s to 8.1 km/s. Transverse seismic wave does not pass through outer core
which means that it is liquid. Solid inner core was discovered by Lehmann (Denmark) in 1936. She
exhibited that the core is occurred at the depth of about 5000km.
The boundary between the Earth crust and the mantel is known as the Mohorovicic discontinuity
(the Moho discontinuity) named after its discoverer Andrey Mohorovicic, Yugoslavia geologist (18571936.) Mohorovicic in 1909 found rapid increase of seismic waves speed at the depth of about 35km. This
discontinuity had since been deemed that boundary of the Earth crust.
In the ocean it is close to the earth surface occurred at depth 10-15km and mountain areas goes
deeper to 50-80km [23].
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At present the Earth is a complex multilayer body. Each of the layer has a rather complicated
structure, which studied by various geophysical methods (seismic, magnetic, gravity, and others).
The study was initiated by K.E. Bullen, Australian seismologist who in early 40-ies proposed to
divide Earth into zones identifying relevant by letters: A - the crust of the total thickness 35km and a
density of 3.2 g/cm3, B – in the layer deep between 33-413 km and a density of 3.5 g/cm3, C - zone 413984 km and a density of 4.0 g/cm3, D - zone 984-2898 km and a density of 5.0 g/cm3, D - 2898-4982 km,
F - 4982-km, G - 5121-6371km (center). These zones differ by seismic characteristics. The last zone D was
subdivided by zones D' (984-2700km) and D" (2700-2900 km). By nowadays the scheme was significantly
modified and the only layer D" is widely used in literature. Its main feature is in decrease of gradients of
velocities seismicity compared with the upper layer of
the mantel. Outer core (E) of density 10-11g/cm3
Density range
Volume Full weight
3
g/cm
percentage percentage %
reaches the depth of 4980km followed by transition
% 1,55
crust A 33km
2,7 - 3,0
0,8
zone till 5120km. Inner core is located at depth of
B 400km
3,32 - 3,65
16,67
10,4
6371km od 12g/cm3 density.
3,65 - 4,68
21,31
16,4
C 1000km
mantel
Fig.8 shows the internal constitution of the Earth
4,68 - 5,69
44,28
41,0
D
by G.B. Voitkevich, as modified and amended.
2500km
Zones B and C form the as so called upper
E
9,40 - 11,5
mantle, and zone D lower mantle. The Earth mantle is
5000km
formed by silicate rocks. With increasing pressure and
15,16
31,5
F 5100km
11,5 - 12,0
core
temperature phase transitions occur in the material:
G
12,0 - 13,0
certain types of rocks from the solid transfer to liquid.
6371km
Such transitions observed in zones C and D'. In the
latter the entire metal is molten and the outer core
Fig.8
(zone E) entirely consists of molten metal. Transverse
waves do not pass through this zone because shearing module is equal to zero. In the transition zone F
liquid metal transfers to solid phase and inner core is formed by solid metal with a density of 12. However,
there is an assumption that if to change physical conditions and keep this metal under normal temperature
and pressure condition its density will be equal to 7.[33] Herewith, inner core surrounded by molten metal
cannot remain solid as should melt.
The Kola superdeep well SD-3 allowed to study subsurface and understand the behavior of rocks at
high pressures and temperatures. The idea that rocks with the depth become thicker and their porosity
decreases was incorrect same as the point of view existing on the dry subsoil. For the first time it was
discovered during the drilling of the Kola superdeep well. Other wells in the ancient crystal rocks
confirmed that in many kilometers down rocks are broken by cracks and penetrated by numerous pores
and water solutions freely move under pressure of several hundred atmospheres.[29]
The fact that the continents are composed of very ancient rocks, ranging in age from 1.5 to 3 billion
years is not denied even by Kola superdeep well. However geological cross-section of the kern sampled
from SDW-3 shows exactly opposite evidence that scientists had previously considered. The first 7
kilometers were represented by volcanic and sedimentary rocks (tuffs, basalts, ruttles, sandstones,
dolomites.)In the deeper layers there was found so-called Conrad section after which the speed of seismic
waves in rocks sharply increased which was interpreted as boundary between granites and basalts. This
section had been passed but basalts of the lower layer of the Earth crust never appeared. On the contrary
granites and gneisses found.
Cross-sectioning of the Kola well denied a two-layer model of the Earth crust and showed that
seismic sections in the subsoil are not discontinuation of rocks of different composition. It is likely
indicates that stone get different properties with depth. It is probably that at high pressure and temperature
properties of rocks can strongly vary as granites’ physical characteristics become similar to basalts and in
reverse. But basalt taken to surface from 12-km depth immediately converted to granite although sensed
along its way the strongest attack of “decompression illness” – kern crushed and broken by flat disks. The
deeper was the well the less quality pieces were sampled by scientists.
There were lots of unexpected in the depth. Previously it was common to think that than deeper the
pressure is higher and rocks more solid having smaller number of cracks and pores. SDW- 3 has assured
scientists in reverse. At 9 kilometers depth the layers were found excessively porous and fed with cracks
through which water circulated. Later this fact was confirmed by other ultra-deep wells drilled within the
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continents. The temperature of the deep layers appeared much higher than expected: by 80°. At 7km the
temperature at the cut face was 120°C and at 12 km reached 230°C.[29]

4.2. Existing Models of Earthquakes Mechanism
Quite satisfactorily explanation of the causes and sources of origin of most earthquakes is given in
the framework of plates’ tectonics theory. Its main idea is that in the marginal edge of each plate at the
adjusted boards rocks appear under the strong influence of deforming (tectonic) forces arising in them
physical and even chemical alterations. Exactly the edges of the geological structures are exposed to
greatest influence of forces produced by the movement and collision of the plates where major geological
conversion occurs. [2]
Earthquakes mechanism is very complicated process and seismologists are only at the beginning of
its understating. Strong earthquakes are caused by a sudden shearing of certain rocks along relatively large
plane of the fault; therefore mechanism of earthquake represents the kinematics expressed by motion
within the source. There are a few most common models of earthquakes sources mechanism.
The earliest model developed by H. Reid, 1911 based on elastic drift during shearing deformation of
rocks, where break point is over exceeded. Model by N.V. Shebalin (1984) suggests that the main role in
the occurrence of short-term waves with large accelerations play nuisances, roughness or “hooks” along
the main fault where the shearing occurs. “Hooks” restrict free shifting or creeping and they do accumulate
tensions within the source. Model developed by V.I. Maychkin in Russia on avalanche-unstable fracturing
based on rapid build-up of cracks. During such interaction and formation of main or major fault with
shearing of rocks accumulated tension rapidly releases creating elastic waves. Another model developed by
U. Brace and A. M. Noor, American geophysicists in late 60-ies suggests that dilatancy, i.e. increase in rock
size during deformation, plays the main role. Microcracks being filled with water are not able to close in
return. Thus the rock increases in size thus enhancing tension. At the same time pore pressure is growing
and robustness of the rock is decreased. All this build-up tension i.e. earthquake.
There is a model of unstable creeping that is most completely developed by K. Scholz, American
geophysicist in 1990. The main idea is “sticking” of cross-moving blocks while the surface of the “creeper”
is relatively smooth. Sticking leads to the accumulation of shearing tensions while releasing convert into
earthquake.
Geophysical observations prove the plates’ tectonics theory indicating continues rise of magna within
mid-oceanic ridges. Getting cool it transforms to new seabed and moves in spreads directions from the
ridge. Thus plates expand and move with the same speed getting more cool and old getting further from
the ridges. Shears are transformed caused lots of earthquakes along both of the edges.
Plates move irregularly and rest for a long time pressing on other’s edges. But gradually convection flows beneath them
increase the pressure so plates rapidly displaced. It shakes all adjacent rocks causing earthquake – stated Gutenberg B.
and Richter C. in paper Elementary seismology.[34]

4.3. Features and Characteristics of Earthquakes to be Studied
According to the plates tectonics theory indicates more earthquakes should have to occur on the
edges of interacting plates (so-called interplate earthquakes) than from the inner parts of the plates.
However in the inner parts of the plates earthquakes are more frequent and the plate tectonics theory does
not give any logical explanation to this fact.
Stable growth rate of plates gives grounds to assume that on the edges of the plates the creeping pace
should remain constant. Therefore it should be expected as a logical process that next earthquake shall
happened close to the occurred. However, in contrary to logic, on the edges of the plates is often seen a
zone of seismic silence that also cannot be explained by this theory.
The hypocenter or source of the earthquake is taken as some point (a spot of a small area) where at
the deep layers earthquake occurs. Exactly such data are read from seismicity reports: geographic
coordinates (latitude and longitude), depth, and magnitude (energy class). If earthquake would be caused by
collision of plates its hypocenters would from an extended structure or line in plane and a slab in
volume.[2]
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It leads to a logical question - what is the more common cause of earthquakes? Whether it is the
same as tsunamis and volcanoes? Whether the same events shake the Earth crust raising giant wave and
then within volcanic craters releasing excessive energy?
In 19th century such assumption was suggested by Humboldt, great German naturalist and
geographer. In deep subsoil of the Earth crust, as he outlined his views in brief words, there is a layer of molten
rocks. This layer is exposed to significant pressure. Sometimes this pressure moves the molten mass out to the surface leading to
volcanoes explosion. Sometimes the rate of the pressure is sufficient only for shaking the slabs same as along the walls of a
steam boiler thus causing earthquake. However this assumption could not give an explanation to events when
earthquake does not obligatory lead to volcanoes explosion and on the contrary volcanoes explosion not
always accompanied by seismic disturbances.[5]
If all earthquakes would have geological or volcanic origin their hypocenters would be located at
depth not exceeding 40km. In fact hypocenters of are located at any depth from few meters down to 70090km. Lots of fascinating ideas have been proposed to explain deep earthquakes. Notwithstanding, after 90
years since the discovery of deep earthquakes, they still remain a mystery. Plate tectonics theory suggests
that deep-focus earthquakes occur in cold submersing plates of lithosphere. However cold plates cannot
submerse up to 900km in a liquid molten mantle as convection flows displace them up. Mechanism of
earthquake occurrence within liquid deep rocks of the mantle is still unclear, where there is no deformation
and accumulation of elastic forces so common to solid rock. Hydrodynamics laws do not allow
accumulation of elastic forces within the liquid mantle.
Hypocenter is characterized by maximum destruction while mostly displacing vertically (jumping
trembling). Analysis of damages showed that during the main shock the ground was rose up to 5 meters.
Calculations confirmed that in order to raise the ground to such height powerful shock should come from
underneath.
However, according to the plate tectonics theory the crust should have only horizontal displacement.
During a year hundred thousand earthquakes occur that in an average is of 1-2 per minute. Their intensity
is different and most of them can be read only by highly sensitive instruments such as seismographs, other
are sensed by people.[20]
James Makslow, Australian geologist considers that modern explanation of earthquakes by plate
tectonics is misleading. In his opinion, current concepts are based on constancy of the Earth dimensions,
whereas in fact it is continuously growing. According to his calculations the planet is still growing at a rate
of 22 millimetres per year. Seems the value is negligible but over millions years, according to scientists, the
Earth crust will be increased by 22km becoming thin and cracked and unable to resist subsoil cropping.
However if the Earth would increase so gradually in 2 billion years its diameter would have enhance
by 44000km vs. the current 12756km, which is also not real. So in 4.5 billion years the Earth would
become as large as Jupiter.

4.4. Role of Gravitation in Earthquakes Mechanism
Study of the general characteristics and factors that accompany earthquakes and volcanoes explosion
as well as tsunami shows that the similar source for their occurrence. Perhaps it is a local anomalous
change of gravitation density in certain areas of the Earth. It is
ν The earth surface
established that in the gravitational field of the Earth localized and
temporary changes of density rate are constantly ongoing.[35]
ν
The overall gravitational field of our planet tends to gradually
ν
decrease which leads to expansion of deep rocks, atmosphere and water
Gravitation
ambient in oceans and the planet in general. This process occurs
gradually and uniformly and without excessive deviations therefore
Atomi
some part of the processes can be captured only be sensitive seismic
c core
instruments. Particular role here plays centrifugal force which in
Atom of oval
abnormal decrease of the gravitation density in certain areas displaces
form
the mass of rock from the center uniformly expanding throughout the
entire depth. However, the centrifugal force also cannot explain the
Energetic
occurrence of the earthquake source at certain depths.
plasma
Fig.9
If there is a rapid change in gravitation density level within
certain areas it has to be accompanied by an increase and expansion of
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the gravitationally compressed rocks at different depths of the said area.
This in turn causes seismic disasters within the section of the area. Earthquake is a process of
immediate release of accumulated abnormal gravitational energy. It is gravitation that enables required
energy excretion. Events that accompany strong earthquakes reflect gravitation density has been changed.
Professor John Vidal, Geophysicist, the University of California, Los Angeles (University of
California, Los Angeles) and the Japanese National Institute for Earth science and Disaster prevention
(National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention) have established interrelation
between earthquakes and sea waves.
The presence of such interrelation had been considered for a long time, but experts tried to find it
earlier had incomplete geographical and time statistics. In new study researchers reviewed all earthquakes
from 1977 till 2000 with the intensity of 5.5 and more. As it was discovered 75% of earthquakes happened
at the moment when it was high tide.
Experts say that tension in the crust which occurs during the high tide is acting as a “hook” for
earthquakes. In this case it concerned those earthquakes that supposed to occur right at the moment.
Enormous volume of water covers rocks causing the release of internal tension from the rocks.[36]
As mentioned above gravitation has perpendicular direction to the surface, so its tension is released
in the applied plane at a big depth. Gravitational pressure is formed
Electroν
only within deep layers and differs from the mechanical pressure.
Epicenter
magnetic
disturbances
Gravitation or neutrino flows, see Fig. 9, has a direct influence
on the atom of the rock. When its density high it is pressing the
The Earth
atom to the electron shell squeezing electronic shell of the atom. At
the same time intra-atomic forces are strained. As a result atoms get
Centrifugal
ellipsoidal or oval shape which leads to compression and compaction
shock
as well as reduction of substances size along the vertical plane. This
process is accompanied by the release of atomic energy in form of
Gravitation flow
energetic plasma which is one of the main sources intra-planet heat.
Seismic
On the contrary, by reducing the influence of gravitation
center
Atomically
density these atoms get normal spherical form, see Fig. 10.
expanded rock
Schematically it is seen that the lowest atom is pressed by all
Fig.10
gravitation flows while overlying atoms are exposed to less number
of gravitation flow. As a result potential energy of internal gravity
tension is passed to atom in form of mechanical expansion with changes in the molecular structure.
However this state is still standard and cannot be deemed as the source of gravitational shock. The latter
requires vertical dynamics of the focusing point of gravitation flows.
At the same time dynamics of the expansion of the rock in the seismic center is transmitted not
only vertically but also by a circle. As a result, see Fig. 11, the expansion of the creeping rock is transferred
to the surface of the Earth wavily around the epicenter. However, the said shock is not coming from the
epicenter but from the seismic center. Typical feature of such waving expansion form the seismic center is
late impulse towards the surface in removing from epicenter. This creates the effect of pulses in the form
of outgoing waves from the epicenter and forms surface oscillation in the horizontal plane.
As it is shown in Fig. 6 (Section 2.5.) electromagnetic
vortexes in ionosphere and lithosphere contribute to focusing of
Epicenter
gravitation flows in the deep layers. If the flows are focused at
the depth of 700km all overlaying layers has gravitation pressure
The Earth
below standard. When vortexes in ionosphere rises rapidly up or
break gravitation pressure is depressed in the focusing point.
Flattened atoms within this area are widening forming an upward
sliding. This shearing is accelerated by centrifugal force forming
the impulse. It shakes the Earth surface.
Expansion of
the rock
For evidence that atoms change their shape under the
influence of gravitation may be used results of rock study sampled
form the depth of 12 km in the Kola superdeep well. In lower
Seismic
depths kern is losing its robustness and rock became more like
center
sand. It happens due to gravitation tension that is released on the
Fig.11
surface of the rock, expanded and cracked into small pieces.
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Similar gravity conditions on the surface by influence of mechanical pressure was found not possible.[29]
The constitution of lithosphere at depths of tens kilometers fundamentally differs from the matter
of the studied rock shell. Probably it will never be possible to sample such matter for analysis because at
lower gravitation pressure it will transform to the different state. In the deeper layers is unlikely to find
basalt or preridotite. Within deep layers granite is crystallized but cropping to the surface it crashes in the
state of sand, clay and amorphous opal. Perhaps this explains the presence of the less solid rocks in higher
mountains. With time, in consequence of gradual decrease of gravitation density influence stones transfer
to gravel, crushed stone sand, sand to dust.
Eventually within the gravitation field of the Earth abnormal areas are created with higher or lower
gravitation intensity, then returning their standard condition.[35] Creation of such areas starts from
electromagnetic vortexes. Current of the electromagnetic vortexes is similarly formed in lithosphere
reaching the internal layers of mantle. Exactly in such areas of underground layers gravitation pressure
either increased or lowing. Finally, the rock is exposed to vertical expansion accelerated by centrifugal
force. (Fig.10).
In the rock of the said abnormal area molecular and crystal structure is changed accompanied by
enhancing of its size. Upon relief of the gravitation tension after earthquake in the seismic center
landscape is changed. Some spots are going down and some are rising up. [88]
Depending on the depth, ambient and time of the relief a vertical shock is originated shaking upper
layers of the mantle and the rock. Earthquakes with the seismic center located in deep mantle are captured
on the surface only by sensitive devices.
Depth if the relief depends on the form and focus of the gravitation and magnetic vortex. This
process in mostly sensed when areas of the lower gravitation density in atmosphere, i.e. cyclones, coincide
with similar gravitation-abnormal areas in lithosphere. Herewith, in certain vertical areas the tension relief
will occur thus leading to seismic events on the surface.

4.5. Earthquakes in Relation to Meteorological Abnormalities
The close relation is found between tectonic and atmospheric processes. For example, in Central
Asia before the most strong earthquakes meteorological abnormalities occur and most part of earthquakes
is followed by serve storms, rains, winds etc. [10,16]
There are some facts faced when earthquake took place along the boundary of a cyclone over the
seismic center. The earthquake may be originated due to difference on pressure loads of the atmosphere on
the crust.
Additional deformations caused by meteorological abnormalities may be the reason for
earthquakes provided that the seismic center has been already formed. Influence of the meteorological
abnormalities is spreading down the considerable depths of the earth crust achieving several kilometers and
even more probably. Therefore seismic centers initiated by cyclones may be located either in the
sedimentary cover and crystal basement. The extent of cyclones influence on geodynamic processes within
the crust may be detected experimentally.
Geophysicist Institute Ural Department, Russian Academy of Science, in 1994 found the link of the
atmospheric pressure variations over time and geoacoustical noises read at the depth of about 4.5km at the
bottom of Ural super-deep well SG-4. In the course of experiment from 9 to 21 June, 1994 within the
research area cyclone was observed accompanied by decrease of atmospheric pressure by 25vBar. At the
same time, high-frequency noise (frequency over 500Hz) was rising along the whole length of the wellbore.
Initially the noise was heard in the deep layers close to the bottom gradually spreading upwards along the
cross section. It reached it maximum along the whole section upon the least value of atmospheric pressure
was achieved, found from 16 to 18 June.[37]
Connection of rains and weak earthquakes was revealed by Universität Potsdam, Toni Kraft of
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München and their colleagues.
Rain water penetrating into the cracks and pores of the rock may act as a hook causing small
earthquake in case the tension in the fault almost achieved its limits. This idea had been considered by
scientists for a long since but nobody checked the link in practice.
Appeared that to provoke earthquakes would be needed much less volume of water then used to be
considered by specialists. It was shown by observations conducted at 1775meters Hochstaufen, Bavaria the
place of thousands weak earthquakes. Scientists found out that during summer the most raining period
seismic activity was high. To check the assumption scientists started to fix readings of the daily rains and
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forecast based on the readings the number of weak earthquakes. The forecast appeared accurate. In
particular after strong rains seismic activity within the area grown by 20 times. After the heavy rains
researches daily fixed 40 little vibrations instead of 1-2 usual.
German experts believe that the found link between rainfall and seismic activity may be applied for
those regions where earthquakes are of much greater strength. However, Mark Zoback Geophysicist,
Stanford University has commented on the work of his German colleagues and remarked that deep
earthquake sources require several years for water penetrated from the surface. And this makes reflects a
link between rainfall and earthquakes frequency in these areas is difficult to detect.[38]
It can be concluded that the main role plays atmospheric pressure but not rains. This evidence also
was derived from recorded data collected in relation to impact of cyclones on formation of seismic events.
This can take place only in case of activation of geodynamic processes in rocks.
Thus meteorological conditions of earthquakes are characterized by similar conditions which also
indicate similar nature of earthquakes. A consistency revealed between seismic events within geomagnetic
field and ionosphere data derived by Observatory. Analyzed meteorological conditions and established
probable connection of meteorological factors with earthquakes.[10]
Varying atmospheric pressure impact on the earth crust and mantle takes place due to fluctuations of
gravitation density thus leading to vertical expansion of gravitationally compressed rocks and mantle and
potential energy turns into kinetic expressed by vertical shock (Fig.9). This accelerates spreading of the
shock wave subsequently releasing internal gravitational stress. Temporary extension occurs in the certain
part of mantle and rocks deeply located within this part followed by vertical distribution. Depth of
formation of the shock wave depends on the size of gravity flow accumulation. Wave is expanding in all
directions from the source of tension release.
Expansion is accompanied by formation of electromagnetic and acoustic waves in the earth and
atmosphere. On the earth surface such processes are accompanied by earthquakes or huge waves
(tsunamis) in the world oceans.
Earthquake is a usual event occurred in the Earth as its dimensions vary under the influence of the
fluctuation of gravitational flow. Earthquakes theoretically may occur in any place. Basis of all earthquakes
is abnormal increasing magnetic field density contributing to rapid increase of gravitation influence within a
certain area which subsequently performs gravitation shock in underlying layers.
In seismic center gravitation density is always lower than the surrounding zones thus weight of any
matter is decreased to minimum. This process occurs gradually with rapid decrease of gravitation density
causing earthquakes in the surface.
Taking into account these features construction technologies in seismic zones shall apply a method
of securing structures opposite the vertical creeping.
Gradual reduction of gravitation density is sensed by lots of animals and insects before the
earthquake and they are trying leave the place of abnormal gravitation. The only device that records this
process can become common sensitive electronic scales that record decreasing weight of a certain standard
mass. However stable abnormal changes with clear signs occur only in the seismic center. Therefore
outside this area it is rather difficult to meet seismic events especially predict them.
Nevertheless seismic events must be predicted from space by monitoring fluctuations of magnetic
field which influence on the Earth ionosphere. Feedback of consistencies will give the key that will open
the door to the secret gate from the place of origin of all natural disasters. Finding ways of their occurrence
it may be possible to prevent real threats of earthquakes. Probably intensive x-rays might have to be sent
from the surface to ionosphere.

V. Gravitational Vehicle of Volcanos
5.1. Common Assumption in Relation to Volcanic Activity
Volcanoes are geological formations that occur over the channels and cracks in the earth crust which
erupt to the earth surface from deep magmatic sources in form of lava, hot gases and fragments of rocks.
Typically volcanoes are represented by certain mountains composed of the products of eruptions. Volcanic
mountains are isolated mountains and ridges formed due to volcanic eruptions.[39]
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In general, volcanoes are divided into linear type and central. However this determination is
conditional as most of volcanoes are confined to linear tectonic faults in the earth crust. Linear or fractured
volcano has long conductive channels formed in the deep crack of the crust.
Commonly basalt magma erupts from such cracks spreading and forming large lava coverage. Along
cracks occur flat spillages in form of wide flat cones, lava fields. If the magma is of more acidic
composition (a higher content of SiO2 in molten form) linear extrusion spillages and massifs are formed.
Explosive eruptions are followed by formation of explosive grafts tens of kilometers long.[40]
Deep magmatic sources may present in the upper mantle at the depth of about 50-70 km
(Klyuchevskaya Sopka Volcano in Kamchatka and Kilauea in Hawaii) or in the earth crust at the depth of
5-6km (Vesuvius, Italy) and deeper.
Volcanic earthquake, acoustic events, change of magnetic properties and composition of fumarole (a
mixture of gases released from lava with captured gases from atmosphere) gases and other events are the
signs of forthcoming volcano. Eruption usually starts from emissions that rising up firstly together with
dark, cold and then hot fragments of lava. These emissions are in some cases accompanied by outpouring
of lava. Lifting height of gases saturated by ash and fragments of lava depends on the force of the
explosions, and varies at range from 1 to 5 km (during eruption of volcano Bezymyannyj, Kamchatka in
1956 the height reached 45 km).
Depending on extend of eruptions and magma constitution structures of various shapes and heights
are formed in the surface. They represent volcanic units consisting of tubular or fractured channel, the
throat (the upper part of the channel), thick lava sedimentations surrounding the channel from all
directions, volcano fragments and crater (bowel shaped depression located on the top of the structure).
Most commonly cone structures are met (with fragments), dome (with viscous lava) and flat
fractured (with liquid lava).
The volcanoes of the central type contain supply channel or throat that leads to the surface of
magmatic source. The throat is ended up by wider part, carter that with rising of volcanic structures
moves up. Volcanoes of the central type may have sided or non-productive pits located along its slopes and
referred to circle or radial cracks. Frequently there are lakes of liquid lava in the craters. If magma is viscous
dome expressions are formed that block the throat behaving like a plug leading to strongest eruptions
when the gas flow knocks out the plug from the throat.
One of the unresolved problems of the volcanic activity is detection of the heat source that is needed
for localized melting of basalt layer or mantle. Such melting shall be evenly localized as seismic waves
passage shows that the crust and upper mantle are robust. Moreover heat energy shall be sufficient for
melting of the huge volume of robust material. As an example, in USA, river Columbia (Washington and
Oregon States) volume of basalt material is 820Th m3 and similar thick layers are met in Argentina
(Patagonia), India (Deccan plateau) and SA (Big Karoo elevation).
Till three assumptions are worked out. Some geologists consider that the melting takes place due to
localized high concentration of radioactive elements, but such concentrations are unlikely to meet in
nature. Other suggested that tectonic faults in the form of shearing and fractures are accompanied by
heating energy. There is another point of view that the upper mantel under high pressure takes solid form.
Subsequently fracturing the pressure drops and the mantle melts with liquid lava passes in cracks.[40]
Nowadays volcanoes exist along young ridges and large faults (grabens) for hundreds thousand
kilometers in tectonic mowing zones. Almost two third of the volcanoes are concentrated in islands and
shores of Pacific Ocean (Pacific ring). Among other areas there is area of active volcanoes within the
Atlantic Ocean.
Geographical location of volcanoes reflects the close link between the belts of volcanic activity and
mobilized moving zones of the Earth crust. Fractures formed within these zones are channels that pass
magma towards the surface.
Magma is transported by cracks and pipe-like channels towards the earth surface possibly under the
influence of tectonic processes. At deep layers when pressure of gases the dissolute in magma becomes
higher than the pressure of the upper layers gases start rapidly displace and attract magma towards the
earth surface. Probably such pressure is formed by gases during magma crystallization when its liquid
portion is saturated by residual gases and steam. Magma is boiling and with extracting gas matters in the
source creates excessive pressure that may be one of the reason that cause eruption.[31]
Such explanation is given by modern science that referees volcano eruption to tectonic processes and
rising of the gas pressure in the molten lava.
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5.2. Characteristics of Volcanoes
Assume that volcanoes emitting gas and lava decrease tension of the earth crust. They are acting like
an emergency valve of the steam boiler automatically releasing the excessive pressure from the boiler. If so
some questions are arose.
First, why active volcanoes are located along tectonic faults mostly at the shores of oceans?
Second, why eruption takes place mostly in the top of mountains? If mountain was formed as a
result of volcanic activity during million years so why the main deep rock of the volcanic mountain does
not differ from other rocks of the adjacent mountains? Mountain formed by volcanic activity should differ
from other rocks by constitution and composition. It shall be also noted that volcanoes mainly take place
not along the common mountain range but in segregated mountain of regular cone shape. Why molten lava
is emitted outside directly from the top? Whether it is not strange that it does not comes from the middle
part of the mountain? If there should be tectonic faults under volcanic mountains so it could be possible
that they also were passing along flat planes and underneath other mountains where historically no
volcanoes occur. It is likely so that from the deepest layers to the top there a specific vertical channel for
lava transportation. If it is true so in what manner this channel has been formed? Why this channel after
eruption is tightly plugged by dejectas and may open again?
Study and analysis of the volcanoes features drives the opportunity to highlight the following factors:
-Volcanoes periodically erupt mainly of segregated mountains;
-The body of the volcano basically has the regular cone shape;
-During disability channels are tightly plugged by erupted materials and after some time open again;
-All active volcanoes have a height from the base of at least 1000 meters, including bottom under
water;
-Volcanoes are mostly located along tectonic faults;
-On the top of the volcano there is a funnel-shaped depression lined by ring shaft of blocks of
different rocks;
-The eruption is often accompanied by seismic, acoustic events and magnetic anomalies;
-The pressure at the outlet of the volcano varies from simply eruptions to explosions;
-Some dejectas are radioactive;
-Volcanoes of vertical channel erupt with a huge force;
-Light materials of eruption, i.e. dust or gases rise high into the stratosphere up to 45 km;
-A cloud of dust and gas is strongly electrified.

5.3. Gravitation Mechanism in Volcanic Activity
Based on the mentioned factors new classic mechanism of the volcano activity may be derived. If to
consider this process from the point of view of the influence of gravitation so the volcanic activity may be
logically explained.
The volcano should have a cone-shaped unit. The channel for
Volcano
eruption is located vertically from the top of the volcanic unit to
Neutrino
gravitation flow
depths of ten-fold kilometers
First rise magma from depth opens the top of the mountain
spreading fragments all around thus indicating the absence of the
channel in the upper part of the volcano. The dejectas depending on
the depth of occurrence tend to degradation on the surface of the
earth changing its molecular and crystal constitution. Some of them
are exposed to rapid radioactive degradation releasing tremendous
energy in the form of heat. Heavy and complex elements are exposed
to multi-steps radioactive degradation. This process continues also in
rolled gas and dust releasing electromagnetic energy. As a result
Carter
lightning take place.
Volcano
magnetic field
For volcano vs. other natural disasters their frequency and
The Earth
magnetic
field
repeatability of the eruption is indicative. At the same time vertical
Fig.12
channel from the top downwards is its specific future that plays main
and vital role in its activity.
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Vertical channel and periodic frequency are directly connected with volcanic unit. Initial eruption
occurs along tectonic fault where lava is moved out and cooling down forms a cone shape. After the
formation of the volcanic unit or a separate conic mountain eruption gets periodic character. Under
favorable conditions volcano starts to erupt.
Some mountains were formed by the rocks in the regular cone shape. These regular cones with rising
deep tensions and density have got an accumulated impact on the gravitation flow.
A main question is how and of what the vertical channel is formed from the depth towards the top
of the mountain? Probable some ideas and assumptions may have the answer to this question.
So strictly vertical gravitation flow upcoming to the surface of the Earth while penetrating the earth
layers, i.e., more dense matters, meets some barriers and changes its direction at a certain angle. In this case
main role in orientating the gravitation carrier - neutrino is played by the Earth magnetic field.[1]
When gravitation flow penetrates the cone mountain (see fig.12) so gravitation flow oriented by
magnetic field shall be focused in one point underneath this mountain. This is accelerated by magnetic ring
formed around the mountains. The ring is formed due to interrupted gradual spreading of magnetic field of
the Earth by mountains that break through this order. Thus gravitation flow crossing magnetic field and
right in the body of the mountain will be oriented only inside the mountain. When mountain has got
regular cone shape gravitation flow is accumulated in the middle of the mountain along vertical line
growing to the deep.
In randomly formed mountain range gravitation flow will
Gravitation
flow
Carter
not form vertical line as in volcanic unit although gravitation flow
is accumulated within some areas forming different gravitation
Body of
anomalies.
the
volcano
As a reaction vertical channels will be driven from the top
towards the Earth center along which gravitation flow is met that
generated by the whole surface of the volcanic unit. At this point
gravitation density over exceeds common flow density on the
earth surface in million times. Along the line of the flow focusing
The Earth
rock is compressed maximally.
horizon
In rocks within this area under the influence of huge
Reactor of the
gravitation pressure occur merging or synthesis of chemical
Gravitationally
volcano
compressed rock
elements turning them into more complex and heavy elements. A
body of volcano is established being a vertical channel densified
Fig.13
by gravitation from the top of the mountain going down for
several kilometers (Fig.13). At the depth where gravitation is
focused to the maximum synthesis of chemical elements is extensive and the boiler of volcano is formed.
Depth of the channel depends on the structure of the mountain, i.e. its height, slope of the surface and of
course from the uniformity of the structure of rocks formed the mountain.
Under favorable conditions gravitation density in the body of the volcano is rapidly falls down which
contributes to the temporary relief of high gravitational pressure in its vertical channel. Gravitational
pressure of immediately expanding rocks from the depth is increase forming vertical gravitational shock
applied to the channel.
With a rapid decrease of gravitation density in vertical channel the rock changes its structure and
atomic constitution is associated with radioactive degradation and division of atoms of heavier elements
into simple elements. In the process of rapid expansion of deep rocks in the boiler of volcanic channel
atoms of heavier elements will be exposed to fission. As a reaction the boiler and the body will emit huge
energy in the form of plasma.
This process may be compared with the explosion of a nuclear bomb, but with only one difference.
Nuclear bomb explodes with immediate release of enormous energy has got an enforced nature when
residuals of the nuclear fission retain their radioactivity for a long time. In volcano such nuclear fission is
more prolonged and completed while elements are left to the minimum number with incomplete
radioactive fission. Actually thermonuclear reactor is formed.
Eruption of volcanoes occurs in two following ways:
- first, emission of liquid lava with rare explosions. It happens when the decrease of gravitation
density focusing is going on slowly and prolonged. In this case the decay of transuranium elements is
uniform and heat energy escapes gradually similar to nuclear reactor;
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- second, when ash, fumarole gas and fragments are emitted. This happens when the drecease of
gravitation density focusing is going quickly. Gravitationally compressed rock formed by transuranic
elements is exposed to slow decay. This process occurs in several steps. Initially the decay takes place inside
the boiler thus moving the molten rock along the body from the crater. Then the degradation continues
outside the volcano within atmosphere. Heavy elements of the emitted rock are exposed to the stepped
fission and turn to more simple chemical elements in the form of ash and gases.
Research performed by Russian Academy of Science, Institute of volcano and Seismic Studies may
be used for justification of such assumption.
Data derived on content and allocation of natural radioactive elements (NRE) from New
Tolbachinsk volcanoes contained in gradually emitted volcanites shows that active migration of uranium,
thorium, potassium. NRE were found in rocks of modern volcanoes of Kamchatka in 1975-1976 as well as
in ejecta of great fractured Tolbachinsk eruption, Karymsk and Tokarev in 1996. Study of NRE content in
volcanic fractions shown the following noticeable difference among the rocks.
In the first portions of basic lava were found microclusters “stars” contained uranium significantly
above the background. For the first time established NRE anomalies have been attributed to certain facies
of the emitted rocks;
Total content of NRE was higher in two-fold within the range, i.e. neck- dyke- lava flows– capsules sludge with changed ratio Th/U in reverse sequence. Excessive content of NRE in changed rocks is found.
In volcanic rocks from different facies and in sweating of surface and submersed active volcanoes a
disturbance of radioactive equilibrium is detected (226Ra/238U>1) and (228Ra/232Th >1). In newly formed
minerals of submersed Piipa volcano (mixture of barite, calcite, anhydrite) a significant disturbance of
radioactive equilibrium was firstly observed (226Ra/238U and 228Ra/232Th >>>1).
In the snows caldera of active volcano Karymsky short-term (months) anomaly was firstly found that
had been caused by seismic-tectonic activation where the volume activity of radon (Rn) exceeded
background for snow by two-fold.
Maximum content and variance of NRE distribution inherent to volcanic rocks of different facies
decrease in degassing of melts.
Radioactive equilibrium between the parent and daughter radioisotopes in volcanic rocks is disturbed
during eruptions. Most disturbance of radioactive equilibrium was found in mineral new formations of
submersed volcanoes.[41]
Favorable conditions that activate asleep volcano probable may be created by the central area of deep
cyclone or abnormal geomagnetic events in ionosphere directly above the volcano which facilitate the
decrease of gravitation density inside the body of the volcano. In the top of the mountain, where cone
radius is negligible density of focused gravitation flow is insufficient for creation of channel that would
reach the top. As a reaction in vertical channel atomic reconversion starts up while producing enormous
energy thus melting the rock. Along the channel gravitation shock is rising strengthened by pressure of
expanding rocks. Gases and molten rock are cropping out. In the end gases and rocks from a crown, i.e.
the top of the mountain or crater. Average diameter of the crater bed is of 500m. Depending on the slope
of volcano the height of the crater might be over 300m. Therefore it can be assumed that if on the flat
plane to from a cone mountain of 1000m height from a rock so it will be possible to imitate a volcano that
under favorable condition will erupt. Probably in design and construction of atomic power stations it
would be better to locate reactor under the cone structure where it become feasible to control gravitation
intensity.
Uprising gravitation shock is accompanied by seismic, acoustic events and changes of magnetic
features. Fumarole gases are emitted from expanding and degrading rocks within the central channel of the
volcano. Coming out from the crater gases also decay in more light particles. Usually eruption starts with
acceleration of gases emissions firstly of dark, cold then hot clouds. These emissions sometimes are
accompanied by extrusion of molten rocks. Pressure inside the volcano channel created in the course of
expanding of rocks is enormous therefore frequently has got explosive manner. Increased head of gases
heats the steam and saturates with microscopic fragments of lava that reaches stratosphere. Such high rise
of gases is facilitated by low gravitation pressure created right underneath the volcano.
The said model represents grounds to guess that main driving force and heat source in volcanoes is
an atomic fission of heavy elements formed and maintained under the enormous gravitation pressure. The
forecast the activity of the volcano is possible by continues registering of gravitation density readings
received right over the crater.
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5.4. Gravitation Differentials Inside Pyramids
If the activity of the volcano really going in such a way as mentioned above so it is very easy to reveal
the secret to pyramids of pharaohs.
Everything with regard the pyramids is surrounded by inaccessible mystery. Historians explain that
such huge structures had been constructed by pharaohs to perennialize their names. By what means such
big structures were erected and for what purposes were used radioactive materials for chapelle of
pharaohs remains unknown to people.
It is known that the pyramid has a regular shape with rectangular foundation mountain like. Vertical
gravitation flow vs. a cone mountain is accumulated in the body of the pyramid not along the single vertical
line but by two vertical planes with increasing downwards gravitation density. At crossings of vertical
planes an axis is formed however the gravitation density along this vertical line is significantly lower than
the gravitation density of the volcanic mountain (Fig.14)
As a result underneath the pyramid a vertical, four-sided V-shape gravitation flow is formed that
penetrates the Earth for tens or hundreds meters. Gravitational compression of the rock arises along this
line with different density within certain sections.
Vertical
It may be assumed that during pharaohs time priests
transversal
plane
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possessed knowledge about the mystical force of gravitation.
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Using pyramids they were able to create artificial gravity
plane
anomaly with higher or lower level of gravitation. In the areas of
gravitational abnormality with higher gravitation density spatialtemporal characteristics are different. In some areas of artificially
created high gravitation the priests were able to get a spectrum of
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electromagnetic waves and possess such properties that are
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beyond of human cognition in normal conditions. In these areas,
they were acting as operators who could read the information
that were not available in the Earth surface. So they could travel
Focus point
through space and time, address to spirits of dead pharaohs and
of gravitation
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future descendants. However they knew that frequent and long
stay in these areas is hazardous for human health. Long stay there
would lead to depletion of living cells that is why the priests involved special operators-oracles.
If it is true so the secret of pyramids may be revealed at the depth several tens of meters where
ceremonial rooms inside which higher gravitation anomalies created artificially are enclosed. The entrance
is defended by a redoubted sphinx.

5.5. Conic Dumps (Terricones)
Terricones (translated from the French “cone de debris”) formed when waste rock remaining after
coal production or ore cleaning dump to a specially designated zones. Subsequent to long storage
mountains of rocks are rising to a height of about 100 meters (dumps of mining named after Chelyuskinty
in Donetsk). Slagheap Ganil in the Ruhr industrial area of Germany reaches up the height of 159 meters.
Some coal dumps are burning to 30 years. Among 111 dumps in Donbass are burning over 60
contaminating the air bydust, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide and sulfur gas emissions[42].
Mikhail Zborshik, Professor of mining geomechanics, DoS, Donetsk National Technical University
and Vladimir Osokin, Professor, DoS, Head of the Department of Refrigerating and Trading Equipment
(DonState University) studied the burning terricones and got the following findings. They proved that
burning is not reasoned by warming up of rocks but by thionic bacteria activity.
Under the influence of bacteria that is contained in the most mining rocks two components are
exposed to degradation: sulfuric acid and ferrous iron. Sulfur is turned to the acid and gradually begins to
boil. With temperature increase up to 1200C sulfur is already boiling and emits steam. When sulfur reaches
the temperature of 240-2600C it ignites vapor and biochemical process is replaced by chemical. All newly
formed substances converted one into another cause the combustion and temperature may reach 18000C.
Inside terricone various chemical reactions take place forming a big number of new compounds and
even new minerals that are not found in nature of characteristic common to meteorites and moon rocks. In
addition to the above there is also a source of dust that contains harmful impurities of copper, nickel, lead,
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zinc and manganese. The source contains everything, even negligible amount of radioactive elements. The
bacteria at such temperature, eventually are killed but carried own impact, i.e. behaved as a starter in the
car, turned the combustion process.
Long experience has shown that only high and cone dumps are warming up, smoking and burning.
Vladimir Fedchenko, Head Burning Fighting Site Artemugol remarked that nowadays mining companies
do not produce cone dumps arranging production sites flat and layered. Thus it prevents from burning
[43]. In May 1966 in Dimitrov, close to Donetsk, a terricone exploded like a real volcano and covered the
nearby village Nakhalovka where 60 people died immediately.
The death of the village Nakhalovka and dangers coming from terricones were told to Observer
eyewitness Boris Gryaduscij who participated in investigation of the explosion (Academician Ukraine
Academy of Science, DoS, Professor, Head of Department of the National Mining University, Director of
the Institute of Mining mechanics named after. M. M. Fyodorov.)
He reported that rainfalls commonly a matter of concern because all large accidents were associated
with rise of water. Same happened with terricone of Dimitrov mining, Krasnoarmeikugol enterprise. That
year 1966 in early May were heavy rainfalls within the region. This rain provoked rocksliding of one of the
dumps. Happened sliding of a part of the dump. When those hundreds of tons slide down it opened the
throat of a volcano. Due to rapid change of temperature occurs rapid water release. It was an eruption of
the volcano in the truest sense of the word. Those dumps were formed by layered coal arrived from the
mining together with lots of elements contained in rare metals and coal. So temperature in the center of
this terricone especially incised the conic dumps exceeds 3-4 thousand degrees.
It means that Donetsk and mining cities are surrounded by slowly progressive volcanoes. There is a
noice song about Donetsk as a city of blue terricones and white poplars. But blue terricones are poetical
metaphor. During the night it may be seen a glowing over the terricones. Blue glowing is created due to
high temperature inside terricones and emission of rare metals. Any rainfalls that are precipitating on
terricone may lead to catastrophic consequences.
There were two similar accidents within this region. First one happen earlier in mining no. 7
Trudovskaya, Petrov region, Donetsk. It ended up with no fatal events as close to the mining there were no
residential areas. Therefore accident was not widely disclosed and did not have any resonance. Scientists
had studied possible reasons, but not treating the case to the extent of most serious. Then there was an
explosion of Dimitrovo terricone, tens of people died, it was early morning and adults and children were at
home. People did not have time to realize what had happened. Those mining villages named Sobachovka
and Nakhalovka.
Terricone higher 50meters brings a real threat especially of conic shape.
But there is another way to look at this problem. If there are facilities to manage with mining of
methane, and apply it for industrial purposes supplying natural gas to cities why not to use these artificial
volcanoes that may produce such high temperature? Scientists of the national Mining University in
Dnepropetrovsk long ago developed a number of proposals
Change of
related to the use of high temperature of dumps. Experts
gravitation
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from Donetsk State Technical University worked over this
flow
cone
ability. Within the area of operating terricone rails are
arching, sleepers and ropes are burning cause of high
temperature.
Temperature from the dump may be produced by wells
and heat receivers. Similar technical solutions had been
worked out so far. The threat may be decreased and heat may
be produced.[44]
Explosion of terricone in Kadievka, technogenic
Vertical
Point of focus
disaster
happened April 13, 1962 in Kadievka city (Lugansk
channel
of gravitation
region, Ukraine) led to hundreds of fatal cases.
The explosion came from a common burning dump in
Fig.15
Ilyich village, Kadavievugol trust, Kadiev Coke Chemical
plant, the height 111,5m. Together with gases and steams
emitted to atmosphere it was released 42 thousand m3 of burning debris. They filled large sludge pits of
the Coke Chemical Plant forced out slug from the pits turning it into burning liquid mass. In few moments
small residential area near the dump were flooded with burning sludge and filled with hot debris. [45] In
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addition, terricones are the powerful source of radiation. It is assumed that under the influence of high
temperature (inside the burning dump it achieves 3000 degrees) rare metals evolve uncommon radiation.
[46]

5.6. Explosions of Conic Dumps
Actually terricones are handmade volcano. If burning is contributed by thionic bacteria so why do
they act selectively only in the high cone-shaped dumps? If high temperatures provokes radiation so why is
this not occurring in blast furnaces?
In fact if the dump has a regular conical shape then upon reaching of a certain height a sheme for
creation of vertical gravitational channel begins to act. The focus of gravitation along the central vertical
axis reaches its critical level. Compressing of rocks turns to synthesis of transuranium elements. Inside the
terricone nuclear reactor starts up. Such reactor is dangerous because under adverse conditions when over
its center cyclone passes or severe magnetic disturbances occur the terricone erupts like a volcano.
Gravitation flows penetrating to the surface of the dump change their direction. In homogeneous
rock the slope of deflection of the flows is constant so all flows at one height overlap in certain points
However depending on the location and height of
penetration not all flows do met inside the body of the
1
1
dump. Only part of gravitation flows from one height of
2
2
dump meet along the central axial line. Around this vertical
3
3
axis line maximum compression of the rock occur.
Therefore it is necessary to study and explore the
form, dependency of the temperature regime from the
height of the terricone and to determine the best and most
1
safe radiation parameters. Such small dumps usually are not
2
smoking but change their appearance and may be used as a
simple safe nuclear reactor. Build in a heat exchanger around
3
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the vertical channel and use the heat energy.
The following facts say for gravitational focus inside
terricones:
Terricone the exceeds 50 meters becomes explosive. Inside the dump that higher 50 meters
compression of rocks by focused gravitation flow turns to synthesis of transuranium elements. As a
reaction along the centerline of the dump a vertical rod is formed by transuranium elements; Terricone
explodes when cyclone is passing over it. Inside the center of terricone gravitation density is lower than of
the surrounding. When the cyclone center is passing over the dump gravitation of low density accelerates
the prolonged degradation of transuranium elements along the vertical rod. Then thermonuclear reaction is
initiated in the center of terricone. It is similar to Chernobyl catastrophe explosion.
Inside of the dump huge number of new compounds is formed and minerals that not found in
nature, similar to meteorites and moon rocks. This is a true sign that inside the dump there is a focus of
gravitation flows which increases the intensity of gravitation flows. As a result high density of gravitation
contributes to formation of chemical compounds that under normal gravitation density do not exist;
The temperature in the centre of the dump especially the conic teericone exceeds 3-4 thousand
degrees. This temperature cannot be obtained even in the blast furnace, where the highest temperature is
1800оС. This temperature indicates that the source of heat inside the dump is not a simple combustion but
plasma burning that is formed by releasing of inside atomic energy;
Terrcones are smoking occasionally, it may be connected with the fact that the gravitation density
hem varies with magnetic storms and cyclones that pass the region;
At night blue glowing is seen above the terricones. This is a true sign that inside the dump there is a
powerful focus of gravitation. As a result over the dump gravitation flow density is changed. Gravitation
focus inside the dump also influences on gravitation density over the dump that forms electromagnetic
waves of ultrahigh frequency.
Such conditions created by terricones give grounds to believe that inside the dumps synthesis of
transuranium elements, similar to the volcanoes is undergoing. In this case, it can be assumed that the
terricones with proper sizing and height may become an alternative source of energy. Herewith such source
of energy runs continuously and does not require additional expenditures.
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In relation to existing terricones especially smoking immediate actions must be taken. Simply to
change the conical shape of the dumps. For this purpose it is necessary to flattening the top of the cone by
moving rocks to one side. Then foundation of the cone will be turned to oblong form and terricones will
become usual hills safe objects of the landscape.

5.7. Geysers
Geysers (Iceland for geysir - to flush). Great geyser in Iceland is a well-known hill of cone shape cut
from the top where the funnel-shaped depression is located. Periodically every 24-30 hours eruption is
coming up from this depression. The eruption starts from explosion that ejects water from the hole of the
geyser and then steam. After the eruption the process halts and then after specified hours starts again.
Geyser may be artificially activated by stones brought into the hole. Stones may disturb the geyser
normal hours and lead to explosion.
For the first time such geysers became known in Iceland, where they are located at the foot of
volcano of Bornafel but later were found in other locations, i.e. Hochstetter in New Zealand, near Taupo,
and Hidenom along the Missouri river in North America and Kamchatka, Russia.[47]
Mud volcanoes remind small models of real volcanoes. In such mini-volcanoes volcanic gases under
pressure to the surface not lava but hot mud. Their cones are actually miniature of 1-2 meters. Eruption is
more or less quiet. Mud volcanoes are common for Kamchatka Peninsula, the Islands of Java and Sicily.
Sometimes the geysers do not associate with volcanoes. Then the mud is moved to the surface by
completely different gases. Non-volcanic mud volcanoes is common for Kerch Peninsula in Ukraine
Total number of active geysers on the Earth inAugust 2011 was approximately 1000.[48]
Thermal water is groundwater coming to the surface in the form of numerous hot springs saturated
by minerals and microelements (sodium, potassium, silicon, manganese, copper, iron, zinc, calcium,
magnesium, boron, lithium, selenium, sulfates, chlorides, bicarbonates, etc.) Thermal sources are so called
as their temperature is higher the ambient where the sources are found. [49]
Geysers, hot and mineral springs are the echoes of the redoubted volcanic activity. Geysers are the
sources in which after a certain period of time boiling water erupts. With the explosion and noise a huge
column of boiling water surrounded by thick clouds of steam rising up as a big fountain sometimes
reaching 80m.
The fountain is flushing for some time then water and
steam disappear and the process is calming down.
Some geysers emit very low or only spill water. There are
hot springs, like puddles, in which water is boiling by bubbles.
Usually around the geyser there is a pool or shallow crater, the
diameter of which is up to several meters. Edges of such pool
and adjacent area are covered with sediments contained in
boiling water of earth silicon. These deposits are called
geyserite. Close to some geysers geyserite cones are formed
from few centimeters to several meters height. Immediately
after the flushing geyser pool is emptied and in the bottom it
can be seen channel (crater) filled with water going down deep
underground (Fig.17).
Before the eruption water rises slowly, fills the pool,
bubbling, splashing then with the explosion high fountain of
boiling water rises. Numerous and various hot springs and
Fig.17
geysers locate in Yellowstone National Park, North America at
the boundary of Wyoming and Montana. It is a high plateau cut
by deep river valleys and basins of the lakes. Several million years ago there was a very strong volcanic
eruption, after which such an amazing piece of nature had been left. Among200 geysers of Yellowstone
Park, the most famous is Old Faithful Geyser. For many hundreds of years it does not cease its activity as
well as some other geysers and hot springs of Yellowstone Park. [50]
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5.8. What is the Heat Source of Geysers?
Geysers occur in areas where burning magma is laying close to the earth surface. Released gases and
steam from magma rising up pass a long way along cracks while mixing up with groundwater, heating it
and pass into hot water with dissolved various substances. This water comes to the surface of in the form
of bubbling hot springs, mineral springs, geysers, etc.
The eruption of geysers is going on in different manner depending on size underground chambers,
shape of the channels and location of the crack which receive heat from the depths, as well as depending
on rate of groundwater influx. It is known from physics that the boiling point of water at 1 atmosphere
pressure at sea level is 100°. If the pressure increases the boiling point increases and when the pressure
decreases it falls. Pressure of water column in geyser channel raises the boiling point of water at the bed of
the channel. Water got heated from underneath starts movement. Heated lower layer of water becomes less
dense and rises to the surface while cooler water from the surface goes down where being heated and lifts
up again.
Thus steam and gases continuously penetrate through cracks from the
deep layers boiling water.
If the channel of the geyser is wide and has more or less regular shape
water is mixed in moving (circulating), boils and flush to the surface in the
form of hot spring. If the channel is narrow and curved water may not mix
and be heated gradually. Due to pressure on top of the water column at the
ben of the channel water is overheated and does not vaporize. Steam is
evolved in bubbles.
Accumulated in the bed of the channel the compressed steam tends to
expand pressuring on the upper layer of water in the channel and raising it so
spills on the surface in the form of small fountains being the signs of
eruption. Splashing of water reduces the weight of the water column in the
channel therefore pressure in the deeper layers falls down and overheated
water being at the boiling point immediately turns to steam. The steam
coming from the bed had such a head that displaces water out of the channel
in the form of huge fountains of boiling water and vapor clouds. [51]
Three components must be present to produce geyser, i.e huge reserve
of water, intense heat source and unique tunnel passages for water. Water is
Fig.18
continuously covers the surface so the thermal energy is formed as a result of
volcanic activity. Scientists who studied geysers came to the conclusion that
volcanic craters are the most favorable place of occurrence of the geysers. [52]

5.9. Mechanism of Geysers Activity
In recent one hundred and a half years lots of theoretical assumptions have been proposed to explain
the mechanism of geysers action.
In all these theories the starting point is the idea of hot steam rising from magmatic center. Most of
the theories suggests a particular kind of action of underground geysers, i.e. a vast underground space –
chambers which accumulate steam rising up from the deep layers. American and European researchers
explain the action of geysers by such interaction of steam and water that fill underground chambers.
First considerations on the mechanism geysers of action were expressed in 1811 by H. Mackenzie.
He believed that the effect of geysers is based on highly pressured steam produced by the boiling water
accumulating inside the invisible underground chamber. His assumptions about underground chamber
were supported by other researchers, but ideas about the source of heat and the nature of its action were
not further developed.
Based on views of Mackenzie about underground chambers Krug von Nidda in 1883 developed his
theory of the action of geysers. According to him, activity as volcanoes and geysers depends on the steam.
He considered the steam underground heat sources. The reason why some sources are boiling continuously
while others periodically he was trying to find in their underground constitution, i.e. when steam passes
smoothly through the water column boiling sources are formed. When steam on its passage is captured by
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chambers or channels where it is accumulated geysers are formed. On the top water in the channel is
cooled down by air and a narrow channel restricts circulation.
Krug von Nidda for the first time put forward the idea of the water column, the temperature of
which increases from top to bottom. The mechanism of geyser action was drawn by him as follows: the
steam pressure in underground chamber increases and water is moved towards the channel. The pressure
continues to grow and part of steam enters the channel heating water inside and rises up facilitating some
water runs out from the channel. Thus water head drops leading to quick eruption. After the pressure
drops in the chamber the water inflows back into the channel whelming the remained steam and eruption
is ceased. The geysers eruption duration and periodicity according to Krug von Nidda depends on the size
of underground chamber, head of water column in the channel and heating intensity from beneath layers.
Thus Krug von Nidda saw the driving force of the process in increase of steam pressure inside
underground chambers and direct impulse for eruption when pressure drops following the emptying of the
channel from water and steam.
In 1836 E. Lottin based on specific temperature measurements proved that temperature in the
channel of the Great Iceland Geyser is increasing with depth. At some depth it is equal to the boiling point
of water on the surface, but inside pressure is excessive so water is not boiling. On the surface water
temperature in the geyser of about 80°C, at a depth of 22 meters water temperature is of 126°C, i.e. stays in
the overheated state. Water is not boiling because the pressure of 22 meters water column is sufficient to
prevent water from boiling.
In 1846 R. Bunsen and A. Declauzo studding Iceland geysers developed a theory of action. Each of
them made observations and measured temperature in geysers independently from the other by own
special way.
They considered that the between continuously boiling springs and geysers is determined by the
height of the water column and the rate at which it heats up. A small water column is quickly heated from
the beneath and produces the boiling source. Geyser is formed in the presence of high water column with a
sufficiently large area of surface cooling. Circulation of water is insufficient here to eliminate the
temperature difference between the cooling surface and more hot lower part of the water column.
Findings of Bunsen and Declauzo obtained in intervals between eruptions are summarized as
follows:
- temperature of geyser water column is decreasing upwards;
- after the eruption water temperature in the channel geyser increases continuously;
- in the interval between eruptions temperature of water column never reaches the boiling point at
the existing pressure;
- the closer to the eruption, especially to closer to the boiling point in the bottom part of the water
column. Before the eruption even a small decrease of pressure is sufficient the entire water
column start to boil.
The reason for the eruption Bunzen saw in formation of bubbles of steam in deep layers
representing it by the following way. In the lower part of the channel volcanic heat warms up water to
boiling state. Barbotage is produced in the upper, cooler layers of water, gradually heating it up. Water in
the lower parts of the channel due to evaporation is cooling down and eruption during this time does not
occur.
Bubbles rising time Bunzen so called small or underdeveloped eruption. The eruption occurs when
water in the channel is entirely heated up to boiling point bubbles released from the bottom.
In Bunzen theory there is not mention about underground chambers which is told by all researchers
before and after him. The main reason for geyser eruption according to Bunzen is restricted circulation of
hot water in a narrow channel. The direct reason for eruption is quick boiling of water at the bottom of the
geyser channel.
In general the theory developed by Bunzen and Declauzo never pretended to be comprehensive but
only sought to explain the action of the Great Iceland Geyser.
Other researchers strongly criticized Bunzen for the lack of explanation of the periodicity of geysers
action but should be noted that they for a long time had not provided with a satisfactory comprehensive
explanation to this event.
In 1880, H. Lang was the first who mentioned about cold water inflow which is the final step of
eruption. He pointed out that without such inflow geysers would be just a steam flows. Lang was against
the ideas about water boiling on the bottom of the geyser channel. Hot water of a lower density tends
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upwards where it is cooled by air and going down. The greater the temperature difference the stronger
circulation preventing boiling at the bottom. Therefore Lang considered that boiling starts in the side
chamber. He emphasized that his idea on geyser mechanism coincides with the Krug von Nidda. But the
latter saw the driving force of action in constant increase of pressure and steam expansion, while Lang
following Bunzen considered the only reason for this action is in quick boiling of water and not on the
bottom of the channel but in the side chamber.
In summary Lang’s theory of geysers action is much closer to modern views. His assumption with
regard cold water inflow that stops the action although being not developed in details but since then in one
modification or the other has been considered by researchers.
Torkelson as well as Lang criticized Bunzen for the lack of explanation of the periodicity of geysers
action. Analyzing the temperature curves of the Great Geyser, obtained by Bunzen and Declauzo,
Torkelson found that all curves were of the same shape. Maximum temperature is within 9 m from the
bottom of the channel. With depth temperature decreases thus fundamental conclusion of Bunzen of
boiling water on the bottom of the channel is denied. Torkelson as well as Bunzen highlighted the absence
of significant temperature difference in the geyser channel during the whole period of geyser disability.
Based on this he concluded that the reason for eruption should be searched outside the geyser channel.
Steam and hot water according to Torkelson enter the geyser channel exactly in the point of maximal
temperature. Steam rising through narrow geyser channel releases pressure because it turns water into
steam-water mixture with a lower specific weight. Such pressure release is the direct reason for eruption.
Torkelson view is very similar to Krug von Nidda idea.
One of the reason why Bunzen’s assumption used to be wide spreading is that it might be easily
illustrated by a model. The tall thin water column enclosed into tube easy to heat thus simulate geyser
eruption. However the conditions created by such model are very different from those in which the geyser
erupts. Firstly, geysers channel are the better enclosure for producing water circulation than the tube. In
addition relative amount of heat applied to the tube the whole time much higher than in any natural geyser
so the ratio of heating rate and water circulation in the model is not similar to natural.
Secondly, the rest period in the model is the time required for emitted water to be re-boiled then
cooled by air. For most of natural geysers air cooling has the minor effect and sometimes completely
absent because in the geyser channel during or after eruption only a small part of the water returns or does
not return at all. But even if the entire volume would return to geyser during or immediately after the
eruption which does not exist in nature, its action would be ceased any way. In nature, such conditions
would bring a short pulsing source which would end up in inevitable evaporation of water.
The simplest model proposed by Bunzen simulates the action of a narrow tube filled with water and
heated from below. It does periodically fountaining but does not explain the natural extent and mechanism
of geyser action. This is the only a formal model of geyser.
Model of geysers were developed by many researchers, .i.e. J. Wiedemann in 1882, A. Andre in 1893,
Graham in 1893 and Jehter in 1898. In particular Wiedemann construed a model with a side chamber fed
chilly water.
Conclusions made on such experimental basis nowadays may be considered with criticism. The fact
is that geyser periodic action can be achieved by a variety of techniques. However it does not mean that the
conditions under which model is fountaining will somehow reflect natural conditions of geysers and
explain actual relationship of natural events that creates geyser regime of sources.
It might be noted that that E. Allen and A. Dey in 1935. considering the number of geysers models
also highlighted that the developers of models ignore those details that are essential for geysers and reach
periodicity due to secondary factors.
Studies of geysers in Yellowstone Park, have been performed for over 65 years yet, gave a number of
valuable observations, corrected and concreting previously existing theories of geysers action. E.Allen and
A.Dey on the basis of observations in Yellowstone wrote in 1935 a monographic paper Hot springs in
Yellowstone Park.
This paper represents a scheme of underground geyser structure. Streams of overheated steam that
uprises from the magmatic center are considered as a heat source. Steam condenses and produces
according to calculation of the said authors, 12-15% of the total flow rate of geysers. This steam in their
opinion brings about 50% of mineral substances dissolved in hot spring water. Steam heats water that fills
underground chamber to temperature much above water boiling point on the surface. The quick action of
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geysers authors explain by accumulation in the chamber of hot water that at the time of eruption reaches
the surface.
Based on various studies and chemical analysis, temperature measurements, long-term monitoring
observations and measurements of the flow rate of geysers, Allen and Dey made the following main
conclusions:
- the heat source of geysers in Yellowstone, as well as all other geysers areas is produced by magmatic
center;
- geysers water are mainly surface water although coming not directly from the surrounding areas as
Lang. Water inflow to geysers depends on the general hydrogeological conditions of the area;
- for the existence of geysers there must be a certain ratio between the heat reserves and inflow of
chilly water. With more heat and less water it would boil at arriving to geyser and in this case boiling
streams are formed or steam is escaping. In reverse ratio of water does not boil and forms usual thermal
baths;
- inflow of chilly water or otherwise of water of temperature of less than boiling point is needed for
repeatable action of geysers.
A. Holmes in the paper Baselines of Physical Geology, published in 1946, explains the existence of
the geysers also by interaction of hot water coming from infiltration and juvenile steam flows. The scheme
provided for Iceland geyser repeats the scheme of Allen and Dey for geysers of Yellowstone.
The findings of Russian scientists as a result of observations over the geysers of Kamchatka in many
respects similar to the findings of Allen and Dey but the view on the mechanism of geysers action in many
ways differs from their construing.
The collected data are insufficient to completely set the complex issues of geysers formation but
allow raising some questions and likely projecting the answers.
Reviving the mechanism of geysers action they guess it is correct to refuse predominant assumption
about juvenile steam rising from the deep layers. Behind the considerations on origin of water is more
likely to assume that in the inner parts of the geyser contain at the depth not steam but water overheated
above boiling point but remaining in liquid state. Falling into the area of normal or close to normal
pressure, hot water turns into steam thereby causing the eruption of the geyser.[53]

5.10. Gravitation Origin of Geysers
Existing theories on the mechanism of geysers action are based on the source of heat produced by
residual magma left after volcanic eruption. The other the scheme of geyser origin is ordinary simple. The
heat from the magma heats water, water evaporates and provoked geyser channel discharges steam.
However in these models there are several significant inconsistencies that did not find accurate
explanation.
Source of heat.
This problem has never been treated in a
sufficient manner. The assumed heat source magma
Cone of
geyser
cannot satisfy the problem for several reasons. Firstly,
to produce constantly active geyser volume magma
would have to be in large availability and lay close to
Change of
the surface. Under these conditions magma would
gravitation
heat not only water but the whole rock of the earth
flow
surface. Secondly, magma would have to be
Geyser
maintained in a constant temperature staying the
channel
endless source of thermonuclear reactions. Under
these conditions minerals in heated water must
release radiation.
Water heated from beneath.
Water
If water is heated from beneath as in a kettle
inflow
Fig.19
with quick boiling of water from the bottom of the
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geyser only water from the top will be released. Water flux from the whole geyser would not take place.
Small inflow of cold water runs continuously. Then in such action there should not be a break as the most
batch of water is heated and continuously evaporating.
Mechanism of geyser action in the framework of this theory (Fig.19) is explained as follows. Main
heat source is gravitation. As it is known gravitation flows under certain conditions are able to focus. With
focusing gravitation density increases leading to compression of the affected matter at the atomic level.
Perhaps water inside geyser is exposed to such compression that leads to deformation, i.e. change of
electron shell of water atom. In filling the geyser chamber compressed water is coming by the channels to
the surface. Outside the geyser chamber under normal gravitation density atoms of condensed water begin
to expand. This process is followed by release of intra-atomic energy. Boiling water evaporates from the
throat of geyser and the process is accompanied by explosion.
Shock wave is spreading at both ends of the channel moving water and steam out from the geyser
and retuning it back. Under explosion pressure some water is forced back into the geyser chamber where it
is heated to boiling point gets movement and circulation. Detonation of gravitationally compressed water
occurs. Passing under such conditions some part of deformed water starts the recovery and the entire
volume of water in the chamber is exposed to quick boiling. High pressure of steam and water mixture in
the chamber pushes the mixture out of the geyser. Part of the pressure from the chamber is spent to force
water back into the feeding channel. The process is ended by emptying of the geyser chamber then after
some time the chamber is filled again with water from the feeding canal.
There is the following evidence for the proposed assumption:
The high boiling temperature of water in the geyser chamber. In Great Iceland Geyser on the surface
of water temperature is of about 80°C, at the depth of 22 meters its temperature is 126°C, i.e. in the water
overheated state. High gravitation density compresses water and does not allow it to boil;
It is possible artificially provoke geyser activity, throwing inside its crater stones. Stones will interrupt
regularity of geyser action and it will be followed by explosion. Compressed and deformed water acts as a
blasting gent and with detonation explosion occurs;
Geyser fountain is running for some time then water disappears, steam dissipates and geyser comes
into the state of rest;
Before the eruption water coming up slowly fills the basin, boiling, splashing then followed by
explosion a fountain of boiling water goes high. Explosion of compressed water occurs inside the basin;
Maximum temperature is reached within 9m from the bottom of the channel. Below temperature
drops thus refusing the idea about boiling water on the bottom of the channel. There is no significant
change in temperature in geyser channel during the whole period of its still. Based on this the reason for
eruption should be sought outside the geyser channel;
Geysers water is mainly of surface origin, but coming not directly from the surrounding areas.
Based on the above a geyser diagram may be drawn up (Fig.19). The scheme under favorable
conditions will activate the geyser. If the cone of geyser is large periodic eruption occurs, if it is small water
is heated and comes out to the surface of the earth in the form of hot water.
To confirm the assumption it is necessary to conduct the following experiment. Take metallic cone
vessel equipped with feeding and draining channels. Its capacity should be determined empirically. If water
temperature inside the vessel is raising after some time so the assumption is correct.

5.11. Neutrino Role in Nuclear Chain Reactions
Nuclear chain reaction results in explosion with permanent assistance of neutrino forces due which
an excessively large energy is released.
Nuclear chain reaction is represented by sequential single nuclear reactions each of such reaction is
initiated by a particle appeared as a reaction product in the previous sequential step. An example of nuclear
chain reaction is a chain reaction of atomic fission of heavy elements in which basic number fission acts is
initiated by neutrons obtained by atomic fission in the previous generation. [54]
Thus each cycle of nuclear reaction creates conditions for the next cycle and reaction may become
self-sustaining. If the number of cores involved in the next cycle greater than the previous one the number
of cores involved in the reaction increases like an avalanche. In fission reaction it is similar to nuclear
explosion. If the number of cores involved in the chain reaction possible to maintain at the same level is it
a controlled nuclear chain reaction.
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The theory of nuclear chain reaction was created in 1938 by Ya.B. Zeldovich and Yu.B.
Khariton.[54]
Chain reaction was produced almost by three isotopes. These isotopes are obtained in a centrifuge
where neutrino flows are compressed due to centrifugal force. One of the isotopes are uranium-235
(92U235), which is contained in natural uranium (0.7%), and the other two are - uranium-253 (92U253) and
plutonium-239 (94Pu239) that are received artificially
The uranium-235 core under the influence of neutron breaks by two radioactive fragments of
unequal mass of barium and krypton flying at great speed in different directions, and two or three
neutrons. The fission products of uranium-235 also may be other isotopes of barium, xenon, strontium,
rubidium etc. This reaction is accompanied by the release of huge energy. For example, in the complete
combustion of 1g of uranium 8,28•1010J of energy is evolved similar to burning of 3 tons of coal or 2.5
tons of crude oil. First controlled nuclear reaction was established by Fermi (USA) in 1942. Used pure
235
ball-shaped, critical mass is 50 kg, and the radius of the ball is about 9cm. Applying a moderator of
92U
neutrons and a coat reflecting neutrons made of beryllium he managed to reduce the critical mass to 250g.
[55]
In the frames of this study the process of nuclear chain reaction is treated by different way. Perhaps
explosive fission of heavy elements is achieved by the simultaneous detonation. At this the shock is so
strong that atom shell collides with its electron shell. Atom takes oval shape, stable position of intra-atomic
forces is disturbed. Complex and unstable core that consists of hundreds of protons and neutrons breaks
by hit with e-shell. Between proton and neutron there is nuclear tau-neutrino (ντ) captured in a passive
state. At the split slots created between proton and neutron tau-neutrino is released and becomes active
moving proton far from neutron.
p ↔ ντ ↔ n
In activation tau-neutrino runs diverging oscillations.
ντ → νe
and turns into electron neutrino with increased oscillatory amplitude. This creates all types of
radiation from gamma, x-ray to electromagnetic waves of ultrahigh frequency:
p ↔ (ντ → νe) ↔ n → Q
As a result around the split core for fraction of a second own enhanced neutrino flow is formed
which contributes to the further breaks of separated fragments of atomic cores. The enhanced neutrino
flow maximally contributes to the thermal agitation of the whole uranium mass. At the same time only a
critical mass of uranium is exposed to the influence of neutrino field but all the ambient within a radius of
several tens of meters where modification and reconversion of some chemical elements will occur.
This is a nuclear explosion. Herewith not only uranium, splits, burns and releases heat but also its
metallic shell, air and soil surrounded it. Uranium acts here as a detonator to create a powerful local
neutrino fields which then is implementing its adverse effect. Local neutrino field begins to act in all
ranges.
Power of atomic bomb is expressed in equivalent of kilotons of TNT. TNT explosion occurs due to
molecular reconversion and chemical reactions with heat evolving and increasing the volume of the
products of reconversion. However, there is also local neutrino field is formed.
Therefore TNT tends only to explode and destroy everything all around. During the explosion
grenade produces an increased neutrino flow, properties of the metallic shell of the grenade are changes
and its starts to break down. Therefore TNT cannot be used to move out the bullet instead of the usual
gunpowder pyroxylin. Gunpowder applies only the energy of expanding gases.
Thus nuclear fission of heavy atoms is accompanied by the formation of local neutrino field around a
critical mass. This local neutrino field is much stronger in comparison with the gravitational field of the
Earth but there is very limited space and short period of time. Conditions for the formation of local
neutrino field and its density directly impact on duration of nuclear explosion.
Quick change of neutrino flow density around the center of blast affects the whole environment in a
radius of hundreds and thousands of meters. Air, soil, water are exposed to conversion of atomic cores and
the number of neutrons in such cores increases. The cores simply turn into isotopes. After the energy relief
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structural composition of the core gets hardly renewed state vs. before the explosion. Therefore, these
atoms will long need time to recover having a property of radiation. As a result, contamination in the
epicenter of nuclear explosion occurs due to atomic reconversion in the ambient to a certain extent.
Spatial and time changed features and effects after nuclear explosion show the presence of such local
neutrino field. Experts and military experts participated in testing of nuclear bombs in underground
explosion say that at the moment of explosion strange anomalies were observed that indicated change in
the gravitational force.
At the Semipalatinsk test site S.A. Alekseenko and two military experts were at the head of the well
when directly below them at the depth of 3000 m was an explosion: “something lifted me up people in
front of me suddenly appeared on the floor and some of them got smaller (spatial change). I didn’t feel
earth any more (the change of gravitation level) it seemed that the whole globe gone... Then I heard heavy
long breath from somewhere below and I found myself at the bottom of a deep hole. Ivanov had
disappeared, Konstantin Mikhailovich was on the edge of the hole, I saw him like through the large lens
zoomed in a few times! Then the wave passed away, we again appeared on flat surface which was trembling
like jelly... Then if suddenly was open a door to the other world, the trembling had stopped and the earth
crust frozen again returning me a real sense of gravitation...” [56]
5.12. Nuclear reconversion and explosion
Nuclear reaction is the reconversion of substances. In nuclear reactor or accelerator one substance
are converted into the other producing nuclear reactions. Cores in collision with particles of high-energy (it
can be neutrons, protons and other cores) is broken into fragments turned into different other cores. Also
possible those cores are merging. Then newly formed cores receive electrons from the ambient and
formation of two or more new substances completes.
Nuclear reactions involve atomic cores. In fast nuclear reactions numerous amount of energy is
released. This energy is produced due to freeing and agitation of nuclear neutrino. Huge core is broken into
several parts each forming an independent core of a certain element. Depending on number of protons and
neutrons exposed to splitting in the original core staying passive nuclear neutrino between them is
activated. Active state of the nuclear neutrino is passed by chain, i.e. the nearby breaking core passes to
intra-atomic neutrino, inter-atomic neutrino and inter-molecular neutrino and so on.
Active nuclear neutrino is increased depending on the complexity of the core, number of split
nucleons in the core and broken atoms. Passing chain the agitation neutrino flow influences on all matters.
Beyond nuclear reaction this active flow of nuclear neutrino penetrates into intra-atomic space of each
molecule of the ambient. They perform microvibrations at different frequencies and break by shaking each
encountered molecule. Release them from nuclear neutrino that produces tremendous amount of energy,
converting ambient into other less complex elements. Active state of the nuclear neutrino extends far
beyond the center of nuclear reactions. Getting far from the center of nuclear reactions density of active
neutrino flow is decreased and breakability of encountered molecules falls eventually the whole cycle
returns to normal.
Activation of nuclear neutrino has is not reverse and its impact on the ambient has the only one
extent. Closer to the center of nuclear reaction, reconversion is more completed while with less density of
neutrino flow elements stay at incomplete conversion. Such elements will need a long period to recover.
At the same time received energy from the active neutrino they start to evolve radioactive, light and
electromagnetic radiation.
Explosions produced by such reactions are called nuclear. Nuclear reaction in such explosion occurs
simultaneously in all atoms of nuclear fuel without chain reaction.

VI. Gravitation Role in Tsunami Origin
6.1. Officially Accepted Tsunami Characteristics
In oceans and seas frequently disastrous giant waves are formed destroying everything on the shores.
Such waves are called tsunami while in Europe are so called tide-waves. Tsunami are so long that in the
open sea they are not recognized as waves. The length of one such waves is from 150 to 200 km. In the
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open sea tsunami is not so visible: wave height (i.e. vertical distance from crest to trough) is only few
meters and are referred to relate oscillatory waves. But reaching a shallow shelf oscillatory wave is turned
into progressive wave converting into a high moving wall. The steeper the shore the higher and more
powerful the wave. On the shallow bays or rivers mouth the wave becomes higher.
At the same time it slows down and like a giant shaft is rolling on the shore. The speed of the
tsunami is higher, the greater the depth of the ocean. The average depth of the Pacific ocean of about
400m theoretically calculated speed of tsunami is 716 km/h. It seems unlikely however maximum
measured speed of tsunami can reach 1000 km/h. Usually they form a series of 3-9 waves with the space
between the crests of 100-300km and the height at approach to the shore reaches 30m and more.[43]
The distribution of tsunami associated usually with areas of strong earthquakes on the bottom of
oceans and seas or shore areas. It is subordinated to a clear geographic pattern defined by the link between
seismic areas with areas of recent and modern processes of mountain forming It is known that most
earthquakes are confined to the areas of continues mountain building. Most frequent earthquakes are met
within the areas nearby large mountain systems with the depressions of seas and oceans.[57]
Findings and analysis of folded mountain systems and areas of concentration of earthquakes
epicenters revealed two zones mostly exposed to earthquakes. One is of latitudinal position and covers
Apennines, the Alps, Carpathians, Caucasus, Kopet-Dag, Tan-Shan, Pamir and Himalayas. Within this
zone tsunamis observed along at the shore of Mediterranean, Adriatic, Aegean, Black Sea and Caspian Sea
and the Northern Indian ocean. The second one is located in the meridional direction and runs along the
Pacific coast. The ocean as if surrounded by submersed mountain ranges, peaks of which are elevating in
the form of Islands (Aleutian, Kuril, the Japanese Islands etc.)[9]
Out of every 100 of strong earthquakes, for example, in the Pacific Ocean only one generates
tsunami. The largest underwater earthquakes originate in the deep ocean trenches. Japan, the Aleutian,
Kuril-Kamchatka and Peruano-Chile deep trenches most frequently originate tsunami. During volcanic
eruption of Krakatoa in Indonesia in 1883 the wave reached the height of 36-40 km that within few
minutes covered the shores of the Islands of Java and Sumatra. It picked up Dutch military boat and threw
on 3.5km from the shore. The wave run along all the oceans it was recorded even in Panama at a distance
of 18350 km[57]
Most impressive is the giant tsunami that occurred in December 2004 in South-East Asia. Its height
in the open ocean was 0.8m in the shore area 15m, and in the splash zone 30m. Speed in the open ocean
reached 720 km/h, getting slower in the shore area down to 36 km/h. In 15 minutes after the first shock
thewave reached and destroyed the Northern edge of Sumatra. In hour and a half it covered the coast of
Thailand, in two hours reached Sri Lanka and India, passed the Indian Ocean for eight hours, and at night
for the first time in the history of observations of tsunami run around the entire World ocean. Even on the
Pacific coast of Mexico its height was 2.5m. Christmas wave 2004 was fatal for about 300 thousand people.
There is sufficient number of recoded tsunami rolled on the shores. Tsunami was described in details
by S.T. Krashennikov who witnessed it in 1775 on Kamchatka shore. He noticed that before coming of
the main waves the sea departed so far that “it was not visible, cropping rocky bottom between islands
which previously was not seen at all”. He recorded that writes wave that flashed on the rocky shore had a
height of 70 meters.
Bengt Danielson describes tsunami of 1972 that flooded island Pitcairn. “Approximately 20 minutes
after all water departed from the gulf first sign of flood appeared a powerful grey water “carpet” which
gradually was spreading over the empty bay then it reached most high piles. When this “carpet” with a
thunderous sound reeled back we saw the approaching wave. It was coming as a growing wall. It was
something stronger the rumbles of thunder; the vortex in front of the wave was frightful where fragments
of rocks and heavy tree stems were eddying. All this happened within few minutes nevertheless the bay
after the event looked like after the battle.”[57]
Academic approach considers that tsunami occurs most often as a result of underwater earthquakes
and breaks between rising and falling mountain ridges in deep depressions separating chain of islands from
inactive area of the oceanic bed. The vertical sliding of the seabed is transferred to the water column and
on the ocean surface waves are formed. It is obligatory that such kind of creeping shall take place within
the limited area. The stronger earthquake the greater possibility of tsunami. [2, 5]
Tsunami origin from earthquakes is explained as follows. At the moment of deepening of the ocean
bed water rushes towards the center overfilling the depression and forms a huge curve on the surface. With
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a rapid rise of the bed significant amount of water is displaced. On the surface of the ocean tsunami is
formed rapidly running in all directions.
Volcanic eruption may be another source of tsunami. Large underwater eruptions have the same
effect as earthquakes. The surface of the ocean is disturbed and waves are spreading from the center in all
directions. During strong volcanic explosions caldera is formed which is immediately filled with water thus
high and long wave may be produced. [57]

6.2. Specific Features of Tsunami
In accordance with hydrodynamics laws earthquakes cannot be the source of tsunami as of the limit
of longitudinal and transverse seismic waves in liquid medium. Also caldera formed by underwater volcanic
explosions cannot serve as a source of tsunami as its size does not correspond with the wavelength of
tsunami.
So sudden dispatch of water from the shore is a true sign of tsunami. Usually lowering of the sea
level before tsunami lasts from 5 to 35 minutes but during the earthquake in Pisco (Peru) dispatching sea
water came back only in three hours and in Santa even on the next day. Tsunami here appeared without
seismic shaking.
Often tide and dispatch of tsunami happen repeatedly. So, in Iquique (Peru) on May 9, 1877 the first
wave covered the coast in half an hour after the main shock of the earthquake, and then during four hours
rolled five waves. During this earthquake the epicenter of which was located 90km far from the Peruvian
coast tsunami waves reached New Zealand and Japan. [57]
Based on the above, it is possible to identify specific features of tsunami:
The length of the tsunami must be of hundreds of kilometers;
The height of waves in the open ocean should not exceed one meter;
The wave propagation speed reaches 1000 km/h;
The number of waves is limited from 3 to 9;
Preceded by lowering the coastal water level from 5 to 35 minutes or more;
The range of wave propagation up to tens of thousands of kilometers;
Sometimes tsunami is accompanied by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions;
Tsunami may occur independently without earthquakes from the bed sea;
Tsunami often occurs not the same time as earthquakes;
Tsunami is formed in the open water space, often propagating by circles;
Tsunami possesses high potential energy that may be sustainable for a long time;
Speed of tsunami increases with water depth;
Waves coming from one tsunami are not of a common periodicity.
Analysis of all features of tsunami suggests that these waves are not a consequence of earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions. Tsunami is a separate and independent natural event and cataclysm which is
expressed in abnormal disturbance of water surface of oceans and seas. It is established that earthquake
does not necessarily provokes volcanic eruption and tsunami. Also volcanic activity is not always
accompanied by seismic disturbances and tsunami. Listed natural disasters can exist independently or
accompany each other. Tsunami is connected with earthquakes and volcano eruption only by the source
of their origin.
If tsunami would have to occurs as a result of earthquake at the bed of water basin so wave on the
water surface should must have physical origin, i.e. be a consequence of mechanical displacement of the
bed layers If the depth of the ocean is negligible such a wave may have a height of several tens of meters
but its length does not exceed few hundred meters. Such formation of waves does not lead tsunami and
with the main wave upcoming water is not dispatching from the shore. Long kilometers waves cannot be
produced by such mechanical way.
Tsunami to be created by mechanical displacement the ocean bed with a total area of hundreds of
thousands square kilometers should rise up to tens of meters. During the earthquake and volcanic eruption
there are no such shocks and creeping of the earth crust and it is not real.
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6.3. Gravitation Origin of Tsunami
It can be assumed that the origin of earthquakes and tsunami, volcanic eruptions are abnormal events
occurred in the gravitation flow differing only by their extent of origin.
In fact tsunami is a tide wave resulting from anomalies in the Earth gravitation flow. Standing tidewave is formed under the influence of the attraction of the moon while it does not have high propagation
speed. For example, one of the islands on the equator where the ocean depth is of 1000m when the Moon
is overhead water rises by 2m. Therefore moon gravity gл = 3,349.10-5 m/sec2 decreases the Earth
gravitation pressure on water and the Earth centrifugal force expands and displaces water up to the
specified thickness of 2m.
As described above if there would be a rapid drop of gravitation density it would accompanied by
abrupt increase and expansion of the gravitational-compressed dimension of the planet which in its turn
causes lots of disasters at certain areas and various layers of the Earth crust.
The form of the Earth is more or less equilibrated gravitational form which has been reached. There
are some local deviations from the geoid. For example, the Gulf Stream rises above the surrounding water
surface at 100-150cm, Sargasso Sea is elevated and in contrary the level of the ocean close to Bahamas and
over the Puerto Rico trench is lowered. The reason for these tiny differences are gravitation anomalies
changing gravity in water mass.[9]
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Tsunamis origin has got gravitational nature. If
theoretically simulate the creation of tsunami by earthquake it
becomes apparent that to form such long wave on the ocean
surface while the ocean bed an area of tens of thousands
square kilometers the bed should rise and fall to tens of
meters. Earthquakes with such a huge scale have not been
recorded by any single seismic station worldwide. [2]
Tsunami is produced due to influence of gravitation
flow density in liquid matter that is decreased leading to
expansion of sea water and changing its density.

Fig. 20

This process can be compared with the expansion of liquid in the thermometer under the influence
of temperature. Liquid in thermometer is expanding while weight remains the same thus density is
decreased.
Similarly expanded water in the ocean becomes lighter than water outside the specified area. Within
certain area of the ocean or sea surface a curve is formed which after normalization of gravitation forms
long circular wave (Fig.20). The height of this tide-wave depends on the depth of the ocean i.e. thickness of
water that has been exposed to gravitation expansion. During cyclones and anticyclones standing long
waves in the oceans are also formed however without circular propagation. These waves move together
with the cyclone so they are not particularly noticeable in the surrounding.
Perhaps tsunami may be directly related to the events that are recorded by astronauts. Being on orbit
they have been observed some areas in the oceans where the surface of hundreds of kilometers in diameter
were raised forming a kind of convex lens. This lens stood without moving for several hours.
Descriptively it was told in the space log by Vladimir Kovalenok: “ No, there cannot be any doubt
that levels in the ocean are different. It is rare but obvious”. The astronaut was able to observe a kind of
“dome” localized circular lifting water with a diameter of 200-300 kilometers. Usually around the “dome”
cumulus clouds are rolling as if attracting to the dome from all sides demonstrating the lowering of the
gravitation and atmospheric density. Most often such lifting was observed within the Bermuda triangle as
well as to the West of California. He could see another form of water lifting. In the Timor Sea of Australia
he watched the high water wave length of up to 100km. Similar pattern was described by Valery Ryumin:
“In the Indian ocean me and Vladimir Lehyavim saw lifting domes. It looked like two huge of hundred
kilometers rolls attacking each other.”[58]
How such event can be construed? Perhaps the Earth gravitation flow density had been abnormally
low tension. The surface of the ocean was lifting in this area due to decreased water density under dropped
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gravitation density. Under low atmospheric pressure and centrifugal force water rose for a few meters over
overall ocean level. At the same time along the edges of this lens interchanges the area of increased
gravitation density which is distinct in lower water level. Such areas with abnormal gravitation can keep
steadying for a long time without or moving in any directions. If it matches with the area of abnormal
gravitation, decreased gravitation on the ocean bed is stabilized and lifted water quickly drops and creates a
giant wave. The reduced gravitation rapidly propagating circle-wise from the abnormality point for several
thousand kilometers in its passage is followed by long tide-wave. Thus tsunami are accompanied by a wave
of low gravitation flow.
Reduced gravitation density in water differs from the pressure of water by that the density affects the
atomic core of molecule and the pressure electronic shell of atoms of water molecules. When the reduced
gravitation is implied on the atomic core of water molecule it independently on density becomes lighter
than other similar water atoms from normal gravitation surrounding. The expansion leads to increase of
sea level by several meters attracting water from the nearby areas to this point. It forms standing water
dome of diameter of several hundred kilometers which in case of gravitation normalization rapidly
decreases making few oscillations. Long tide-waves are formed having propagation speed directly
proportional to the depth of the sea. These tide-waves are accompanied by magnetic disturbances in
ionosphere. Ionosphere is disturbed by pressure of solar wind that it applies on the Earth magnetic field.
Rapid propagation of magnetic disturbances in ionosphere is similar to Polar lights dynamics and especially
active during magnetic storms.
Analysis of the above facts and processes suggests that the occurrence of tsunami directly relates to
local and temporary anomalies in Earth gravitation density within certain areas and zones of the ocean.
Thus the main source of tsunami is vortex magnetic disturbances in ionosphere that are changing direction
of the gravitation flows which leads to abnormality of gravitation density.
The basis of all tsunami is abnormally increasing magnetic field of the planet frequently during
magnetic storms. This change contributes to the rapid rise of influence of gravitation density within a
certain area of the ocean subsequently expanding gravitation of the ocean.
Be able to forecast tsunami it must be monitored from space studying changes of the magnetic field
in ionosphere of the Earth and to recording certain elevation of water surface. By influence on ionosphere
using x-rays it might be feasible to possibly the hazardous consequences of tsunami.

VII. Influence of Gravitation on Weather Conditions
7.1. Formation of Weather Conditions
In the lower atmospheric layer troposphere of 10-15km thickness temperature drops. The rate of
temperature decrease usually so called high-level temperature gradient which is about 0.6 0C per 100m in
troposphere but its value may widely vary especially within the lowest 500-m layer.[59]
Atmospheric pressure difference from time to time acts as main driving force of winds which are
blowing from high to low pressure. The weight of air column from the surface to the upper boundary of
the atmosphere mainly depends on air temperature. Average atmospheric pressure at sea level is 1033
g/cm2 or 760mm Hg. At the height of 5500m it is 517 g/cm2 therefore the half of the mass of atmosphere
is concentrated below this height. At the height of 25km the atmospheric pressure is only of 0.1 g/cm2. It
means that over 99.99% of the mass of atmosphere is concentrated in the shell thick only 25km which is
1/255 part of the Earth radius.[59]
According to the theory of the formation of low pressure areas (cyclones) with cold and warm
fronts established in 20-s main weather (pressure) systems are cyclones and anticyclones. Weather in the
Earth according to this theory of low pressure areas occurrence and weather conditions is subsequence of
temperature changes on the surface and in the Earth atmosphere. Air of the Earth moves in the form of
winds which bring heat from the Equator to the Poles and moisture from the sea to the land where it falls
as rain.[47]
Synoptic vortexes in atmosphere cyclones and anticyclones play a major role in formation of weather
conditions over large areas.
In the ocean the role of synoptic vortexes is essential in formation of ocean climate. Forecasters state
that climatic upsets are caused by oceanic current El-Nino, greenhouse effect, thermal regime of the oceans
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- Pacific and Atlantic. Evaluation made by many researchers confirms these findings. However weather
observations recorded in different regions spontaneous weather disasters that do not fit into the
framework of existing models of weather.
Under this theory the only source of energy that causes movement of atmosphere is the Sun. Nonuniform heating of the Earth surface which in turn heats the surface air creates a difference in atmospheric
pressure. Cold air is more dense so it goes down and creates area of high pressure.[60
Weather systems are the circular vortex air flows of 150 to 4000km width. The thickness varies
widely by 12-15km practically over the entire height of troposphere. Thickness of other smaller, fastmoving systems does not exceed 1-3 km Weather systems are characterized by changes of air pressure as
well as by variety of blowing winds.[61] On map of weather depression cyclones are specified by more
compact allocation of isobars (lines that connect points of equal pressure). The closer more compact
isobars the stronger the wind.
The cyclone is an area of low atmospheric pressure with rising air streams. Therefore for cyclone
cloudy, rainy weather is typical. In cyclone winds are blowing in the opposite direction vs. anticyclones i.e.
counterclockwise in the Northern hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern.
Anticyclones or area of high pressure with the down going air streams usually characterized by stable
weather, which often does not change substantially within several days. For anticyclones weak winds and
clear skies are typical. Cloudless sky means that heat evolved by the surface escapes into the space. Soil and
surface air layer are cooling quickly at night.[61]
In the Northern hemisphere the flow of cyclone has considerable Western component so the
cyclones generally move from West to East edging off to the South. The speed of the cyclone is on average
30-40 km/h. At attenuation (fourth-fifth day since its origin) the speed of cyclone is slowed rapidly and
starts its filling, i.e. decapitation. Anticyclones are more often than cyclones get steady and stay without
significant change for a long period. The direction of anticyclones is also determined by the direction of
the leading stream. However vs. cyclones in anticyclone prevails component directed towards low latitudes.
Meteorologists have carefully studied the sequence of weather associated with cyclone which goes
upwards. Thin cirrus clouds in the upper tier are often the signs of cyclone. Soon after appear more dense
altostratus clouds of the middle tier followed by grey layered-rain clouds of the lower tier. These clouds
usually bring rain for few hours till warm front would pass.[62] Specified order of cyclone formation shows
that the entire air column with a set of temperatures in section starts to move simultaneously and its
cooling starts from the top.
When first pictures of the Earth were depicted from satellites scientists drawn attention to
whirlwinds of clouds close the Equator. This process was explained by the fact that such weather systems
were formed by heat and moisture upcoming from the Earth surface to the upper tires. Sometimes they
are merged and move away from the Equator forming a powerful low pressure system so called tropical
cyclones and hurricanes in North America, tropical storms in Australia and typhoons in East Asia.[61]
Within atmosphere large whirlwinds occur everywhere however only in extra-tropical latitudes they
are characterized by great power and intensity. Weak cyclones and anticyclones are common for Equatorial
area. But close to this area tropical cyclones are formed (typhoons, hurricanes) which differ from extratropical storms by relatively small diameter (about hundreds of kilometers) but significantly larger pressure
gradients and wind speeds.
Nevertheless it is not clear how and why monsoon rains last for months as well it is found a reason
for tornado origin. The existing theory of formation of cyclones cannot explain the formation of cloudy
whirlwinds and strict direction of their movement. In the theory of the formation of low pressure areas
(cyclones) and weather conditions the effects of gravitation on these processes is not taken into account.
So, this theory does not completely explain the essence of processes ongoing in atmosphere.

7.2. New vision on Formation of Weather Conditions
Studding the existing theory of formation of low pressure areas and weather conditions comparing it
with the actual observations some contradictions are found:
- encountering of cold and warm fronts regardless of whirlwinds movement should have to create
low pressure and bring rainy weather;
- horizontal movement of cold and warm fronts as well as their vertical movement would not able to
set and determine whirlwinds direction;
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- horizontal movement of air masses cannot form any cyclone or anticyclone;
- incoming surface warm air cannot lift the entire air column formed above and therefore quickly mix
with atmospheric cold air and stop its movement. This process occurs continuously and gradually warming
up the air till certain low altitude.[61,62]
It is well known that during a large forest fires smoke and heated surface air has a high temperature
but it cannot reach the upper layers of troposphere to form rain clouds while spreading at low tiers. At the
same time at fire seat atmospheric pressure remains almost unchanged.
Why so? Because smoke and hot air is rapidly mixed with cold atmospheric air and cannot raise the
overlying layer of cold air as getting cold. It appears that temperature does not play a major role in upward
atmospheric movement although may have an influence to some extent. For example, hot air in a balloon
is not mixed with atmospheric air so the ball with more light air is displaced upwards.
If to consider that main factor in formation of cyclones and anticyclones is air and soil temperature
which makes to move the air vertically then in Equatorial latitudes shall be constantly raining and in the
poles shall stand cloudless weather. Moving to the South cold air of the polar latitudes gradually warms up
and is not able to reach tropics. However in the second half of summer and early autumn cyclones are
often seen over tropical regions of oceans staying there for months. Here is inconsistence of the theory of
natural conditions and acts.[47] How else to explain the fact that the whirlwinds of cyclones appear along
tropical latitudes suddenly and without cold front while winds appear after changes of atmospheric
pressure and monsoon rains fall for months. [61, 63, 64]
In 20-s of the last century when had been developed the theory of formation of low pressure areas
with cold and warm fronts there were not available for scientists observations from space and information
about the formation of whirlwinds of diameter of hundreds and thousands kilometers. Probability of
influence of gravitation on these processes in atmosphere scientists those times did not even suspect.
Nowadays when there is sufficient number of scientific studies and actual data it is real to assume the
influence of gravitation on the formation of weather conditions.
Gravity anomalies map of USSR made by academician A.D. Arkhangelskij and gravity map of the
Earth, developed by NASA experts show that different areas are characterized by gravitation force of
different intensity associated with surface roughness and non-uniformity of the Earth surface.[35] I.
Yanitsky, Academician analyzing long-term observations came to the conclusion about the presence of
influence of gravitation energy on atmospheric processes. Scientists and researchers from Russia, US and
France in the course of study of changes in weather conditions discovered a direct connection of cyclones
and anticyclones with gravitation anomalies. However the mechanism of influence, role of gravitation of
whirlwinds of cyclones and anticyclones have not been considered and discovered since.

7.3. Gravitation Mechanisms in Cyclone Occurence
In determination of the direction of whirlwind of cyclone and anticyclone there is an unknown or
not-projected by the science driving force that would clearly define their directional rotation.
In this paper it is assumed that the directional rotation of the whirlwinds of cyclone is determined by
direction of magnetic field vortexes of the Earth in ionosphere contributing to an increase of gravitation
density within this area (Fig. 21). The whirlwind is strengthened in the center of the cyclone where the
Earth gravitation is close to minimum thus producing tornado capable to pick up any weight in a state
close to weightlessness under the pressure of air rising in a spiral.
To measure the pressure and the wind speed inside tornado is not possible as the wind destroys the
measurement devices.
Observed from space cloud whirlwinds of cyclone are formed as fingerprints of electromagnetic
turbulence and anomalies in ionosphere. With electromagnetic turbulence occurs in ionosphere anticyclone
of higher gravitation density is formed in opposite direction thus intensifying the Earth gravitation in the
center of vortex and respectively raising atmospheric pressure.
According to the law of Boyle-Mariott certain volume of gas under enforced compressing is heated
and when expanding is cooled. This means that in the first case the gas releases energy and in the second
absorbs it. Exactly the same process occurs when the level of influence of the gravitation flow on
atmosphere is changed.
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Magnetic turbulence in ionosphere focus gravitational flows that concentrated somewhere in the
depths of the Earth. Above this focus point gravitation density is smaller than in deep layers. In this area
air is exposed to less gravitation pressure. Then atmospheric air expands and becomes lighter respectively is
temperature slightly decreasing and air is cooling down. Water vapor after the air cooling produce visible
clouds, i.e. water molecules are condensed and grouped into drops. This process is accompanied by the
displacement of the each atomic core of air and its ionization. Electromagnetic field is formed around air
molecules which activates free electrons and leads to formation of electric charge in atmosphere. Such
clouds are carriers of negative charge. This is the main source of lightening charge in atmosphere.
Of particular importance is the gravitational change of air
molecule mass. When air molecule is affected by increased gravitation
Magnetic
turbulence
flow air becomes denser. Increased gravitation applies more pressure
Vertical
on atoms of air molecules squeezing and hardening them.
steam of
light air
The process is also accompanied by intra-atomic change but with
the release of energy. In this process air is charged but positively. Air
column within the increased gravitation becomes heavier than within
the surrounding ambient and starts to fall down towards the Earth
Gravitation
flows
surface
If to observe movement of atmospheric storm it may be seen the
following
sequence in formation of weather. Firstly under the influence
Fig.21
of low gravitation flow air of surrounding ambient starts to move along
horizontal plane towards the area of low pressure producing winds.
Then in the area of low gravitation flow air is coming up attracting the surface moisture. When the center
of low gravitation area is approaching to the observer the horizontal movement of the wind stops (Fig. 21).
Summarizing, cyclone is formed by the mechanism of rotating stripes of higher and lower gravitation
flow in a spiral circle.

7.4. Interrelation of Cyclone and Magnetic Anomalies in Ionosphere
The Earth magnetic field has got more complicated nature because it contains large number of
anomalies. The study of the world magnetic anomalies in the ionosphere and the lithosphere shows that
they are mainly associated with the geological features of the earth's crust and subcortical layer of the upper
mantle.
Study of magnetic anomalies in ionosphere and lithosphere all over the world shows that they are
mainly associated with the geological features of the earth crust and sub-layer of the upper mantle.
Like the whirlwinds of cyclones and anticyclones observed from space, in the Earth magnetic field
sometimes magnetic disturbances are formed in the form of vortexes connected with processes occurred in
ionosphere and in lithosphere.[52] Similarly solar magnetic storms during when encountering the Earth
magnetic field create magnetic turbulence. These turbulences turn into sources of temporary magnetic
whirlwinds in ionosphere and reach a diameter of hundreds and thousands kilometers to such an extent
that depth can touch troposphere and the Earth surface.[65,66]
On the map of magnetic declination of ionosphere there are three big areas where the vertical
component of Earth magnetic field reaches its highest values (0,6-0,7e). One of these areas is located in the
North of Canada, the second in Antarctica, the third - in Oymyakon between the rivers Yenisei and Lena.
These areas in atmosphere are of high pressure and low surface temperature.[65]
Under the same temperature conditions of the surface within one area anticyclone may rotate with
cyclone. Thermal changes of surface and atmosphere happen upon changing of these weather conditions.
The practice shows that the barometer detects changes in atmospheric pressure before such change takes
place in weather conditions.[59] It is assumed that when anticyclone is under influence of increased
gravitation density cold air from the upper troposphere is slowly going down creating high pressure.
Observations of recent years have shown that after firing from Baikonur of launch vehicles weather
condition rapidly changes in the region. With combustion of fuel of rocket air is ionized in atmosphere
and troposphere. Products of combustion in ionosphere causes disturbance and curvatures of the magnetic
field within the area of atmosphere leading to immediate changes in weather conditions in the region of the
missile launch. An artificial cyclone is formed for which presence of cold and warm fronts is not necessary.
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Perhaps the spaceport at Cape Canaveral is one of the sources of increasing tornadoes and hurricanes in
the South-East of North America.
Our planet is surrounded by ionosphere is a layer of rarefied ionized gas at heights from 70 to
500km. In this layer powerful electric currents flow. Ionosphere and beneath layer of ozone absorb
ultraviolet and x-ray radiation from the Sun. In the center of electromagnetic disturbances generated in
ionosphere gravitation flow starts to deviate. Depending on direction of rotation of electromagnetic vortex
gravitation it begins to focus or disperse that creates either high or low gravitation density. This said change
of level, density, gravitation formed in ionosphere leads to formation of anticyclone or cyclone
compressing or releasing atmosphere throughout the thickness thus producing vertical movement of air
varying its temperature.

7.5. Influence of Gravitation on Atmospheric Pressure. Lightening.
Electromagnetic vortexes in ionosphere directed counterclockwise in the Northern hemisphere and
clockwise in the Southern decrease gravitation density to the extent of several tens of kilometers.
Consequently weak discharged area in atmosphere is formed. The discharge
В
ν
А
ν
in atmosphere leads to rapid sharp decrease of temperature and changes
moisture composition in the air forming water drops or crystals that will
form rainfalls. Gravitation flows influence on atomic cores of air molecules
(Fig.22 (B). In contrast atmospheric pressure or winds affect only electronic
shell of atoms of air molecules (Fig.22 (A).
Finally air in the area of magnetic anomaly over the entire thickness of
atmosphere expands and becomes a bit lighter than within other regions
Fig.22
(Fig.22). Expansion leads to a decrease of atmospheric pressure and
produces vertical upward air stream.
The speed of the upward streams cyclones depends on the strength of the cyclone. The lowest layer
of the air within this area is replaced by heavier air from coming from the surface surrounding ambient
which once came into the area of lower gravitation also expands and runs upwards. When the air reaches a
certain height in atmosphere from 3 to 5 km where the temperature is low it is cooled down and water is
condensed into clouds.
Typhoons (hurricanes) and other powerful horizontal atmospheric blowing usually caused by
cyclones, particularly strong in the tropical regions. They arise when air in some area becomes lighter than
within the surrounding ambient. As a result air runs upwards and is replaced by warm air mass coming
from the ambient. The specific feature of tropical cyclone structure is its phenomenal and mysterious act
that is so-called “eye of the storm” which is a relatively calm area in the center of the hurricane where calm
cloudless still is seen. The eye has a diameter of an average 24 km but sometimes reaches 60km. Along the
edges of the “eye” there is thick cloudy wall. Cloud cluster and associated rainfalls form in the hurricane
spiral pass stripes coming from the center of tropical cyclone. Specific feature of tropical cyclone is that the
temperature at its center is of 5-150C than outside,[62] possibly it is connected with accumulation of warm
surface air.
Cold light air in the upper troposphere in the area of the “eye” is moved higher and leaves
troposphere. It displaces clouds from the boundaries and no longer interrelates in formation of clouds as
moisture is left beneath.
Due to stable area of the low gravitation pressure (“eye” of the typhoon) the sea level in this part
rises up. Under the “eye” of the typhoon tide water is formed containing expanded and lightweighted water
atoms. Part of the sea that surrounds the area covered by the “eye” is exposed to high pressure
atmospheric and water below the “eye” of the typhoon as if absorbed in this area and forms a dome. As a
result an immovable dome is formed over the water surface similar to dimensions of the tsunami wave. It
accompanies the typhoon along the entire length of its movement over the water. Emerging storms expose
the surface of the specified dome to strong shocks and roll up large waves.
The low temperature in the upper troposphere serves as a limiter of moisture. Formation of rainfalls
is connected with the speed of the rising air stream. If air streams achieve the speed of 27 km/h (maximum
speed of falling of rain drops) drops are stopped and there is the cloud is over saturated with moisture.
This will lead to formation of heavy rain or hail.[67] Free from moisture dried and cold air lifts above the
surface of the troposphere and leaving the area of low gravitation is distributed in the upper troposphere.
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Such “light air” at the exit from the area of low gravitation arrives under the influence of normal
gravitation but independently may not fall down and remain in the upper tiers.
Under this theory the formation of rain in the cyclone occurs in the following form. Reduced
gravitation density leads to decrease of atmospheric pressure and as a result lightweighted surface wet air
lifts. Surface moisture reaching the height of about 3km where the temperature is about zero is condensed.
Along with vertical expansion of the air a cloud is formed within this area. Newly formed clouds have
smooth horizontal lower plane within zero temperature limit. The top is represented by cumulus clouds
and developing upraise. With a strong and continuous upwards air stream the thickness of these clouds
can achieve 5-7 kilometers. Newly formed clouds do not bring rains. In this state they may migrate for a
long period of time without falling of any drop.
Cumulus clouds are moved by blowing horizontal winds and arrive to the area of high gravitation
density. The formation of rain begins right here. Under the influence downward, heavy and cold
tropospheric air the clouds are coming dawn where are mixing up. Cumulus clouds are broken, mixed and
cooled down. They are saturated by vapors becoming denser, getting grey and showery. Under the
gravitational pressure the clouds are going down and start to release large drops of water. Rain is formed
when denser altostratus clouds of the middle tier under gravitation pressure turn into grey layered rain
clouds of the lower tier.
When atmospheric air expands and becomes lighter temperature slightly drops so cooling the air.
This process is accompanied by displacement of core of each air atom. Air molecule absorbs certain energy
getting ionized. Electromagnetic field is formed around the air molecules thus activating free electrons and
forming electric charge in the atmosphere. Such clouds are carriers of negative charge. This is the main
source of lightning in the atmosphere.
In tightly mixed clouds within the certain area lightning and thunder are developed accompanying
the clouds further. For the formation of lightning right opposite charges are needed which are coming
from clouds of different fields of gravitation pressure. As described above clouds in the field of low
pressure have a negative charge and clouds in the field of high pressure positive (Fig.23). These fields are
rotating in the whirlwind of clouds cyclone.
In building up raindrops from accumulated water main
Lightening
role
is
played by ionization process of air molecules. Positive
charge comes from heavy cold air and light-warm air brings
negative charge. If light air is of higher temperature (in
summer) than cold air water molecules of water steam are
attracted to each other forming raindrops whilst an excess of
+
+
+
energy is spent to charge of lightning. If light air is of
+
relatively low temperature (in winter) the energy are utilized
and used for formation of snowflakes from moisture crystals
Fig.23
with no charges left got lightning.
Whirlwinds and curvatures of the earth magnetic field in
ionosphere do not occur uniformly and alter by different magnetic density in the whirl.[14] As a result
gravitation density is changed within the certain field.[35] Such unsmooth gravitation is clearly visible when
an aircraft is flying over clouds is coming into high pressure filed as so-called “air holes” where the air flow
is running down and high gravitation is pressing on the plane.
Thus clouds are formed within the field of low gravitation and in the field of high gravitation clouds
there are clouds or occupy very low tiers. As the result cloudy whirl is well visible from the space.
At high gravitation i.e. anticyclone air starts to go down from the top tropospheric layer. Air
becomes molecularly heavy and at all levels is comes lower and lower.
In mature anticyclone air pressure in the center may achieve 1070 hPa or higher. In the upper
tropospheric layers the air does not contain vapors and condensates and has a low temperature. This air is
lowering very slow as the main force of the lowering air is spent for pressing on the warm surface layer of
air and thus might lead to formation of mist. Cold air is gradually heated and reaching the Earth surface
extends beyond the increased pressure in horizontal direction creating winds. In the centre of anticyclone
small area is formed of high gravitation density where an excessive Earth gravity is observed. In this area
the stream of cold air sometimes rapidly goes down to the surface forming strong winds turning into the
storm.
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In winter in regions of severe climatic conditions this cold air slowly reaches the earth surface and
creates a steady cloudless frosty weather. Within the equatorial latitudes the cold air mixes up with the
warm surface air creating low clouds or mist. As a result the air stream in anticyclone takes the form of
spirals radiating from the center.
Justification of weather conditions formation by cyclones and anticyclones due to influence of
gravitation fairly well correlates with existing atmospheric events. Therefore one of the main impulses for
formation of weather conditions shall be considered insignificant deviation of gravitation density in
atmosphere caused by whirls of Earth magnetic field in ionosphere.
Thus in formation of weather conditions, cyclones and anticyclones, as well as tornado and typhoon
gravitation level of a particular land area plays predominate role. It may be confirmed by the statement of
Jean-Paul Mbelek and Marc Lachieze-Ray, French researchers, French State Atomic Energy Commission
who affirm that gravitation in different areas of the world may be different depending on the magnetic
field.[68]
There is still not common assumption with regard basic mechanisms of occurrence of tropical
cyclones. All researchers agree that for the occurrence of tropical cyclone there must be a minor initial
atmospheric whirl which may be deemed as a trigger of cyclone. In particular the initial whirl may be
formed due to rapid temperature contrasts of the surface over which the air is blowing. Some researchers
consider that initial whirl can be created by powerful clusters of cumulus clouds. A baroclinic instability
and convective instability of atmospheric air may play a certain role in origin of tropical cyclones.[19]
Recently the following idea has been adopted with regard the origin of the initial whirl. Statistical
analysis shows that most tropical cyclones occur in areas of gravitation anomalies where is significant
changes of gravitation is faced. In these places as so-called gravitation wind (its speed is few meters per
second) is formed that may generate the initial whirl. It is likely that all these factors in a particular
combination may be a source of origin of initial impulse. But the initial whirl not always leads to
occurrence of tropical cyclone and its turning into typhoon. For tropical cyclone it is essential that surface
temperature of the ocean at the place of its occurrence would be over 26,5oC and in the lower atmospheric
layers the air would be in a state close to saturation.
There is data that suggests that low pressure in the center of the cyclone and the accompanying
powerful atmospheric event lead to earthquakes if the crust is in a state of unstable equilibrium. It has been
estimated that with the barometer value of 50mm Hg decreases the pressure exerted by atmosphere per
square mile (2.6 km2) of the surface by 2 million tons. At the average pressure in the center of tropical
cyclone is 950-960 hPa quite often it falls to 890 hPa record low pressure in the center of tropical cyclone
is about 875 hPa.[19]

7.6. Gravitation role in Formation of Weather Conditions
Vertical movement air stream in the area of gravitation anomalies forms the wind and moves the air
in the horizontal plane. The Earth mantle is evolving infrared heat and troposphere originates cold
blowing. The air is placed among warm and cold fronts. Vertical movement of air occurs as a result of
changes in the influence of the gravitation flow that is the weight of the air.
Under the influence of high gravitation level the weight of the air is increased and cold air from the
troposphere goes down cooling the Earth surface. Cold tropospheric air is dry, so it can only create winds,
storms, depending on the speed of lowering on the surface and create surface falls in the form of dew and
frost.
With low gravitation level decreases the air is lightened and warm air heated by the Earth depths runs
up. Warm surface air leads to evaporation and creates cumulus clouds. However merely fluctuation of
gravitation level may form rainfalls. When clouds arrive to the area of high gravitation it returns it back
down forming clouds, mixing up and compressing. Thus continuous stormy clouds are formed that
coming down start to compress. Charged fine water particles combine into drops under the influence of
gravitation and fall on the earth surface. If cold air from the higher tiers is running down rapidly it would
leads to crystallization of water particles in the clouds forming hail or snow.
During cyclones long tidal waves in the oceans are formed however without any speed of wave
propagation. These tidal waves are moving together with cyclone and have no shock force so are not
particularly noticeable in the surrounding.[69] During anticyclone similarly a depression is formed in ocean.
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Based on the above it can be assumed that low atmospheric pressure (cyclone) is formed as a result
of a temporary decrease in the gravitation density within a certain area. This contributes to air molecular
lightweighting along the entire height of atmosphere and vertical upward movement of surface air saturated
by moisture. In upper troposphere, the air is cooling down and condenses forming clouds.
In the center of the cyclone small area is formed of a diameter of tens and hundreds meters where
gravitation and Earth attraction may be significantly reduced. In this area the air lifts rapidly encouraging
formation of tornado and typhoon.
High atmospheric pressure (anticyclone) is formed as a result of temporary increase of earth
gravitation density within a certain area. This makes the cold air move vertically downward from upper
troposphere. He pushes warm surface air restricting it uplifting. In the center of anticyclone a small area of
maximum density gravitation and highest Earth attraction is formed. Cold air from troposphere rapidly
arrives to the earth surface generating as storms and hurricanes.
Thus the main source of weather conditions formation is deemed whirls of magnetic disturbances in
ionosphere. They are similar to Polar lights mechanisms and change the direction of gravitation flows. In
order to prevent undesirable weather events magnetic disturbances in ionosphere may be actively
processed by x-rays and high-frequency radio waves sent from the Earth.
Formation of cyclones and anticyclones is a normal state of atmosphere in our planet. Weather
conditions are formed as a result of going down of cold air from upper atmosphere on the Earth surface
and lifting up into the atmosphere of heated by earth mantle surface air. The basis of all vertical air streams
is abnormally changed influence of gravitation density within the certain area. By influencing the
ionosphere over and above the cyclone by x-rays it is probable to prevent formation of hazardous
typhoons and tornadoes.

7.7. Link of Skyquaking with Gravitation Anomalies
As practice of long-term observations show within the areas cyclones and anticyclones appear
mysterious air sounds as if explosions in atmosphere. Atmospheric explosions similar to noise of ancient
guns among scientists called skyquaking. During skyquaking is formed downward air stream moving with a
speed of 100 meters per second. This process is often accompanied by a slight shock from the ground and
thunderous explosion in the sky and strange glow. In addition to atmospheric explosions scientists rather
focusing on the similar event as resistant low-frequency noise coming from atmosphere.[70]
The specified process in atmosphere can only by explained by gravitation anomalies. The logical
chain: “skyquaking - tsunami – earthquake” is a consequence of the rapid change of influence of the
vertical gravitation flow. Formed in ionosphere electromagnetic turbulence is the beginning of the process
of change of influence of gravitational flow. Throughout the extent of penetration it creates the
investigated natural events. Depending on the strength of the formed magnetic vortex in ionosphere and
the depth of focusing of exerting gravitation flow acts of nature in atmosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere separately or jointly may be activated. Such focusing of magnetic vortex in atmosphere creates
a powerful low-frequency noise like the roar of jet engine.
The brightest example of strong skyquaking perhaps could be the Tungus explosion as all
preliminary signs of such explosion are met. Prior to explosion in the region observed periodic glowing in
atmosphere and ionosphere. The next day before the explosion in lower atmospheric layers observed rapid
weather change, animals and birds left the area might be covered by explosion. The explosion was followed
by seismic events. After the explosion relief was changed even some hills disappeared.
If it was just a meteorite this collision could not have such preceding signs.

VIII. Gravitation Role in Evolution of Planet and the History of Life
It is absolutely impossible to transcend the laws of nature. Menandros
Gravitation is the energy and force that controls all processes on the Earth. She sticks us to the
surface, determines the orbits of planets, and maintains solar system is stable condition. It plays a major
role in the chemical, physical and biological processes obviously defining past, present and future of our
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planet. It constantly attracts, rotates, compresses and influence on all material and non-material mediums.
Geotectonic processes on the Earth take place under the influence of this force formed the appearance of
the Earth conducting meteorological processes. Also under the influence of gravitation living organisms are
formed and developed.
In science has been worked out and exist common opinion about the evolution of our planet and the
origin of life on it treating the whole process of evolution by gravitation constant. As a result periods of
development of individual processes and evolution eras are measured by existing presently and generally
accepted measure of time calculation without taking into account the dynamics of gravitation of our planet
and solar system.
However within this theory geophysical processes that participate in building-up of the Earth as well
as origin and evolution of life occurred under conditions of constantly changed influence of gravitation
density. Moreover at astronomical scale the extent of influence change might be quite great. This factor
justified significant difference of the indicative duration of occurrence of all the above-mentioned
processes from the current time characteristics. Along with studies of the influence of temperature on
biochemical processes in evolution of the living organisms it has to be taken into consideration the change
of influence of gravitation density.

8.1. The Planet Evolution
Taking into account the extent of gravitation influence the planet evolution may be described as
follows.
Before the “great explosion” the whole mass of protons, neutrons and electrons were a coherent
matter. After the “great explosion” the universe was thoroughly covered by small and large fragments of
this coherent matter contained complex compounds of elementary particles which following the decay
formed known chemical elements. Heavier elements during the decay were releasing energy forming a hot
mass around which fine dust and gaseous particles were accumulating.
The basis and reason for the formation of gravitation was the center of hot big piece which fusion
took place. Because of the chaotic dynamics and movement of the piece appeared weak magnetic flow.
Over the time it became more intensive exerting directing influence on neutrino flow. Under the influence
of enormous gravitation pressure heavy elements in the center of the large fragments gradually changed
ability to enter into fusion. Under strong gravitation pressure atoms were releasing their electrons thus
evolving atomic energy in the form of plasma which with time became the main source of intra-planetary
heat. Strong gravitation pressure hereby acted as a shell that restricted welling out of plasma. Thus in the
center of the newly formed planet was formed a “white hole”. Large cooling piece under the influence of
gravitation slowly increasing its speed began to revolve about own axis.
The central plot where plasma was welling out was huge and gravitation directed towards the center
of the large piece was dense. Under the influence of gravitation everything which was rotating at the edges
of the large piece. i.e. small pieces, dust, gas - hydrogen and helium attracted to it along spiral orbit. The
large piece was rapidly increasing rotation which allowed it balance own weight and acquire a spherical
shape. , The large piece got the features of the planet but without commonly known existing landscape had
been covered by dust and gas which tightly rest and settled on the piece.
This led to formation of basic elements of the Earth, i.e. solid surface that is its crust and gas shell
that is atmosphere. Gas shell of the planet was electrified quite thin and dense and solid surface hot and
relatively smooth.[32] The Earth surface was almost flat, without the elevations and depressions so was
completely covered with liquid which under the influence of strong gravitation was thick and viscous.
Dense atmosphere had a thickness of only a few hundred meters, no clouds and the surface was strongly
ionized due to capturing of cosmic radiation. Around the large piece, i.e. future Sun which had own
gravitation lots of small pieces were revolving round it some of which eventually became the planets of the
solar system.
Over time gradually density of the Sun gravitation decreased so the Earth revolving speed round the
Sun was decrease. The temperature on the surface of the planet maintained by internal source dropped to
few tens of degrees.[32] At the same time the average temperature on the entire surface of the planet was
relatively high vs. the current. Therefore no climatic seasons occurred on the planet. The level of
gravitation remained very high compared with the current extent.
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8.2. Origin of Heavy elements, Radioactivity and Intra-planetary Heat
There are some grounds to believe that own gravitation of the planet right after it had been built-up
was very high. The acceleration of free fall of the Earth surface was much higher than the present value.
Therefore density of the planet was also big and its diameter almost in two times less than current.
Under those conditions chemical elements in the depths of the planet were merged forming heavy
elements. They were concentrated closer to the center where could not exert radioactive properties and
lighter closer to the Earth surface. Radioactive fission is the result of gravitation pressure drop which leads
to segregation and decay of nucleons in the core of heavy elements.
Gravitation interacts with atomic core pressing it towards the electronic shell. At the same time the
atomic core directly through intra-atomic bonds exerts pressure on the electronic shell. This process is
accompanied by release of intra-atomic energy in the form of plasma which is the main heat source of the
Earth. If radioactive waste would be recycled into a pit at the depth of tens of kilometers the waste would
lose its radioactivity or vice versa at the level of the lunar orbit will strengthen the process of its fission.
Heavy elements formerly placed at depth under high gravitation pressure and released out to the
surface in the course of expansion of the planet were splitting on less complex elements. The process of
their disintegration was accompanied by the release of atomic energy in the form of radiation. Volcanic
eruptions brought out heavy elements from the depths of volcanoes. While being lifted to the surface the
element were evolving radioactivity and in the process of rapid multi-stage decomposition formed less light
elements. This process was accompanied by the release of enormous energy in the form of heat and
mechanical expansion. Fission of heavy elements billions of years ago were short and natural radioactive
fond of atmosphere was high.
Presence in the central or inner core of the Earth of heavy radioactive elements now is confirmed by
experimental data. This is evidenced by information obtained by Japanese neutrino detector KamLAND.
In 2005 in the course of KamLAND experiment it was possible to detect electron antineutrinos evolved by
the Earth core during beta decay of uranium-238 and thorium-232 which allowed for the first time to
estimate the upper limit of heat that can be evolved under radioactive decay inside the Earth core. The data
showed that for 1 cm2 per second on the Earth surface there are approximately 16.2 million neutrinos
coming from the surface of the Earth core. Thermal capacity of the radioactive decay of uranium and
thorium in the Earth core may, according to scientists evaluation, reach up to 60 TW (the most probable
value is 24 TWh).[71]

8.3. Influence of Gravitation on Velocity of Radioactive Fission
Beta decay (β-decay) - spontaneous reconversion of cores accompanied by releasing (or absorption)
of electron and antineutrino or positron and neutrino. β-decay is the type of radioactive fission caused by
weak interaction that exchanges the charge of the core per unit. Beta decay is spontaneous interconversion
intra-core neutrons and protons originating in one of the following ways of release or absorption of
electrons (e-) or positron (e+), neutrinos (ν) or antineutrino (⊽).
Electronic β-decay; β-decay:
n → p + e- + ⊽
Positron β-decay; β+ decay:
p → n + e+ + ν
Electronic capture:
p + e-→ n + ν
From the contemporary scientific view on physics of the atomic core the decay rate of radioactive
elements is characterized by a constant value of half-life. In its turn on the cusp of the 20th and 21st
centuries when measurement technology has reached a certain quality it was found an inconsistency in
intensity of radioactive decay with the law of Poisson distribution. It appeared that in nature there is certain
influence exerted on radioactive decay that is not associated with strong or weak interactions. This fact can
have a great conceptual importance for developing of new ideas about the universe.
I.A. Melnik based on semiconductor gamma-ray spectrometry carried out experimental studies on
remote influence of rotating fluid on the rate of radioactive decay. As a result he made the following
findings:
-revolving subjects generate after rotation affecting the rate of decay of radioactive elements;
- generating field may decrease as well as increase the decay rateа.[72]
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The same conclusions were made by scientists Vl.P Glushko, Vl.Vl. Glushko, Vit.Vl. Glushko in
studying of the influence of longitudinal electromagnetic waves on a matter in particular on the intensity
of the radioactive decay of nuclei salts of isotopes of radioactive elements 241Am and 137Cs. When studying
the interaction of electromagnetic waves they have established quite effective interaction of longitudinal
waves with radioactive substance that increases the intensity of decay.[73]
In his article Astropart.Phys.32:42-46,2009 (the text is available in the archive Preprint,
arxiv:0808.3283) Jenkins and Fischbach jointly with several other authors from Purdue University affirm
that radioactive decay rate of some isotopes is not constant but varies with a periodicity of 1 year. In
support of this they represented the results of the two old experiments, i.e. measurement of half-life of the
isotope 32Si at the Brookhaven National Laboratory from 1982 till 1986 and the measurement of the
radioactivity of the isotope 226Ra at the German cCntre PTB from 1984 till 1999. Jenkins and Fischbach
assume that seasonal changes are related to the fact that the Sun due to some unknown science mechanism
accelerates the radioactive decay of these isotopes. The Earth in its annual revolving either approaching
closer to the Sun or departing from the Sun and that is why seasonal oscillations of radioactivity are
observed. However, in the manner of “working hypothesis” the authors suggest neutrino influx which as
known in large quantities is emitted by the Sun.[74]
The said facts show that the rate of radioactive decay in nature varies with time. At the same time
electromagnetic waves and rapidly rotating nearby subjects can significantly affect this process. Jenkins and
Fischbach consider that such changes occur under the influence of neutrino coming from the Sun.
In this paper it is affirmed that gravitation constant of the Earth is decreasing every year, and within
some abnormal areas may vary within certain limits in the short term. Such processes in gravitation occur
as a result of the magnetic field influence on neutrino flow. From rapidly revolving subjects inertial system
is formed in which neutrino flows are coming more dense thus affecting gravitation in the surrounding.
Based on the above it can be assumed that experimentally the influence of the neutrino flow on the
rate of radioactive decay has been confirmed. And this confirmation in its turn indicates the change in
gravitation density in electromagnetic field and inertial systems.

8.4. Gravitation Influence on Time and Spatial Relation
In accordance with Einstein general relativity theory under conditions of varying gravitation levels
lots of familiar measuring units acquire different character and varies considerably in space-time at an
exponential rate. The processes that under the current conditions of gravitation take for thousands of years
billions years ago could take few hours, days or months at the current time. Building-up of the planet,
water and land, mountains, vegetation and living world could occur within relatively short period at the
current timeline from the point of view of the conditional “independent observation” from outside. Within
one week in relation to such “observer” the whole epoch of the planet formation could pass.
Reiterate that these processes on our planet occurred relatively quickly. Modern method of
determining the age of rocks and minerals is the attraction of the isotopic analysis data of carbon and sulfur
on the basis of their half-life contained in their composition. However such analysis is performed in terms
of the decay under the current gravitation density. This is fundamentally different from the slow pace of
their half-life under conditions of high gravitation which ultimately strongly distorts the true age of the
studied substances. As a result the age of the studied sample does not match the actual measurements.
Depending on gravitation some or other processes on the Earth were ahead of “own time” and gravitation
remained the main actuator of these processes.
One of the historical relics thoroughly studied by scientific methods is the well-known Shroud of
Christ. When all scientific experiments have proven that the Shroud belonged to Christ the isotopic
analysis showed the origin of the material of the shroud is the middle ages.[75] However the isotopic
analysis was fulfilled without taking into account changes of the Earth gravitation density since those times.
As a result the calculations gave a large inaccuracy thus indicating that the carbon analysis was not ideal and
did not include gravitation changes since the specified period. At the same time with given inaccuracy in
time measures used by the above analysis it is feasible calculate accurately gravitation at the moment of the
Christ Resurrection and apply the correction factor in the method of determining of the time by
radiocarbon decay.
By mental experiment this process becomes clear. Supposing that carbon isotope in the laboratory
within one hour has an intensity of radioactive decay in the form of thousands of impulses. Billion years
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ago when the gravitation density was about one hundred times higher than current this carbon isotope
could release thousands of impulses in one hundred days. Time seems as if stretched however the situation
is quite opposite. During this period a person people who have lived on the Earth for 24 hours would have
lived 2400 hours under the conditions of hundred-fold gravitation density. Then biological and
physiological development of living cells of his body would be greatly accelerated. The person during few
months would have lived the whole life from birth to old age.
Billion years ago gravitation density was high on the surface of the planet. Components of the planet
had different physical density. The rate of chemical reactions and other processes greatly varied from the
current. This facilitated lots of rapid chemical reactions in the atmosphere of the planet. Ultimately a liquid
was formed mostly consisting of water minerals solutions. On the hot surface of the planet under
conditionally high gravitation density the liquid had properties of a viscous substance. It rune immediate
chemical reactions with certain elements and formed complex minerals and chemical compounds.
With gravitation level of to change time and spatial properties are changed. Life born under different
conditions requires a correspondent development of perception of organisms of the living world. Despite
the correspondence of general level of development of the living world under current conditions some
differences exist in their perception. As a result a certain species are able to see and hear a wide range of
electromagnetic and acoustic waves.
Representatives of civilizations adapted to gravitational conditions of different planets of the
universe may have perception fundamentally different from each other. This diversity of living
development excludes that the perception would be the same should they meet let’s say under the Earth
conditions. So when representatives of different planets and human would meet the latter would not only
understand even might not to see it.

8.5. Natural Processes on the Planet
Gravitation level and internal planetary tension had significantly decreased since millions of years
passed at the common time scale. This was accompanied by increase the planet dimensions and reduced
revolving velocity which in response caused originated numerous cataclysms on the Earth surface. The
planet expansion was accompanied by seismic, acoustic and light events the nature of which was radically
different from the current. The Earth was performing low-frequency vibrations. The surface of the planet
was elevated unevenly forming mountains, volcanoes and small seas. Those mountains were sharp,
building-up constantly with periodical formation of new mountains and certain surface areas remained
lower. With the planet expansion tectonic faults appeared in its crust reaching the depth of several tens of
kilometers while widening formed the bottom of the seas and oceans. Gases including hydrogen, carbon
and oxygen under the influence of gravitation weakening emerged and uplifted carrying the composition of
deep rocks. They were released as a result of disintegration and active chemical reactions of complex
elements in the subsoil. Those gases formed atmosphere and hydrosphere filling planet basin, faults and
depressions with water.[5,32]
Together with mountains from the depths heavy elements came up to the surface however the
heaviest that are not yet known to science remained inaccessible at the depth of several tens or hundreds
kilometers. Unfortunately it would not be possible to see them ever because on the surface those elements
would be immediately broken on simple elements. Solid rocks depending on the depth of their previous
occurrence with cropping to the surface and reducing of gravitation had changed density and properties.
As a result they had cracked into small fragments to common sand and dust.
The core of the planet that was larger than the current one contained heavy elements and could not
consist of molten iron as it is believed now. In the latter the gases captured into the constitution of the
earth supposed to react with the molten metallic iron when it had been concentrated in the center. In this
case nor water or carbon dioxide would be able to welled out from the depths of the Earth as oxygen,
hydrogen and carbon had to be go with the iron towards core of the Erath. In this case no atmosphere
either hydrosphere could be formed at all.[32]
The core of our planet is a natural nuclear reactor consisting of transuranium elements. On the
surface of this reactor constantly run nuclear fusion which never turns into chain reaction and acts as a
main source of intra-planetary heat. The decay products were mixing up with liquid mantle and the central
core of the planet was gradually melting and decreasing in size. The evidence is that Jupiter evolves heat in
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two times greater than it receives from the Sun. It indicates the presence of a strong intra-planetary heat
source. And indeed to affirm that there is a solid iron core within the dense surrounding of the molten
liquid mantle is not real and not logical.
Our planet consists of geospheres (crust, lithosphere, asthenosphere, mantle, core). In the cross
section it recalls the structure of a generator (rotor, stator etc.) and its actuation is connected with rotation.
The rotation produces electrical current in the mantle and lithosphere.
In the upper mantle of the Earth under gravitation pressure and at high temperature the decay
products of solid rock i.e. carbon and hydrogen firstly hydrocarbon radicals CH4, C2H8 are formed then
others. They move inside the mantle substance from high to low pressure fields. Within the area of faults
the pressure drop is particularly sensed carbons are primarily directed here. Lifting up to the crust
hydrocarbons under the influence of electromagnetic fields run mutual reaction reacting with hydrogen and
form crude oil.
Then the formed liquid may move both vertically and horizontally by the rock cracks accumulating in
the traps. The peculiarity of such decays is that in deep mantle the reaction is accompanied by high
temperature and pressure while within solid lithospheric crust by lower temperature and pressure.
Therefore firstly complex elements are broken into simple chemicals and then simple chemical and mineral
compounds are formed.
T.V. Tarasenko, great Kazakh scientist, DoS porposes own theory about formation of minerals in
the earth crust. According to his idea, such formation in the depths occur as a result of interaction of
organic carbon with rocks under electrical discharges. Subsequently cold nuclear fusion (CNF) takes place
in the earth crust. This is clearly seen by scientists in experiments of obtaining crude oil from the solution
with sodium carbonate. Due to electric charge the solution turned into crude oil, coal and diamond
powder. The study of electrical discharges in solutions may give lots of useful information on conversion
of one chemical element into the other. Nevertheless, CNF in the form which is understood by physicists
will not be able to exist without intervention of gravitation and magnetic fields as it has been assumed
under the Earth conditions. CNF would not be able to produce energy in the form as thermonuclear
fusion. Volcanoes and earthquakes are connected exactly with electrical discharges in the earth crust. There
also has been observed CNF.[76,77]
With cooling down of the planet infrared radiation which had gradually escaping to space increased
the rate of utilization of internal energy thus decreasing the power of force of central heat sources. So
gravitation level decreased activating stormy processes in the depths of the planet.
In atmosphere changes also occurred first of all its discharge that was accompanied by its cooling.
The main feeding source of atmosphere was gases released from decompound solid rocks of continents
and oceans. The height of the air layer reached tens of kilometers. Stratification of air and ionized gases
took place forming ozone layer. Light gases, i.e. hydrogen and helium lifted higher. In the air composition
began to dominate nitrogen and oxygen. Water on the earth surface upon the processes intensively
evaporated saturating the air with moisture and generating clouds.

8.6. Origin of Living Organisms
Birth of living organisms is the origin of life. There are numerous definitions of life and none of
them is comprehensive. Probably there should be assumed a fact that life as if simultaneous at different
spatial and time scales. Firstly there are some processes occur at the molecular level then chemical reactions
are run. Then physiology, physics, biophysics started followed by formation of organisms and ecosystems.
All this form a historical process called evolution. This scale of time is compiled not by few thousandths of
seconds but million and billions of years. And all this is life.
There are lots of assumptions the life on tour planet was brought from the space by alien subjects
and minds. However this assumption does not satisfy the fact of existence of such variety of existing living
world and flora. Question how the life on the Earth was formed has been always remained open.
Therefore formation of life on our planet requires detailed study and stays in concern of every scientist.
Otherwise there shall be thought over another complicated question – how the life was originated on Sirius
before it was brought to our planet?
Thus, hundreds of millions years ago with cooling down of the planet gravitation started its decrease.
The surface became suitable for formation of primary organic compounds. In evolution of the planet and
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living world gravitation plays the predominant role. High gravitation encouraged physical, chemical and
biological processes during the tight time therefore those processes happened instantaneously. Those
numerous biochemical processes originated organic compounds appeared in liquid utilities: amino acids
and proteins, serving as the basis for formation of first living organisms adapted to the conditions of high
gravitation. Water formed in the basins was of high temperature of several hundred degrees Celsius.
However under conditions of high gravitation water did not boil and evaporate while its infrared radiation
spread very slowly.
There is no sedimentation on the Earth which would not have signs of life. At least 3800 million
years ago the life already existed in sedimentary rocks preserved till now. Earlier the earth crust was thin
and melting point of rocks was high so the crust was continuously processed. The earth was boiling so far
and the crust was shooting up and submersing been molten repeatedly.[63]
The first living simple microorganisms appeared on the top layer of water, where the impact of the
high gravitation density was weak. Those microorganisms were probably less adapted to changing of
surrounding however used to be quite resistant to high temperature, radiation and gravitation. High
gravitation density led to the fact that living cells were rapidly reproducing while getting old. Biochemical
processes and reproduction of living organisms occurred rapidly. Simple organic compounds and
microorganisms took occupied entirely basins so liquid in the basins was mushy. In such conditions only
bacteria may exist. Even nowadays bacteria exhibit remarkable resistance to radiation, high temperatures,
acids, alkali, poisons, such as arsenic or cadmium. Such resistance to various parameters of the surrounding
probably states that that bacteria were born there in the Precambrian age.[78]
Fascinating evidence for natural scientists has brought “golden” mine Mponeng located near
Johannesburg. In 2002 Tullis Onstot from Princeton University and several of his colleagues from other
institutions found at the depth of 2800 meters in water leakage from the fault alive bacteria.
In 2006 an international team of scientists was able to understand that these bacteria live due to
radioactive ore minerals. They get energy for life during regenerating reaction involving sulfate (SO42-) and
hydrogen. The latter is taken from water split by radioactive ores.
Dylan Chivian, National Laboratory Lawrence in Berkley (LBNL) jointly with almost twenty of
researchers from USA, Taiwan and Canada decoded DNA obtained from samples from the deep fault in
South African mine. It was found out that that over 99.9% microorganisms spices represented in these
samples belong to the same single specie. Minor traces of other DNA as Chivian affirms are the result of
contamination of samples in the mine or the laboratory.
Thus almost in three-kilometer depth of rocks is living a community consisting of only one type of
bacterium called Candidatus Desulforudis audaxviator.
This discovery was a real shock. Until now researchers believe that exotic species of microorganisms
though being a backbone of the underground community are supported by slightly other bacteria. The fact
is that previously scientists considered it is not possible that closed and self-sufficient ecosystem from a
single specie may survive. Usually any ecosystem counts lots of organisms (just considering bacteria) which
are complementing each other in biochemistry, feeding process and release. So that together with the
nonliving components that are the sources of matters and energy really beautiful and balanced system was
established.
Candidatus Desulforudis audaxviator one incorporates everything that is needed for peaceful
coexistence and reproduction within the “dead” surrounding without any contact with the rest of the earth
biosphere.
Chivian states that one of the issues that arise when considering the ability of other planets to
support life is whether organisms may exist completely independently without access even to the sun. The
answer is Yes! And there is a proof. Even from the point of view of philosophy it is of interest to know
that everything necessary for life can be packed into a single genome. This gemon has 2157 protein-coding
genes. And biologists observe an amazing adaptation of D. audaxviator to own surrounding (with almost
no oxygen at temperature over 60°C and 9.3 pH). This microorganism is able to assimilate carbon from
non-biological sources, such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide or the format (CO2H-). Although it is
able to digest organic residuals (e.g., dead cells), as in D. audaxviator there are the genes responsible for the
transport of sugars and amino acids.[79]
In those days in the water surrounding of the planet microorganisms continued accelerated growth
changing species due to changes in gravitation level and generating new more complex formations. In the
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result of the influence of gravitation simple cells mutated forming multicellular organisms of plant origin.
In water first representatives of living organisms appeared.
Bright example of rapid reconversion and mutation in the modern world remain the flu viruses
which every year adapting to changed imperceptible gravitation level change their structure and become
uncatchable for last year antivirus.
Flora from emptied water pools started its adaptation to the surface. Probably plants were uniform in
appearance, had massive and strong stems and narrow leaves that could last at high gravitation density and
radiation and mainly were trailing over the surface. With decreasing gravitation density plants were getting
higher but for a long kept shape of leaves. Plants grew quickly, the period of their full ripeness varied from
several minutes to several days as the increased gravitation enforced rapid reproduction of cells.
Gravitation plays one of the main roles in feeding and growth of plants. The circulation of vital
bloods and evaporation occur in the plants impulsively. Pressure difference actuates the circulation of the
bloods due to differential gravitation pressure when the Moon and the Sun change position in relation to
the Earth surface during a day.
These plants differed greatly from modern types at the cellular level as well in appearance and
structure. Reproduction occurred in vegetative way. The lower part was dried and the upper fed by air
saturated with moisture grew further. For a short time the plants covered large areas and the thickness of
their residuals was of several tens of meters. Over time they became deposits of peat and coal. With
decreasing of density gravitation plants took the shape of bushes and then trees.[78]
Living microorganisms were generated and started to grow in muddy, contaminated ground water
with a very rapid change rate. Increased gravitation level required and contributed to the formation of
skeletons and development of muscles thus originating vertebrate animals. Big fishes and amphibians
appeared; some of the animals began to leave water when gravitation density was getting lower. And some
of them in contrary had gone deeper to the depths of the oceans where high internal pressure to some
extent compensated high gravitation pressure. Amphibians began to adapt to life on land, where the
influence of gravitation was sensed more than in the water.
Large and heavy dinosaurs appeared. Due to powerful muscles and independent cardiovascular
system they could survive under conditions of high gravitation. The extinction of dinosaurs was caused
most likely by significant decrease in gravitation density. Because of inadaptability of blood vascular system
to high blood pressure and extra muscle mass that didn’t give the animals actively move during a short
period all large species died-off. The left classes at the embryos level within a short period of time adapted
to new conditions of gravitation changed its shape and formed smaller animals.
Scientist Mary Schweitzer, North Carolina State University was able to detect fragments of soft tissue
in bones of a Royal Tyrannosaurus lived about 68 million years ago. Based on findings experts arrived with
a conclusion that those ancient varmints had been progenitors of modern chickens. Scientific analysis
showed that the extracted collagen is structurally almost identical to chicken protein. However for cloning
of an organism DNA is needed which carries specific information. DNA is not a protein, it is not very
stable molecule and it has never been found in the remains of living organisms whose age exceeded 30
thousand years.
For a long time it was believed that all many-celled animals appeared at once and at the same time,
and this event occurred about 540 million years ago. Charles Darwin could not explain this effect. In
accordance with his theory of natural selection the Origin of species, species are formed gradually in the
course of step-by-step adaptation to the surrounding conditions. For Charles Darwin it was unknown why
in the sediments of the ancient Cambrian there were no residuals of animals while the Cambrian sediments
are full of shells, skeletons, shells, quills etc. It turned out that animals suddenly appeared exactly at that
timeline. So the sudden birth of a diverse many-celled animals was called “Darwin's nightmare”.[80]
American scientists D. Raup and J. Sepkoski found out that birth and dying-off certain species and
plants on the Earth undergoing in a certain periodicity.[81] For example, at the decline of Triassic period
there is the most long period (5 million years) during which first mammals were formed. First reptiles
appeared during the same Carboniferous period. Amphibians correspond to the same period in Devon.
Angiosperm plants appeared in Jurassic period and the appearance of the first birds proceeds the same
period in Jure. The birth of needle-leaved plants corresponds to the same Carboniferous period, ground
pine and souring rush in Devon. The insects correspond to the same period in Devon.
Each such period corresponds to the pouring of basalt from molten mantle on the surface of the
Earth. This is evidence of an abrupt decrease of gravitation density with was accompanied by natural
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disasters. Thus the relationship of the new species with periods of unstable gravitation of the Earth is
obvious. Exactly at this periodicity decrease of gravitation density occur on our planet.
In the natural development and selection of living organisms in change of classes due to DNA
development the main role is possibly played by the influence of rapidly decreased gravitation density.
Future reduction of gravitation density probably would lead to further modification of flora and fauna.
First of all it will affect anatomical structure and life support system in adaptation to new state of the Earth
gravitation density. Perhaps the first to change would be whales, elephants and hippopotamuses.
New gravitation will affect the human granting new features, weakening muscular and the organism
would extend life-cycle for tens of years. And perhaps the end of the world that is strongly promoted in
recent time it’s nothing else but upcoming reconversion of human who would possess new intellectual and
physiological features. Indeed in the third Millennium people have become more informed, mobile and
active.

8.7. Gravitation Influence on Cells
The minimum fluctuation of gravitation density is strongly reflected at the cells of the embryo of a
living matter. It contributed to creation of additional cells in DNA and changed their decoding in the initial
phase of development. At this stage the gravitation influence exerted by different sources including planets
of the solar system impact on the further development of living organisms and contributes to some
reconversion.
The constitution of a living matter, rocks and spatial-time relation is changed even not to a big extent
but with a single variance of gravitation density and the gravitation possesses all the attributes needed to
convert the world. The proportions of a matter as well as contained fields and energy determine to what
extent the passage of time will be changed in such surrounding. That is why such interaction determines
life duration of every living subject on the planet. Beyond the area of the Earth gravitation as it is stated in
the relativity theory it will inevitable that the life of every cell in the human organism will be significantly
prolonged. It happens not due to gravity free conditions but owing to reduced gravitation density that
differs from the level on the Earth. Each type of living matter had been adapted to gravitation density on
the Earth as well as to cycles that absorb the resources of each of the matter and reduce life-cycle within
the surrounding. Perhaps that is why the hill-people are long-livers as in the mountains gravitation density
is slightly lower.
Revolution of the heaven spheres due to the daily rotation of the planet, yearly rotation on the orbit
about the Sun, intensity of gravitation flow and other astrophysical parameters generate cycling influence of
planets and star systems on the Earth subjects. It is clear that living organisms including human have to
adapt to changing gravitation within the surrounding. The influence of gravitation of the closets satellite
the Moon is notably sensed on the Earth even during a day while other planets do not have such clear
effect.
The moon gravitation initiates pressure difference among the opposite walls of every cell in the
organism, that contain over 60% of water. Nerve impulses after these tiny dissonances are merged giving
rise to emotions and often the actions of a person. Not without reason at some positions of the moon a
misbehaving of a person is described by a statement “a rush to the head”. That is why in old times
astrologists called the moon the Queen of senses.
Scientists calculated the periodic influence of gravitation fields of planets at simple reactions of
synthesis and breakdown of molecules. Managed to set gravitation potential of the moon g=0.0027 m/sec2
and of the Sun g=0,005898 m/sec2, which have a significant impact on the Earth surface during a day.
Compared with other sources such influence is huge and may impact even on relatively small molecules.
For these sources the number of nucleons in molecule must be at least 500. Such organic molecules that
play an essential role in the living support attributed nucleic and amino acids. Jupiter significantly affects
molecules with the number of nucleons about 4000. Venus and Saturn influence on large molecules with
the number of nucleons about 5000. These molecules are represented by main ferments involved in DNA
synthesis. Mars is active towards larger groups with the number of nucleons not least 60 000. To such
molecules is attributed, for example, hemoglobin. Uranus, Neptune and Mercury are active towards very
large molecules with the number of nucleons is not less than 150 000. This is, for example, genetic DNA.
Finally, Pluto as well as a number of large asteroids, comets and stars may influence in stability of giant
formations such as chromosomes.[82,83]
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A variety of such gravitational effects, a combination associated with changing the angle of impact
between the planets is notably reflected in the development of living cells and organisms. During embryo
development such gravitational influence plays an important role in the process of decoding DNA,
predetermining the further development of cells and foetus in general.
“Waste” part of DNA, i.e. 97% of non-coded part is formed in the process of evolution under
conditions of gradually decreasing gravitation density. Therefore under the current gravitation density the
“waste” part of DNA is not needed. If we it would be possible to create an artificial surrounding of high
gravitation the feotus developed from a human embryo would not be recognized. Perhaps it would be a
dinosaur or a representative of the dyed-off prehistoric class.
“The energy of the gravitation interaction between two planets is expressed by negative value. But
negative energy reduces the level of entropy in thermodynamic processes and decreases threshold values of
energy in non-equilibrium thermodynamic processes such as chemical and biochemical synthesis reaction.
Given that the survival strategy on the planet is based on the simple reproduction of cells which in turn
depends on the rate of protein synthesis it can be assumed that the effect of more distant planets can be
reflected at the cells level."[84]
The influence of gravitation of each planet in our solar system and other star patterns on living cells
is undergoing continuously .(Such effect can be compared with the shadow coming from a couple of night
lights that jointly exhibit a complete picture of a person.) Influence of gravitation depends only on the
location; its intensity is changed even with daily rotation of the Earth. With joint influence in each
organism especially in the embryo a unique individual initial gravitational state is formed. With repeated
combining of these planets the human body may receive energy and additional resources. Perhaps one of
the ancient sciences Astrology is based on the study of the accurate influence of gravitation on human.
In 50-60-ies of XX century when so-called synthetic theory of evolution was developed unification
of classical Darwinism of the nineteenth century was combined with the advanced findings of genetics and
molecular biology. The synthetic theory of evolution accepted that the main factors of evolution are
mutation, i.e. the occurrence of random changes in DNA and natural selection. It was believed that generic
changes have got a random nature. But further a number facts together suggested that apparently not
always genome changes have got the random nature. Therefore a long dispute whether the evolution is
incidental or regular has been continued till nowadays.
“Today the scientists has concluded that the main way of organisms complicities it not random
mutation but adding and combination of whole blocks of genes. Block principle of genome constitution
determines the evolution development on several steps ahead. Genome keeps the complete development
programme. Scientists have found that mutation or the material involved into the natural selection cannot
occur in any random location in chromosome. Genomes of modern organisms really consist of large
clusters which often have the most diverse origin. Indeed evolution goes towards the creation of clusters of
genomes. Moreover to project an analogue with a house it might be noticed that the house is always
younger than the blocks it had been built. So far nature has selected certain blocks.
Very often the genes combined by the same function are maintained together. Such combination of
genes is called a genome island. If this island is responsible for example for pathogenic properties it is
called a pathogenicity island. And these genomic clusters apparently was combining when segments of
DNA was added to a certain preferred sites (space) of another DNA. This process is universal. Within the
clusters genes are lost, acquired and replaced. It is a potential to adapt to new ecological niche. This process
may be called pre-adaptation or precognition of possible changes. Undoubtedly there is nothing about any
predeterminacy. However it is not fully incident as was previously thought.”[80]
Georgy Smirnov, Associate member Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, member of Microbiology
and Epidemiology Institute after Gamaleya, considers that mutation (variation) and natural selection
obviously has always been and is still recognized as the most important factor of evolution, but there is a
genetic heredity as well. Thus evolution combined it is meaning heredity, variation and natural selection.
Mutation needs a place for occurrence. Such heredity is represented by polymeric DNA molecule where all
features of the organism are recorded in a quite certain way by a single genetic code. The entire set of genes
that define properties of organisms is called genome and evolution of any species, any organism stars from
the variation of its own genome. Still now it is believed that a particular gene can be caught and spread by
populations in those cases when this gene encodes some useful sign for one or the other organism. In
particular natural selection aims to select those features that under the given conditions are treated as
useful."[80]
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“But during natural selection a particular class would win it is necessary that the gene would win so
be caught by DNA of the specie and then be spread. Everything is originated from the gene. Genes are
inherited or rejected not by themselves. They are rejected or inherited as a part of certain DNA segments.
Gene is rejected out of the chromosome in two stages. Firstly it is activated due to mutation and then a
DNA segment containing the defective gene is cut out. The segment containing the defective gene is
removed being not supported by natural selection.” [80]
In gravitation influence on living organisms on the Earth surface a certain role is played by spatial
positioning of the living organism. Animals on four legs get horizontal position putting its nervous and
blood vascular system perpendicularly the gravitation influence. Birds in free flight as well get similar
horizontal position. Only the man and some kinds of animals are walking straight in parallel to the
gravitation influence. Almost of representatives of flora put their living control systems in parallel to the
gravitation influence. Probably such positioning defines a certain regularity of dependency on gravitation
and determines the extend of development.
“Scientific research of cancer found an unusual sequence. Researchers presented the evidence of
their version outlining the results of karyotypic analysis of several cancer cell lines for few generations. It
was found that within one line the set and structure of chromosomes in the cells is not changed but may
differ strongly from chromosomal set of the different tumour or even from tumours of the same cancer
but sampled from the different patient. The most illustrative example is the famous line of HeLa cells
which in 1951 had been sampled from Henrietta Lacks the descendants of whom are still quite viable. It
was shown that since this line exists autonomous, i.e. outside the body of its “parent”, its cells have got
quite stable karyotype compared with that it had in the first years of its existence. However it is very
different from that in normal human cells.
It might be said that carcinogenesis is not so much a disease but evidence that humanity as a species
that is not stable and in human populations are ongoing speciation processes. Therefore all who suffer
from cancer according to the authors of this assumption should be considered as transitional forms from
old to new species. As follows from the provisions of the synthetic theory of evolution they possess very
little chance of survival unless conditions of living environment of old specie have changed. Only in this
case some of transitional forms will be able to gain a “start in life” and create new specie.
Another thing to understand right now what would it be for a new specie is impossible because
scientists have to deal only with the initial stage of the process, i.e. “karyotypic destabilization”. Cells in
which it occurs by themselves cannot “create” some sort of stable structure. By numerous experiments
have been confirmed that the same cancer cells cannot “build” normal functioning tissue. However over
time when the instability is finished the cells as it demonstrated by the line HeLa are able to create
something similar to the tissue. In the body of the patient this stage cannot be reached as the disease is
going rapidly and person dies before stabilization of the karyotype of tumor cells. However it cannot be
excluded that the patient with cancer will be placed into different conditions that might help him to
overcome the initial then it would be a chance to convert into new specie."[85]
End of living functions of living is also cyclical. If vital organs fail, i.e. heart and lungs, blood, liquid
and air circulation is stopped. Therefore electromagnetic and other waves (contributing to increase or
decrease of gravitation density) created by the circulation are disturbed. Such changes in gravitation density
affect some mass of body and heat transfer. (That is why when a person dies his body becomes lighter on
few grams). However there are still some cells that continue exchange and generation keeping magnetic
field around the cell. After discontinuation of these cells metabolism irreversibly stops. Then a “messy”
process of bacteria and microbes development starts that destroy cells initiating decay process. At the
same time destruction at the molecular level begins, i.e. degradation and drying of cells. Depending on the
size and complexity of the organism such processes may take from several hours to several days. When all
these processes are ended, in remains active movement is ceased at any of the cell and molecular level. In
concordance of gravitation proportions, i.e. spatial-time and motion spatial change is discontinued, comes
complete death so time is stretched till full stop.
However invisible changes are ongoing. Magnetic waves of the Earth passing through spine and ribs
of the skeleton form secondary magnetic waves while gravitation waves through bone cells are reading out
the DNA identification. Life continues in different concept and reality.
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8.8. Capturing of Neutrino Flows by Human Brain Convolutions
The image of magnetic domains of the permanent magnet looks like a great creation of nature the
convolutions of the human brain. What are the similarities between them? It is possible that in both
materials curves play the same role, i.e. reconversion of magnetic waves. There are molecules with
unbalanced links in the structure of the magnet domain inside which atoms are constantly exchanging with
electrons of orbits. In such molecules the electron moves only within the molecule and therefore no
directed current of electrons occur. When electron moves from one atom to another contained in the
molecule the atom is loosening magnetic wave. Magnetic wave once has reached the adjacent molecule
actuates it and electron within the molecule repeats its movement and so forth. Motion of electrons
contributes to the formation of magnetic whirls around them in turn facilitating the change of density of
passing through neutrino flows.
In magnets translation of electrons is limited and magnetic waves are freely distributing. With electric
current either electrons or magnetic waves are freely spreading.
Same in magnetic domains within some areas brain cortex with the passage of biopulse and blood
flow areas of weak compression and expansion are created contributing to emergence and actuation of
magnetic impulse and the general magnetic field.
If these materials are fulfilling registration and conversion of magnetic waves it forms a basis of the
registration process of gravitational waves. In the first case magnetic domains on the magnetic tape redirect
and record magnetic waves while refracting passing through neutrino flow. This provides the effect of
attraction or repulsion. Human brain cortex probably may register directly neutrino flow passing through it
thus reading information bearing by the flows from large convolution of the planet, i.e. ionosphere.[86]
Ionosphere is the space surrounding the Earth beyond atmosphere. It consists of free electrons and
ions and represent the surrounding within which under the influence of the magnetic field of our planet is
able to change the constitution and keep in such state these changes. This state may be able to save in its
memory not only the magnetization of our planet and solar magnetic storms but the smallest magnetic and
gravitational fluctuations of any informational events. Magnetic field is the only known by physics field that
is able to transit information and possesses memory. In magnetic fluctuations free electrons and ions in
ionosphere are allocated under the influence of the field. Ultimately ionosphere stores all the information
about the events acting as magnetic utility. The volume of ionosphere is significantly large (almost up to
1000 km high) and has got sufficiently big information capacity. Such voluminous data bank is able to keep
data about magnetic emanations that accompany any event in the life of the planet and in the biography of
an individual creature.
Any magnetic changes give lead to the dynamics of electric currents in ionosphere, natural protonelectronic near-earth plasma penetrating its different patterns and layers, filling, reading and modifying
informational events kept there. Such processes actuate and form a closed loop: receive, record, reading,
analysis, output and transfer of appropriate information.
Neutrino flows coming from space, penetrating the said layers of ionosphere read information and
bear it down passing to a person and living creatures. Similarly neutrino flows coming from Earth inner
core penetrate all living and non-living matters on the surface of the planet and bring it to ionosphere. The
information exchange between the bank and living creatures on the Earth is going on continuously and
within a certain space enclosed between ionosphere and the Earth.
For example a person perceives a particular sector of information and an animal perceives it in its
sector inaccessible and incomprehensible to the person. It is believed that trained dog will smell a drug
even in a totally sealed container with that even do not assume the dog might got the information about
the drug from the general bank.
“A person once has appeared beyond the said area of information exchange would lose the ability to
connect to the general flow of information registrar. Possible evidence of this conclusion is that the
astronauts being on orbit lose the ability to remember and recall what has been done not so far. Vladimir
Dzhanibekov, Cosmonaut affirmed that a simple pencil used to be his “loyal assistant” on WCS. On orbit
memory often lapsed. Astronauts constantly have to write notes of what to do and what has been already
done. Otherwise not be able to recall what was done the day before.” 87]
To get form this general registrar such richest information of a widest diversity would be the grateful
task for future researchers. Over time probably people would be able to get an access to the bank of
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ionosphere, to learn how to decode stored data and to influence on them in favor of the planet and
humanity.
Human brain Convolutions have different density from the brains of animals, perhaps, is the receiver
- transmitter of neutrino waves. In this case the human brain is not designed to store all information
collected during the existence of all organs of senses but explicitly is a transmitter of the data to shared
storage of ionosphere. Formulated an idea in the head, secured with the neutrino flows of the Earth, sent a
request to ionosphere, received a response.
If the person will enforcedly change flows of bioelectric currents necessary magnetic disturbances
would be created in the brain of a certain combinations of brain convolutions. These magnetic
disturbances contribute to the change of density of neutrino flows emitted by the Earth core in the form of
magnetic waves. Then person may generate changes within neutrino flow that is passing through its brain
in the required volume and input in this flow necessary information. It is as simple as in Internet. Who is
able directly get into this system is a unique operator which so-called extrasensory mentalist or shaman.

IX. Law of Gravitation Influence on Acts of Nature
Mechanisms and preconditions of natural processes considered in the second part of the theory
indicate a certain logic pattern of these processes. The essence of this logic is that seismic event, tsunami,
volcanic eruptions and the occurrence of cyclone and anticyclone are all closely linked to the influence of
gravitation. All these processes are controlled by the gravitation field of our planet. Local change of the
gravitation density leads to fluctuations in air, water and soil density. Ultimately the surrounding is
disturbed creating acts of nature.
Findings of the research and proposed ideas it can be concluded the following law:
When gravitation density within a certain surface area of our planet is exposed to dynamic change the consequences are
reflected on the state of atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere giving rise to natural disasters such as earthquake, tsunami,
volcanic eruption and weather conditions formation.
The said law of gravitation influence on acts of nature is deemed as fundamental.

Conclusion
We stand at the parturientAbility to control gravitation energy.
The Author
We are surrounded by numerous well-known, but not explained and therefore mysterious
phenomena such as shock and inertia, centrifugal force and revolution of planets, gyroscopic effect,
magnet attraction, gravitation etc. Such processes are so familiar to us that it seems to us since we cannot
clearly explain them so there is no such a need.
Therefore if traditional approaches do not allow understanding and explaining some processes it is
necessary to look for other approaches even contradicting arguments or exclusive alternatives.
Since the gravitation law was disclosed a long period has passed and much has been changed in
science. Our planet has got artificial satellites which clearly showed and fundamentally denied the
dependence of gravitation on the mass of matters. State-of-art technologies in the field of astronautics and
astrophysics allowed obtaining facts and information about gravitation that were not available to great
scientists in the past.
Be able to cross over the established opinions and views about gravitation nature, existing scientific
definitions and laws in this area I had had to break free from the requirements of existing scientific rules
and norms and look with a completely different approach and unconventionally think over the essence of
gravitation.
During fifteen years I have performed lots of studies of gravitation which helped to open the veil of
the great mysteries of nature. Starting with an interest in the origin of cyclone and weather conditions, have
studied the theory of continental drift, occurrence of earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis, I have drawn a
conclusion that all of these natural processes are controlled by gravitation. Further targeted and in-depth
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study of the scientific literature and materials from the Internet, precise study and analysis showed that
classical science absolutely does not consider the involvement of gravitation into these processes
The Paper Gravitation is a Trigger for Acts of Nature defines lots of gravitation properties, smoothly
coincides with existing acts of natural, clearly explains the processes and their occurrence. Under this
theory become clear and understandable the following natural processes:
Magnetic field of the planet and its influence of its gravitation;
Expansion of the planet leading to drift of continents;
Geophysical processes, origin of radioactivity, change of rock properties;
The basis for occurrence and mechanism of earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunami and tide waves;
Weather conditions formation, i.e. cyclones, anticyclones, occurrence of tornado and typhoon;
Evolution of animals and plants, conversion of species;
Main findings and definitions for the said subjects are unique and do not have analogues in modern
physics.
Listed directions in this paper require further detailed development, research and refinements in
terms of gravitation influence which in future will give the clue how manage and subdue gravitation energy.
Existing views about gravitation nature will be likely changed perhaps even in the very near future.
Our awareness for the Earth gravitation at the lower level and the presence of such relatively well-studied
“sample” as the Earth gravitation is very important for understanding the nature of other planets.
Disclosing the secret of the Earth gravitation we will make a qualitative breakthrough in science and
technology thereby gaining free access for investigation of the Universe.
Inertia and ecology of human thinking does not allow unconditional acceptance of any new idea even
if it would be perfect from the point of view of logics and common sense. It would take some time to
comprehend it and to accept as a given.

Translated by Yelena Rud, Shymkent 2014
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